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Abstract

We live in a culture that depends on technologies to record our behavior and coordinate our actions with billions of other connected people. In this computational culture, humans and machines continue to perpetuate deep-seated injustices. Our abilities to observe and intervene in other people’s lives also allow us to govern, forcing us to ask how to govern wisely and who should be responsible.

In this dissertation, I argue that to govern wisely, we need to remake large-scale social experiments to follow values of democracy. Using qualitative and quantitative methods, I spent time with hundreds of communities on the social news platform reddit and learned how they govern themselves. I designed CivilServant, novel experimentation software that communities have used to evaluate how they govern harassment and misinformation. Finally, I examined the uses of this evidence in community policy deliberation.

As we develop ways to govern behavior through technology platforms, we have an opportunity to ensure that the benefits will be enjoyed, questioned, and validated widely in an open society. Despite common views of social experiments as scarce knowledge that consolidates the power of experts, I show how community experiments can scale policy evaluation and expand public influence on the governance of human and machine behavior.
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Twenty years ago, my mother called a computer science professor to settle an argument about chemistry.

As a teenager in the mid-90s, I fell in love with computers. That first summer, I scribbled pages of BASIC code onto lined notebooks and collaborated with a pen pal through the mail. Uninterested in chemistry and a little scared of it, I insisted to my home-schooling parents that computers were the future and I didn’t need to study the physical sciences. In a moment of creative inspiration given only to the mothers of stubborn teenagers, she picked up the phone, found the university section of the phone book, and dialed.

Within days, I was sitting in the office of Tom Leap, a computer scientist at Elizabethtown College. I still remember his kind smile as he asked me questions. He learned about my parents, a Guatemalan from Zaculeu and an American missionary who had only expected to stay in the US for one week after their wedding in the late 1970s. Tom heard how they saved money from my dad’s night-shift factory job to buy their sons a computer with only the most limited software. He heard about the BASIC manual we had struggled to understand and the game I had created, inspired by breakout.

Then Tom told his own story, describing his very first software project to process data from a nuclear reactor. I was entranced. He was, of course, about to explain why a computer scientist needs to study chemistry. Tom’s actual advice was more profound, one of the few constants of my very nonlinear journey in the next two decades. Computation is a lens for seeing our world, Tom told me, and one of software’s greatest powers is its ability to architect how we see. To write software well, I needed to understand the world from many perspectives. That meant studying chemistry; it also meant literature, politics, history, law, and the social sciences.

Tom’s next suggestion removed the lens cap from the vision he had just described. Telling my mother about the college library’s community membership, he encouraged me to read Steven Levy’s book Hackers and told me where to find it in the stacks. In Hackers, I read about computer scientists who thought deeply about law and politics, people who were willing to re-imagine their world through the power of software and social movements. Throughout my teenage years and undergraduate degree, the Etown College library opened many worlds to me.
Twenty years after our argument about chemistry, my parents watched me defend my thesis, quite literally, when my MIT advisor Ethan Zuckerman slashed at me with a cosplay sword. Years of voracious intellectual wandering had led me unexpectedly to a community designed to help me flourish, and to one of the kindest, wisest, people that I have known.

Across our years together, Ethan showed me how scholarship should be focused on people as much as ideas. Studying with Ethan has been an extended masterclass in the facilitative leadership that makes everything he touches a joyful, collaborative, and inclusive endeavor. As Ethan shepherded my growth from a literary scholar and software engineer into an empirical researcher, he also modeled the kind of leader I want to be: where influence is based as much on amplifying and supporting others as sharing my own ideas.
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I am deeply grateful to my dissertation committee. Tarleton Gillespie has been a wonderful mentor since our time together at Microsoft. Betsy Paluck offered essential guidance in the early formation of the CivilServant project and its first experiments.
None of my PhD would have been possible without the effort invested by the r/worldnews and r/science communities, who spent many hours debating study designs and organized tens of thousands of people to participate in studies. Several people pored closely over my statistics before I shared experiment results with communities. Thanks, Feedmahfish and Martin Saveski! Several people also produced public datasets that became important to my dissertation, including Jason Baumgartner, Felipe Hoffa, Eric Gilbert, and Eshwar Chandrasekharan.

Great collaborations don’t disappear when people graduate. This spring, the engineer and artist Sophie Diehl generously took a day to brainstorm novel procedural art based on data from CivilServant field experiments. Sophia Breuckner also offered helpful feedback. I’ll blog soon about my first prototypes, which I briefly shared in the defense.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We live in a culture that depends on technologies to record our behavior and coordinate our actions with billions of other connected people. In this computational culture, humans and machines continue to perpetuate deep-seated injustices. Our abilities to observe and intervene in other people’s lives also allow us to govern, forcing us to ask how to govern wisely and who should be responsible. Two recent tragedies illustrate the need to ask these questions.

How Can We Govern Behavior Wisely?

When the French government first considered banning pro-anorexia websites in 2008, they were wrestling with the risks embodied by the integration of computational systems into everyday life (Carvajal, 2008). Internet publishing had made this potentially-harmful information easily accessible, and search algorithms were sharing it with an eager audience. As the French parliament and other governments continued to debate the idea for years, advocates pressured technology companies to limit the accessibility of media encouraging eating disorders.

In April 2012, the photo platform Instagram responded to public pressure by creating policies against content promoting suicide, self-harm, and eating disorders (Instagram, 2012). The company asked the public to report offending posts for removal and also redesigned their algorithms to prevent people from searching for self-harm images. As a platform, the company enabled anyone to publish images for free, generating revenue by collecting personal data and advertising to the people who use the service. A small platform with roughly 40 million users in 2012, Instagram’s new policy affected 72% as many people as France’s 55 million internet users.

Unfortunately, Instagram’s policy may have caused the opposite outcome
from what they intended. Four years later, academic researchers re-examined their policy to find that communities that evaded Instagram’s intervention received 15% more comments and 30% more likes after the ban (Chancellor, Parker, Clear, Gilbert, & De Choudhury, 2016). Other self-harm advocates may have simply moved to other platforms (boyd, Ryan, & Leavitt, 2011).

Because computational systems are used by people and automated systems monitor our behavior and intervene in the daily lives of billions of people, we have come to expect that they will play some role to govern our most difficult social problems. Yet like Instagram, we struggle to imagine wise governance because our debates about policy are not grounded in evidence. Governments have debated banning self-harm content for almost a decade, attempting to balance health risks with the risks from censorship. Years into those debates, the first evidence showed a strong possibility that there is nothing to balance. These policies, when put into practice, could actually increase health risks.

When Instagram first introduced its policies in 2012, the platform could have tested them with an experiment, developing strong evidence on the outcomes caused by banning self-harm image searches. By banning some terms and not others, perhaps for some users and not others, they could have learned if the ban achieved their goals on average. Similar tests are common on platforms, where A/B tests on advertising and sales routinely optimize company revenues (Kohavi, Longbotham, Sommerfield, & Henne, 2009). Without public evidence on the potentially-harmful effects of Instagram’s policy in the lives of millions of people, the company persisted for years in governance practices with doubtful benefits.

I take the position that to govern behavior wisely, we need evidence on the outcomes of our attempts to govern billions of people in a computational culture. While policy researchers have taken similar positions since the 1960s (Oakley, 2000), experiments are rare in platform governance. Because platforms can host up to hundreds of social experiments per day (Kohavi et al., 2013), we should direct those methods to guide wise uses of the power that platforms provide.

**Who Should Govern Behavior?**

In April 2017, a New York Times Magazine article accused the ride-hailing company Uber of employing “hundreds of social scientists and data scientists” to
manipulate and exploit their drivers by “pulling psychological levers” (Scheiber, 2017). As a platform, Uber argued that its drivers were independent entrepreneurs who retained freedom over their driving choices. Yet researchers claim the company used social experiments to refine methods for influencing drivers to act against their own self-interest, reducing driver pay and increasing Uber’s profits. (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016).

Because most platform experiments are done in secret by organizations that control the underlying software, these studies tend to concentrate power within platforms and away from the people who use them, according to Rosenblat and Stark. In their nine-month ethnographic study with Uber drivers, they found that experiment-guided influence is fundamental to the company’s business model. Social experiments empower the company to generate revenue from driver behaviors that favor the company but not the drivers themselves. Since drivers do not have access to research and data on their own behavior, the resulting “information assymetry” favors the company (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016).

Many leading scholars have argued for stronger professional ethics to protect the public from the risks of platform research (Grimmelmann, 2015; boyd, 2016; Zook et al., 2017). Yet ethics alone cannot solve the underlying imbalance of power. On one hand, social experiments can help society use platform power to govern wisely. On the other, platforms that are not accountable to the public hold most of this subtle power and the knowledge to use it. To gain the benefits of wise platform governance, we need to redesign the balance of power behind the research that will increasingly guide how billions of people are governed worldwide.

Community-Led Platform Policy Experiments

In the 1970s, the founding figure of policy evaluation Donald Campbell struggled with a similar dilemma of experimenting power. As he watched the U.S. government computerize data collection and centralize its social policies in an attempt to evaluate those policies more effectively, Campbell worried that the information asymmetry would weaken democracy. Campbell proposed an alternative thought experiment, a democratic “experimenting society” where local communities could evaluate their own policy ideas, share the results freely, and dispute decisions through deliberation and data alike. By spreading the
ability to design and interpret new studies, Campbell imagined that behavioral policymaking might more closely serve democratic values.

While Campbell’s experimenting society remained a thought experiment, the structure of platforms makes community-led experiments a viable possibility for platform governance. Some platforms manage policymaking by delegating governance to the communities they host. Ever since the earliest platforms on the social internet, designers have delegated power to community leaders, sysops, and moderators, who create and enact policy in their communities (Rheingold, 1993; Bruckman, Curtis, Figallo, & Laurel, 1994; Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2002). Moderators tend to be accountable to the communities they govern, often collaborate with their communities on policy decisions, circulate policy ideas with each other, and sometimes advocate for their communities in platform-wide decisions. Furthermore, community moderators often possess the basic building blocks of policy experiments: access to behavioral data and wide abilities to intervene.

In this dissertation, I share early results of a project to grow our collective knowledge on the outcomes of platform policies while balancing the information asymmetries of platform power. Over the last two years, I have spent time with hundreds of communities on the social news platform reddit, learned how they govern themselves, designed novel software for platform-independent experiments, and supported two communities to evaluate policies governing human and machine behavior. I have also studied how communities circulate evidence, debate findings, and make decisions in conversation with policy experiments developed by communities themselves.

In this first chapter, I introduce the ideas and research findings in this dissertation.

In the second chapter, Democratic Governance in an Experimenting Society, I describe two risks we need to navigate as platforms take a greater role in governance. On one hand, if we intervene in millions of people’s lives without evaluating the outcomes, we could make problems worse. On the other hand, if behavioral policymaking is done in secret, as it often is today, we face dangerous risks to human freedom. To move beyond this dilemma, I turn to the histories of factory management and policy evaluation.

In the 20th century, people with authority used behavioral research to guide corporate and government decisions at previously-unimaginable scales. These activities were resisted and reshaped by activists and researchers who worked to
reconcile experimentation with democratic values. Through the history of factory management, I retrace Valentine’s proposals for group consent (Valentine, 1916) and Lewin’s methods of action research (Lewin, 1944, 1946), where factory workers shape the design and interpretation of democratic management experiments. Following the history of policy evaluation, I introduce Popper’s open society, where democratic citizens interpret findings from social experiments to reject ineffective or oppressive governance (Popper, 1947). I also summarize Campbell’s proposal for an experimenting society, where civic participation includes participating in networks of local, democratic policy experiments (Campbell, 1998).

These historical examples remind us that research is design, and we can redesign our methods to follow democratic values. Rather than reject policy experiments or accept paternalism, we can develop ways to govern wisely with public participation and consent. I end this chapter by arguing for a democratic approach to policy evaluation on the platforms that govern our lives.

In the third chapter, Governance by Volunteer Moderators Online, I describe the work of volunteer moderators, examining the ways they are accountable to their communities, to platforms, and to other moderators. For over forty years, designers have created internet platforms to rely on volunteer moderators to govern community groups online. Because these moderators and their communities carry out their own policies and collect their own data within platforms, they possess the potential for community-led policy experiments. To describe this work, I spent time as an ethnographer with moderators on the reddit platform, a social news site that had over 148,000 moderator roles in July 2015. I show how moderators negotiate their relationships and their accountability with all three stakeholders in their everyday moderation work.

In the fourth chapter, Community-Led Experiments in Platform Governance, I introduce CivilServant, novel software I created that online communities on reddit use to evaluate their governance practices, share the results, and replicate other communities’ policy experiments. I describe five central design considerations for any effort to develop community-led experiments: community participation, research ethics, experiment validity, transparency, and deliberative replication in an experimenting society. The CivilServant project addresses those design challenges with what I call the community knowledge spiral, a process for conducting governance experiments with community input and oversight (Figure 4-1). I also describe the software architecture that I developed
with Merry Mou to support this process and manage experiments. I evaluate the system by summarizing community responses to the experiments and reporting early uses of research findings by communities and the platform’s designers. These early findings offer evidence that social experiments can generate informative governance knowledge in ways that are accountable to the people they govern.

Figure 1-1: **The Community Knowledge Spiral**: CivilServant supports communities to test, replicate, and use knowledge from experiments that evaluate ideas for governing behavior through online platforms.

In the fifth chapter, *Preventing Online Harassment With Community-Led Policy Experiments*, I report results from a 14-million subscriber science discussion community that tested the effects of posting the rules at the top of discussions. In a policy experiment proposed and designed by community moderators that we conducted during August and September 2016, we randomly assigned rule messages to half of the community’s 2,214 discussions and question-answer sessions. I found that posting the rules increased newcomer rule compliance by over 7 percentage points on average in the community, from 75% to 82%.

In the sixth chapter, *AI Nudges: Reducing the Algorithmic Promotion of Unreliable News by Influencing Social Behavior*, I report results from an experiment led by reddit’s world news discussion group, which had 16 million subscribers in December 2016. Moderators in this community were concerned about the interactions between human behavior and reddit’s algorithms that spread misleading and sensationalized tabloid news. They wished to intervene in ways that pro-socially influenced human and algorithm behavior while preserving
individual liberties. In this multi-armed experiment, possibly the first systematic effort to evaluate the prosocial effects of human influence on machine behavior, we encouraged commenters to fact-check unreliable news or fact-check and vote on the articles. Compared to no action at all, I found that both interventions increased the chance that individual commenters would link to further evidence in discussions. Surprisingly, I found that while encouraging fact-checking could reduce the promotion of unreliable news by reddit’s popularity algorithms, I failed to find an effect from encouraging fact-checking and voting. As black box algorithms and AI systems play a greater role in human affairs, similar experiments may help us govern the unexpected interactions between human and machine behavior.

Community-led experiment results can only serve an open society if they are distributed, debated, and used. In the sixth chapter, The Uses of Community Experiments in Online Policy, I report the outcomes of adding experimental knowledge to the network of policy discussions and practices on reddit. I observe forces that shaped the ten-year history of a single policy adopted by reddit’s politics community during the 2016 election. Drawing lessons from the field of policy research utilization started by Weiss in the 1970s (Weiss, 1979), I follow the spread and uses of evidence from two community-led experiments that I conducted with CivilServant.

Research evidence on reddit follows many of the patterns observed in government policymaking, yet the unique characteristics of platforms enable experiments to achieve rapid, widespread use in community policy. Since platforms are designed to propagate code and words, and since code and words remake the nature of those platforms (Kelty, 2005), new evidence and policy systems can spread widely across large numbers of communities. On reddit, evidence from community experiments appeared in policy conversations that were already underway when we published the results. Our findings informed the governance practices of individual moderators across the site and inspired community replications. The research also influenced over a hundred new communities when reddit designers tested new software that refined and replicated one of our experiments. I conclude this chapter with lessons from CivilServant for a society that uses experimental knowledge in behavioral policymaking.

In the epilogue, Designing the Experimenting Society, I reflect on the future of community-led policy experiments.


Chapter 2

Democratic Governance in an Experimenting Society

In this chapter, I describe two risks we need to navigate as platforms take a greater role in governance. On one hand, if we intervene in millions of people’s lives without evaluating the outcomes, we could make problems worse. On the other hand, if behavioral policymaking is done in secret, as it often is today, we face dangerous risks to human freedom.

To move beyond this dilemma, I turn to the histories of factory management and policy evaluation. In the 20th century, people with authority used behavioral research to guide corporate and government decisions at previously unimaginable scales. These activities were resisted and reshaped by activists and researchers who worked to reconcile experimentation with democratic values. These historical examples remind us that we can redesign our methods to follow our values. Rather than reject policy experiments or accept paternalism, we can develop ways to govern wisely with public participation and consent.
When the photo-sharing service Instagram banned hashtags promoting eating disorders in April 2012, it seemed like a victory for public health and civil society. Two years into its creation, the photo-sharing site was being used by peer support communities that encouraged anorexia and self harm as a “lifestyle choice.” When journalists and a major UK charity drew public attention to the problem, Instagram took action, trying to disrupt these communities by making their common terms unsearchable. Unfortunately, the company’s policies may have made the problem worse. According to a study published four years later, Instagram’s actions drove the conversation underground and sometimes may have increased it. Communities that evaded Instagram’s ban on search results received 15% more comments and 30% more likes after the ban (Chancellor, Pater, Clear, Gilbert, & De Choudhury, 2016). In the meantime, platforms have continued to apply similar policies to over a billion people worldwide in the hope of reducing terrorism (Lomas, 2017; Wark, 2016), hate speech (Citron & Norton, 2011), copyright violations (Seltzer, 2010), child pornography (Thakor, 2016), and human trafficking (Casteel, Thakor, Johnson, & others, 2011), without any publicly-accountable systematic evaluation of the outcomes.

Instagram could have evaluated their policy by testing the effect of banning certain searches. Yet behavioral experiments present their own risks to society, especially when experimenting power contributes to asymmetries of power. In 2017, a series of articles and class action lawsuits alleged that the digital ride-hailing platform Uber used secret behavioral experiments to systematically influence drivers to act against their own self-interest in favor of company profits (Scheiber, 2017; Vaas, 2017). In a nine-month study of Uber driver experiences, Rosenblat and Stark concluded that platform algorithms and behavioral research allow Uber to control worker behavior while claiming that they offer their workers “freedom, flexibility, and entrepreneurship” (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016).

As Internet platforms become more pervasive and society turns to those platforms to govern social problems for billions of people, we need ways to gain the benefits of behavioral experiments while avoiding the risks of abuse that workers experienced with Uber. I argue that twenty-first century debates over the politics of large-scale online experiments resemble twentieth-century debates about the power of experiments in labor management and evidence-based policy. Across both debates, advocates and researchers who confronted
these dual risks created powerful ways to reconcile the benefits of social experiments with the values of democracy. We need to do the same.

I turn to the histories of labor management and policy evaluation because online platforms have combined these approaches into something new. Whether our online activities occur through for-profit platforms or nonprofits, Terranova argues that “the internet is about the extraction of value out of continuous, updateable work.” Organizations that operate platforms develop indirect management practices to cultivate this value through freely-chosen actions (Terranova, 2000). To do so, platforms monitor their users’ behavior, quantify it, include those measures in their reports to shareholders, and conduct large numbers of social experiments to maximize revenue from collective behavior (First Quarter 2017 Results, 2017). Platform operators also develop governance capacities to protect the value their users create (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004) and to manage pressures from governments to regulate behavior (Gillespie, 2010). Behavioral researchers who work for platforms consequently combine management with governance, guiding productive behavior and evaluating policy goals. Just as management consultants on the early 20th century measured human behavior to manage labor and government social scientists in the 1960s computerized population-level data to manage policies on poverty and education, computational social scientists use data and the tools of experimentation to manage and govern our digitally-connected lives. Stuart Geiger argues that these data scientists are behavioral managers and policy evaluators at the same time, the corporate civil servants of the internet age (S. Geiger, 2015).

Like the data science of our time, management research and policy evaluation evolved in response to three converging factors: (a) expansions in the ability to structure and monitor behavior, (b) theories of experimentally-managed human endeavor, and (c) struggles to reconcile these developments with values of democracy. During the industrial revolution and the birth of evidence-based policy, debates about the politics of behavioral experiments produced powerful ideas about the role of research in democratic societies. These historical examples offer valuable ideas for redesigning the methods of experimentation to address social problems while preserving democratic values.
In 1944, as the social psychologist Kurt Lewin was setting out a vision for the role of social sciences in society, he worried that experimental research might be adopted in ways that would support autocratic, top-down governance of people’s lives. For over a half-century, information technology and hierarchical theories of corporate management had co-evolved into what Lewin considered an autocratic system of organizing human cooperation, supported by experiments in labor efficiency. As a German Jew who fled Nazi Germany in 1933, Lewin argued that the management of factories and schools in the U.S. resembled the Nazi values he had left behind more than the vision of democracy he admired in the U.S., where he was now a citizen. Systematic managers had imposed measurements and experiments of worker production to empower autocratic management techniques. Lewin argued for democratic approaches to research and the management it supported.

Lewin responded with two fundamental insights on the politics of experiments in society, ideas that left deep influences on the growing fields of social psychology and organizational behavior. The first was a vision for the contribution that experimentation might make to democracy itself. In his 1944 book on group dynamics, Lewin argued that “it is essential that a democratic commonwealth and its educational system apply the rational procedures of scientific investigation also to its own process of group living” (Lewin, 1944, 120).

Lewin realized that this democratic vision could not be achieved through autocratically-imposed experiments; his second insight was a model for democratic participation in the experiment process itself. Lewin and his students’ research in the 1940s transformed a long-standing argument over the assumed autocracy of research in industry, assumptions that persist today in the use of experiments online. For generations, firms and researchers had assumed that quantitative methods would lead to greater efficiencies than workers could imagine on their own. By including workers as designers in the experiment process, Lewin and his students offered quantitative evidence against these autocratic assumptions that many people considered scientific laws.
Systematic Management

Large-scale data collection on human behavior became commonplace in U.S. industry during the hundred years before the second world war, argues Joanne Yates (Yates, 1993). As firms like railroads grew and became more geographically dispersed, they satisfied their need to coordinate with a growing toolset of information systems. Typewritten memos, forms, and graphs replaced handwritten letters. Telegraphs, telephones, and dictation machines replaced letterbags. As information piled up, firms developed filing systems to store and retrieve time-series information about activity, performance, and trends across a firm.

Measurement and coordination technologies developed in parallel with management philosophies that promised to help executives manage the growing complexities of industry. The philosophies of “systematic management” that developed from the railroad industry promoted two central ideas: (a) worker responsibilities should be standardized and defined by managers, and (b) information systems should monitor and evaluate the operation of the firm, including the adherence of workers to those manager-defined responsibilities (Yates, 1993, 10-11). Measurement of labor was applied to physical labor and also to what came known as white collar work (Mills, 1951), as management itself became systematized through standardized flows of responsibility, information technologies, and management theory (Yates, 1993, 11-15).

The most infamous system of measuring worker behavior was the “time and motion study,” promoted by Frederick Taylor and other advocates of “scientific management.” In this approach, engineers would use stopwatches to time repetitive actions towards a common task. Motion consultants would then work with management to set quotas and test more efficient work processes. Measurement for these studies was conducted by stopwatches or movie cameras with on-screen clocks (Nadworny, 1955). By the 1940s, companies had adopted a wider set of information technologies for ongoing labor monitoring, including forms, graphs, and ticket systems for tracking individual employees’ completed tasks (Yates, 1993; Coch & French, 1948).

Theories of Behavior Under Systematic Management

Because systematic managers aimed to define and standardize the most efficient processes for achieving tasks across many workers, management experts
tended to assume that experts should design those processes. They believed that when workers used their own intelligence and agency to imagine factory processes, worker creativity put the system at risk. Measurement systems offered symbolic and rhetorical power to systematic managers, who positioned their decisions as scientific facts that could replace the inefficiencies arising from worker agency (Yates, 1993, 10-11).

Experts also tended to imagine tasks as independent units rather than connected, social activities. For example, time engineers would examine the number of distinct motions taken in bricklaying and test the efficiency and quality of alternative arrangements. The engineers would then mandate an efficient approach to that one part of bricklaying, alongside baseline task speeds that were used to set pay rates (Gilbreth, 1911). Advocates of Taylorism also held individual-centered beliefs about worker motivations, arguing that laborers tend to work as little as permissible when working in a group, a practice Taylor called “soldiering.” To increase worker productivity, Taylor encouraged firms to adopt piece-work compensation models that paid workers based on how many units they completed above a baseline (Taylor, 1914). These personal incentives and punishments relied on standardized task rates that were initially set with time studies and carried out through the monitoring of workers in factory information systems.

Since advocates of systematic management held top-down, individual-centered views of behavior, management experts in the first two decades of the 20th century preferred what Lewin later called “autocratic” management. Systematic managers urged employers to negotiate directly with individual employees rather than allow them to organize as groups (Nadworny, 1955, 19-22)(Yates, 1993). Early systematic management consultants avoided working with unionized factories, and unions opposed piece-work arrangements, starting with the International Association of Machinists in 1903 (Nadworny, 1955, 25). Unions saw individually-calibrated pay rates, worker monitoring, and increased production as opportunities for firms to treat workers unfairly and cut jobs. Taylorists worried that negotiating with workers as a group would create inefficiencies in systems that they believed were based on scientific fact (Nadworny, 1955, 49-51).

Despite these fundamental disagreements, the resulting unrest between workers and firms forced greater communication and coordination between them. This coordination took three forms in the period from 1915 to 1929: corporate
welfare practices, arguments for applying social psychology to democratic management, and “joint research” between unions and firms. Yet none of these developments succeeded at changing widespread assumptions that worker agency and group decisions were inefficient.

The corporate welfare movement offered an alternative to unions, personalizing the management relationship according to Yates. Shop conferences and representative shop committees discussed problems and proposed changes to work processes. Internal company magazines featured employee perspectives and communicated norms to employees. Firms also offered benefits and funded local projects including libraries, clubhouses, and city beautification. Yet according to Yates, these widespread efforts were not primarily seen as ways to improve to production. Managers adopted corporate welfare practices defensively, to discourage union organizing and other forms of collective employee power (Yates, 1993, 17-18).

Arguments for collective worker agency were rejected in the early years of scientific management. Writing in the Bulletin of the Taylor Society in 1916, Robert Valentine argued that achieving efficiency required “organized consent as well as individual consent” from workers. Valentine served as an external investigator at the Watertown Arsenal after a 1911 strike against scientific management. Having participated in the 1912 U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations, Valentine had been seeking ways to reconcile the methods of scientific management with the collective interests of workers (Nadworny, 1955). To convince other scientific managers to consider collective forces in labor management, Valentine published diagrams of the social forces at play in factory decision-making (Figure 2-1). He urged the Taylor Society to learn from the new field of “social psychology” to develop a research agenda on the roles of democracy and consent in efficient production (Valentine, 1916). The Bulletin published ten strongly unfavorable rebuttals along Valentine’s article urging worker consent. Critics argued that Valentine under-valued the efficiency benefits of scientific management, that all rational people would naturally consent to the “purity” of scientific knowledge, that trade unions were wasteful, selfish endeavors, and that workers could not be trusted to understand the complexities of business. Valentine’s suggestions were not pursued by the society (Nadworny, 1955; Gomberg, 1985).

Throughout the 1920s, unions and advocates of systematic management found common ground through joint Bureaus of Standards that negotiated
Figure 2-1: In 1916, Robert Valentine mapped factory social structures to argue for organized consent in factory research
over the baseline goals set through time studies. By 1929, several unions developed their own engineering teams, who participated in negotiations over the details of systematic management policies. In 1929, the United Textile Workers of America (UTW) and the Naumkeag Steam Cotton Company of Salem, MA set up a program of “joint research” managed by both the union and the company. Decisions about changes in production were made through collective bargaining. By 1932, the conditions of the Great Depression were pressuring the company to cut costs, and the findings of joint research led the union to agree need. In response, workers left the UTW entirely and went on strike. Cut out of the dispute, the union dropped its joint research pilot program at Naumkeag (Nadworny, 1955, 122-41).

While managers and workers in U.S. industries found new ways to communicate and coordinate throughout the 1920s and 30s, many still saw them as opposing interests. Isolated voices advocated that worker collaboration with management could achieve greater productivity. Yet projects including Valentine’s proposal of organized consent and the Naumkeag joint research initiative were rare. Instead, employers adopted a corporate welfare approach to defend their companies against the risk that workers might organize and develop meaningful power.

**Action Research at Harwood Manufacturing**

By 1939 when Kurt Lewin’s student Alex Bavelas moved to Marion, Virginia as an embedded psychologist at the Harwood Manufacturing Co, worker participation seemed to be a necessary inefficiency in factory management. Six years earlier, New Deal policies including the National Industrial Recovery Act (1933) and the National Labor Relations Act (1935) required good-faith collective bargaining between companies and unions (National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, 1933; National Labor Relations Act of 1935, 1935). Harwood was led by a new president and chairman, Alfred Marrow, who had finished his psychology PhD at NYU two years earlier (Marrow, 1969; “Dr. Alfred Marrow, A Psychologist 72”, 1978). The recently-established Marion plant was Harwood’s first in the U.S. South, and Marrow saw an opportunity to improve factory operations through experimental psychology. The resulting studies inspired new thinking on the relationship between democratic practices and experimenting power.

At the Harwood pajama plant, Marrow had hoped to show that corporate
welfare philosophies and scientific management could coexist productively. The plant, which opened with roughly 300 primary school educated employees, carried out corporate welfare practices including healthcare, worker orientations, shop conferences with workers, occasional company-wide votes, and recreation programs (Coch & French, 1948; Burnes, 2007). Among scientific management practices, the company adopted the piecework employment model. A time engineer measured the efficiency of each task to set upper and lower target rates for work. The company then paid workers differentially, based on tickets that employees were given when they completed a work unit. Workers who failed to meet the plant minimum were fired after a probationary period. Employees reportedly hoarded tickets to meet the baseline quotas on days when they felt unwell (Coch & French, 1948).

Throughout the 1940s, Harwood faced challenges common in Taylorist firms, struggling with “grievances about the piece rates that went with the new methods, high turnover, very low efficiency... and marked aggression against management.” When work practices were changed and tasks were re-timed by managers, even experienced workers would quit after failing to regain former levels of efficiency. The company responded with layoffs in negotiation with the union, which “did little or nothing to overcome the resistance to change” (Coch & French, 1948). Alfred Marrow saw the company as unusually engaged with workers, but the workers clearly did not. Neither group seemed confident that manager and worker expectations were compatible.

Alex Bavelas and Lewin’s other students reportedly overcame this stalemate by creating a new paradigm of research practice, one where workers played an active, sometimes democratic role in the design of factory research. Since the company was already collecting data on rates of production and turnover alongside qualitative data on worker “aggression” toward managers, these measures became the dependent variables of their studies. Although none of the Harwood experiments would be recognizable as valid randomized trials today, they did compare means and standard deviations of these outcomes between treatment and control groups (Coch & French, 1948).

In one of his first publicly-reported studies, Bavelas tested the effect of worker discussions and votes on piece-work targets. While the majority of the firm received targets from managers and time engineers, a second, treat-

\footnote{All records of these studies in this article come from researchers and from Marrow himself. Without their voices, it is difficult to assess worker views of these studies.}
2. One of the reasons why democratic methods are superior is illustrated in the study of the students' cooperatives. The students were to change from the consumption of white to whole-wheat bread. From each student was obtained a rating of his eagerness to reach the goal and of his like or dislike of whole wheat as compared with white bread. The result shows that after request the eagerness to succeed was lowest in the individuals who disliked whole wheat bread and that it increased with the degree of liking. After group decision, however, the eagerness to reach the group goal was largely independent of personal like or dislike. In other words, group decision provides a background of motivation where the individual is ready to cooperate as a member of the group more or less independent of his personal inclinations.

3. It is important to realize that these methods of changing group goals and

![Figure 2-2: At Harwood Manufacturing, Alex Bavelas charted productivity to observe the changes associated with group decisions (Lewin, 1944)](image)
ment group was asked to discuss and decide on group goals. Contrary to a generation of management theory, workers who set targets as a group increased production (Figure 2-2), a finding that Bavelas confirmed in further studies (Marrow, 1969, 144). The actual interventions in these early studies were poorly documented—Lewin describes the intervention as a “team decision,” while Marrow, writing 30 years later, describes a setting where individual workers decided on personal targets in the context of a group discussion. Both of them describe a series of studies where Bavelas tested a wide range of variations on worker group agency in the research design: group discussions, individual decisions within groups, group votes, and personal goal-setting. Reportedly, all of these interventions offered some increase in worker productivity compared to what Lewin called autocratic management techniques (Lewin, 1944, 197)(Marrow, 1969, 144-45).

When Lester Coch and John French replaced Bavelas at Harwood in the mid-40s, they formalized these questions into more clearly defined experiments. They designed the studies to contribute to psychological theory while also answering practical questions for Harwood. Observing that high output workers failed to recover former levels of productivity after moving to a new task, they explained this outcome with a theory that connected the physical, individual, managerial, and group forces that tend to reduce or increase a person’s production. By conducting experiments during attempts to change those forces, Coch and French were able to study practical factory questions in ways that could also evaluate their theories. In their findings, Coch and French argued that group resistance to work tasks and piece rates constituted a major limitation on productivity and employee retention. They tested the effect of using elected representatives to work with the time and motion engineer to set group baselines, as well as a participatory process for designing tasks (Coch & French, 1948). In one case study, Coch and Marrow supported supervisors to do their own research and make a group decision. They found that supervisors let go of their false stereotypes about the productivity of elderly women only after discussing their individual findings together as a group (Marrow & French, 1945). Across the Harwood studies, Coch and French argued that group resistance could be reduced by including workers in designing tasks, setting rates, and conducting their own research. These reductions in resistance to change, they argued, enabled large increases in productivity (Coch & French, 1948).
Experimenting Power in Factory Management

Time studies and other experiments in systematic management met organizational needs at a time when U.S. businesses were growing dramatically in size and complexity. Yet these information and research technologies co-evolved with theories of management that viewed collective worker agency as an obstacle to business goals. Researchers were consequently unable to imagine or test the benefits of democratic work processes. Instead, many scientific managers reacted to collective action as a risk to their expertise and the very idea of experimentation itself.

Kurt Lewin and his students re-appropriated workplace information systems to prioritize worker ideas and group decisions in factory research. Keeping the Hardwood factory's measurement systems in place, they redesigned the experiment process to test the effects of group decisions compared to autocratic ones. Their experiments brought benefits to everyone involved. Workers stayed longer with the company. Harwood improved its efficiency and its ability to adapt to changing conditions. Lewin and his proteges developed and tested new theories on the social forces beyond individuals that shape human behavior, making fundamental contributions to social psychology. Lewin and his colleagues drew from those findings to develop a vision for citizen involvement in the design and interpretation of social experiments in democratic societies. Writing during the second world war, several years before his death at age 57, Lewin argued that “Efficient democracy means organization, but it means organization and leadership on different principles than autocracy” (Lewin, 1944). By placing the component parts of experiment design and analysis under democratic control, Lewin’s research demonstrated how researchers could re-imagination along those democratic principles.

Authoritarian and Democratic Policy Evaluation

Twenty years after Kurt Lewin's death, another experimental psychologist, Donald Campbell, was wrestling with concerns about the authoritarian or democratic role of experiments in society. By 1971, the U.S. government had begun investing in large-scale electronic data collection to administer and evaluate national policies on housing, poverty, and education. Campbell’s writings on social experiments and policy evaluation had become assigned reading in uni-
versities and government offices (Campbell, 1981). Yet as experiments become more common in the US, Campbell asked if a democratic, open society could ever be an experimenting society (Campbell, 1998). Campbell was responding to the philosopher Karl Popper’s proposal that evidence-based “social engineering” in open societies could offer a democratic alternative to authoritarian rule. But as U.S. involvement in the Vietnam war continued to escalate and his student’s sentiments turned leftward, Campbell speculated that growth in evidence-based policy could lead instead to a state governed by experimenters (Campbell, 1981, 482). In a series of grant applications, talks, and essays Campbell imagined alternative democratic cultures of policy experimentation. While many of his proposals seemed impractical to contemporaries, Campbell’s idea of a democratic “experimenting society” has gained new relevance in a time of plentiful behavioral experiments online.

Social Engineering in the Open Society

Campbell’s effort to reconcile evidence-based policy with democracy draws from Karl Popper’s book, *The Open Society and Its Enemies*. Writing as an Austrian exile in New Zealand during the second world war, Popper describes two kinds of governance: open and closed societies. In closed societies, authoritarians govern and manipulate the public towards utopian goals on the paternalistic principle that “the learned should rule” (Popper, 1947, 107). In open societies, the public is encouraged to evaluate and criticize government decisions “so that bad or incompetent rulers can be prevented from doing too much damage” (Popper, 1947, 107).

Popper calls policy researchers in authoritarian societies “utopian social engineers.” These researchers introduce and evaluate social policies with a predetermined goal toward an idealized society. The agenda for this “ultimate political aim” is set by the authoritarian state or by revolutionaries who wish to dramatically remake society (Popper, 1947, 138). Popper uses the history of eugenics in Western philosophy as his primary example of utopian social engineering. He argues that the disruptive, authoritarian experiments of utopian eugenicists tend to override public objections and consent:

> The reconstruction of society is a big undertaking which must cause considerable inconvenience to many, and for a considerable span of time. Accordingly, the Utopian engineer will have to be
deaf to many complaints; in fact, it will be part of his business to suppress unreasonable objections. But with it, he must invariably suppress reasonable criticism also. (Popper, 1947, 140-41)

Popper contrasts this authoritarian, closed, utopian research with the democratic “piecemeal social engineering” of an open society. Piecemeal policy evaluators, he argues, should “adopt the method of searching for, and fighting against, the greatest and most urgent evils of society, rather than searching for, and fighting for, its greatest ultimate good” (Popper, 1947, 139-40). Popper hoped that long-term improvements could be achieved through many small policy evaluations considered through a democratic process. Every small adjustment to economic policy, the justice system, and social change could be evaluated experimentally, debated, and discarded if they failed to achieve their stated goals or were rejected democratically.

In Popper’s comparison of utopian and piecemeal engineers, he argues that social experiments can be conducted in authoritarian or democratic ways. To limit the risks of authoritarianism, Popper makes a bundled argument in favor of incremental, democratic policy evaluation. Arguing against Soviet and Nazi approaches to social engineering, Popper favors small policy experiments over large changes such as revolutions or state-sponsored eugenics. According to Popper, smaller policies are less disruptive, more easily understood, and more easily challenged by the public. He argues that this piecemeal approach leads to a kind of steady social evolution away from injustice, guided through democratic processes rather than violence or oppression. But Popper was not himself a methodologist or policymaker. His key insight about experiments in The Open Society is not about the supposed relationship between the size of an experiment and its compatibility with democracy. Rather, Popper contributed to the political philosophy of experimentation by observing that the design of a social experiment has a direct relationship with its democratic or authoritarian potential.

Popper also worries that social engineers would come to govern directly. He compares these experimental sovereigns with Plato’s hope for a dictatorship led by philosopher kings:

education has a definite political function. It stamps the rulers and it establishes a barrier between the rulers and the ruled (This has remained a major function of higher education down to our own
time.) Platonic wisdom is acquired largely for the sake of establishing a permanent political class rule. (Popper, 1947, 130)

Responding to Popper in the late 1960s and early 70s, Donald Campbell draws on Popper’s concerns when he outlines an “experimenting society” where social scientists are “methodological servants” of democracies rather than makers of policy (Campbell, 1973). Over the previous decade, Campbell had observed the growing pains of U.S. government data processing and evidence based policy. Even as Campbell advocated for more widespread, more rigorous policy evaluation, he wished to avoid Popper’s dystopian vision of a society governed by social scientists.

**The Great Society and the U.S. War on Poverty**

The U.S. government first began systematically evaluating its social policies after President Johnson announced a War on Poverty in his 1964 State of the Union Address. Johnson’s vision closely resembled Popper’s piecemeal social engineering: declare a deprivation to be reduced and organize a long-term effort across successive policies to achieve that goal. Johnson also introduced systematic evaluation into the U.S. government. During the past two decades, the government had employed social scientists to analyze wartime policies and military operations. Many researchers, including Kurt Lewin and Donald Campbell, spent the second world war conducting social research for the military. Starting with Kennedy’s presidency, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, former CEO of Ford Motor Company, had extended systematic evaluation across the U.S. military. In 1965, Johnson ordered all federal departments to adopt similar policy evaluation methods. Like the systematic management of industry, policy evaluation co-evolved with new information technologies and the theories of management that made use of them (Oakley, 2000, 201) (Rossi & Wright, 1984; Jardini, 2000).

According to historian David Jardini, the systematic management of U.S. social programs was imported from efforts to manage the U.S. military with lessons learned from U.S. manufacturing (Jardini, 2000, 318). In 1961, McNamara began expecting military leaders to offer quantitative justifications of weapons development and military strategy. After Kennedy’s death, when Johnson declared a “war on poverty,” he was implying that efforts to end poverty would be pursued with similarly-systematic and quantitative efforts (Jardini,
Citing private letters exchanged during the drafting of *War on Poverty* legislation, the historian Jardini argues that moves towards policy evaluation paralleled the shift in industry away from worker agency. As McNamara’s proteges moved into social policy, they argued for systematic policy evaluation out of a distrust that local communities could develop effective poverty reduction interventions with federal resources (Jardini, 2000, 334).

Many policymakers believed that advances in computer technology created new possibilities to centrally manage social problems, according to the historian Andrew Meade McGee (McGee, 2007). Rhetoric about the transformative capabilities of large-scale electronic data processing bolstered beliefs in the possibility of achieving Great Society goals like eliminating poverty. By 1966, president Johnson issued a “Memorandum on the Use and Management of Computers by Federal Agencies,” urging departments to adopt computers. Noting that the federal government already employed 2,600 computer systems, he argued that automated data processing could help the U.S. government “administer the huge and complex social security and medicare programs” to “provide better service to the public” (Johnson, 1966). At the time, the Social Security Administration had dramatically expanded the role of electronic computers to deliver the administration’s Medicare healthcare program. The agency was given one year to enroll over 19 million Americans into the program, compute ongoing medicare payments and monitor civil rights compliance by healthcare providers across the country (Puckett, 2010).

Even as U.S. federal agencies used new computational capacities to administer programs, they were also required to use the data to evaluate the outcomes of those programs (Williams, 1971; Oakley, 2000). Yet the demand for evaluation outpaced the ability of these “analytical offices”. According to Walter Williams, chief of the Research and Plans Division in the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity, U.S. government policy evaluation was an aspiration rather than a genuine capacity in the 1960s. Social scientists were not experienced at asking the questions posed by policymakers, they worked too slowly, and they had little influence on data collection. Furthermore, researchers predominantly relied on correlation-based inferences that were subsequently dismissed in policy debates. Williams concluded that the social sciences were “unlikely to produce a consistent flow of studies of major relevance to social policymaking” (Williams, 1971, xiv).

Campbell was drawn into these evaluation circles after analysts became in-
spired by a book on research methods he co-authored in 1963, “Experimen-
tal and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research” (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; 
Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991). For the first time, the U.S. government had
the will to systematically evaluate the outcomes of its policies. Campbell and
Stanley’s book offered the means (Oakley, 2000, 202-3).

In 1970, as the U.S. government transitioned into Nixon’s presidency, Great
Society analysts advocated for changes in the research methods, implementa-
tion process, and politics of evaluation. Campbell, Williams, and others ar-
gued for causal evaluations that could give policymakers guidance on the ef-
fects of social programs (Campbell, 1969) (Williams, 1971, 7-8). Furthermore,
many of the early War on Poverty programs were designed in Washington
without careful implementation planning. Williams and other later comment-
tators argued that pilot tests and community involvement might have pre-
vented implementation problems that resulted from this top-down approach
(Williams, 1971, 11) (Oakley, 2000, 236). But Williams also suggested a fur-
ther change. He encouraged analysts against neutrality. Instead, he urged social
scientists to engage fully in agency politics: proposing policy ideas, monitoring

---

2In the subsequent decade, policy experiments expanded dramatically. One bibliography
of studies grew from 83 entries to 245 between 1974 and 1978 (Oakley, 1998). But in 1971,
when Campbell first asked if the open society could be an experimenting society, causal pol-
icy research was still rare. Many of the subsequently-famous randomized trials on tax policy,
housing, preschool, and criminal justice were still underway or still being planned.
implementation, and advocating for their view of the best government actions (Williams, 1971, 9).

Experiments In an Open Society

Campbell may have hoped that the idea of an experimenting society could reconcile decreasing trust in government with growing optimism about the benefits of experimental methods. Even as policymakers adopted experimental methods in the 1960s, Campbell’s students and colleagues were advocating for civil rights and questioning the role of the U.S. government in Vietnam and Latin America. Looking back decades later, Campbell recalled factors that offered a “guiding impact” on his idea for an experimenting society: the leftward shift of students, a seminar with urban planning students, discussions with Czechoslovakian policy researchers, and conversations with a Chilean psychologist who had worked under the Marxist Allende government (Campbell, 1998, 1981).

In his 1971 speech “The Experimenting Society,” Campbell builds on Popper’s distinction between authoritarian and democratic experimentation to imagine a vision for social experiments in an open society. In this imagined society, participation in experiments would be a basic a part of our civic lives like voting, reading the newspaper, or showing up to a town council meeting:

Participation in policy experiments is more akin to participating in democratic political decision making than to participating in the psychology laboratory (Campbell, 1998).

According to Campbell, this imagined society would prioritize policy evaluation: political ideas would be judged by “action research” that tested outcomes (Campbell, 1998, 38), with a “willingness to change once-advanced theories in the face of experimental and other evidence” (Campbell, 1998, 41). Yet in this “utopian” thought experiment, Campbell suggests that the means of policy experimentation be broadly distributed throughout society to maximize diversity, autonomy, consent, and deliberation.

Citizens would set the goals and design of experiments in an experimenting society, Campbell argues. Rather than solely testing proposals from social scientists, he urges methodologists to find ways to include “individual participation and consent at all decision levels possible” (Campbell, 1998, 42).
Non-experts should hold substantial power when interpreting experiment results, Campbell argues. By “legitimating and facilitating evaluation by non-professional participants and observers,” researchers might overcome oversimplifications assumed by many quantitative measurement of social problems. Arguing that “those who have situation-specific information... make the best critics,” he suggests that an experimenting society should “provide these non-professional observers with the self-confidence and opportunity to publicly disagree with the conclusions of the professional applied social scientists” (Campbell, 1998, 55).

Citizens should be supported to critique statistical results, according to Campbell, who argued that “citizens not a part of the governmental bureaucracy will have the means to communicate with their fellow citizens disagreements with official analyses and to propose alternative experiments.” To support this citizen policy creativity, Campbell urges governments to publish experiment results and support “recounts, audits, reanalyses, and reinterpretations of results” by non-governmental groups (Campbell, 1998, 42).

Overall, Campbell imagines experimentation as a basic building-block of democratic participation. Arguing against “the enforcement of assigned treatments,” he encourages researchers to craft reliable study procedures that treat people as “co-agents directing their own society” rather than “passive recipients” (Campbell, 1998, 49).

**Community Replications in an Experimenting Society**

In “The Experimenting Society,” Campbell also suggests ways that locally-developed experiments could combine across communities to develop collective knowledge. Citizen-led social experiments could generate large numbers of regional policy results, Campbell points out. As these results are made public, the combined data could cross-validate shared knowledge on the potential outcomes of a policy in different regions. Federal researchers could then evaluate the most promising policy ideas that bubble up through community replications (Campbell, 1998, 42).

To introduce this idea, Campbell describes the statistical limitations of top-down evaluation. Describing an imaginary experiment mandated by the U.S. Congress, he points out that the results of any single study involve substantial uncertainty and can be doubted even when conducted well. Campbell argues
that “the dependability of reports... comes from a social process rather than dependence on the honesty and competence of any single researcher” (Campbell, 1998, 51). The social process he proposes, “contagious cross-validation,” supports local communities to conduct new experiments and question the findings of research by other communities.

Imagine, for example, that several towns wish to reduce traffic accidents. In Campbell’s experimenting society, those towns might design and evaluate their policy ideas. Participants in local communities could debate the experiment designs as “adversarial stake-holders” (Campbell, 1998, 53). Car drivers, freight drivers, cyclists, and push-cart street vendors in this hypothetical example might need to negotiate competing priorities to develop a policy to test (Merrill, 1964). A nearby city might also consider the policy and develop a parallel experiment that matched urban considerations. These early evaluators might be followed by other communities eager to test and apply the policies themselves, attracting the attention of a state or federal government that might support more widespread evaluation. “After five years, we might have 100 locally interpretable experiments,” writes Campbell, imagining the benefits of combining results to assess the overall impact of a policy idea (Campbell, 1998, 52). If the data from each experiment were made widely available, the statistics and interpretation of each experiment could be evaluated by independent researchers and constituencies with the “mutual criticism” of contesting views (Campbell, 1998, 51).

To prioritize the validity and influence of individual studies, Campbell’s contemporaries had urged government researchers toward greater power. Campbell re-imagined social processes of experimentation to offer a democratic alternative. In “The Experimenting Society,” he encourages researchers to remake experimental methods and the surrounding social processes to expand community participation. He argues that including citizens as “co-creators” can improve the internal implementation of a study. Campbell also describes the statistical advantages of supporting many local, democratic policy evaluations. Campbell argues that a democratic society that conducts plentiful local experiments from multiple standpoints can validate findings more thoroughly than centralized experimentation.

Campbell was responding to a period of dramatic growth in the goals of U.S. social policy. New, computerized approaches to social research were co-evolving with centralized theories of population-level governance that relied
on those information systems. Campbell drew from Popper’s Open Society to recognize the risks to democracy of this emerging form of social engineering. As a methodologist, he was also able to design alternatives to the authority-driven approaches to social governance imported from U.S. industry and military. With the Experimenting Society, Campbell charted out a rough politics of citizen participation in the design and discourse of social experiments, an approach whose statistical advantages would be difficult for authoritarian methods to replicate.

**Experiments and Platform Power**

In the early 21st century, digital technologies now mediate a substantial proportion of human activity. The platforms that carry out this work collect intimate data on the everyday actions of billions of people, ushering in what some researchers have called a new age of computational social science (Lazer et al., 2009). Growing fields in the social and computer sciences have evolved to support platforms to manage behavior at scale (Kraut et al., 2012). Just as early 20th century factory data collection co-evolved with industrial management theories and 20th century government data collection developed alongside theories of social reform, the era of computational social science is co-evolving with theories for governing human behavior through the behavioral sciences.

Management and governance power on the internet is primarily held by platforms, organizations whose software digitally mediate human interactions by publishing, sorting, and routing information for individuals and groups. As communications systems or markets that mediate information, platforms would face legal liabilities in the U.S. if they took direct responsibility for people’s behaviors. Yet platform value models depend on their ability to coordinate large-scale behavioral patterns in productive directions. When positioned as markets, platforms promote entrepreneurship and freedom while harnessing collective labor to generate revenue (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004; Terranova, 2000). When positioned as communications systems, they generate advertising revenue by shaping attention patterns, promoting individual liberty to disclaim responsibility for harmful speech and behavior (Gillespie, 2010; Citron & Norton, 2011).

Because platforms position themselves as impartial brokers who support free expression and entrepreneurship, they tend to use indirect approaches to
governance and management. Market platforms like the ride-hailing system Uber craft incentive structures and interface designs that preserve individual agency while influencing workers to behave in ways that benefit the company, on average (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016; Scheiber, 2017). Communications platforms like Instagram take a similar approach to governance where possible. By increasing the difficulty of searching for images encouraging self-harm, Instagram’s designers likely believed they could influence potentially-harmful forms of attention without restricting speech rights (Chancellor et al., 2016).

The art of influencing human behavior beneficially at scale while avoiding coercion is central to the idea of “libertarian paternalism,” a political philosophy promoted by Thaler and Sunstein. In their view, behavioral scientists and policymakers can achieve substantial public goods through small changes to the “choice architecture” of everyday life, which they call “nudges” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2003). For example, a government could increase its revenues without raising taxes by changing a default setting in motor vehicle registration form so that citizens need to explicitly opt out of donating funds to the government. In this scenario, no one has been forced to pay, but the government can still be guaranteed a revenue increase (Thaler, Sunstein, & Balz, 2014).

Platform designers are the choice architects for billions of people’s daily behavior, and platforms routinely use experiments to evaluate and adjust platform architectures in real-time. Developing a platform into a highly adaptable social machine takes many years of labor from hundreds of software engineers. Yet once achieved, platforms can deploy hundreds of changes per day, testing the average outcomes of those changes through specialized systems for conducting field experiments (Bakshy, Eckles, & Bernstein, 2014). By 2013, researchers at Microsoft estimated that they were conducting up to 300 experiments a day with users of the Bing search engine (Figure 2-4) (Kohavi et al., 2013). In 2017, researchers at AirBNB were reporting over 400 experiments per week (Parks, 2017). On many platforms, high demand for behavioral decision-making has led companies to implement systems that automatically test alternatives and make adaptive decisions in real-time about the optimal choice architecture to guide behaviors beneficial to the company (White, 2012).

Because platforms are designed to manage behavioral experiments across large proportions of humanity, society stands to benefit greatly from the ability to evaluate platform policies. It is incomprehensibly tragic when platforms like Instagram try to address serious societal risks without using their substan-
Real experimental apparatuses to evaluate the effect of their efforts. When platforms do evaluate their policies, they rarely publish the results.

Despite the potential benefits of social governance through platforms, large-scale secret corporate behavioral research contributes to power asymmetries that platforms sometimes abuse. In the case of Uber, designers and behavioral scientists crafted choice architectures that caused many of their so-called independent contractors to take consistent actions that undermine their self-interest in favor of the company (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016). Like Popper’s utopian engineers, these researchers ignored the complaints of their workers and customers, allegedly automating mass deception to influence behavior and maximize profits (Vaas, 2017). As the public continues to pressure platforms to take a greater role to govern society, Geiger has argued platform researchers are becoming a new kind of civil servant—digital policymakers and evaluators who remain largely unaccountable to the billions of people they govern (S. Geiger, 2015).

Democratic Experiments for Platform Governance

In the years since Campbell’s proposal for an experimenting society, communications platforms, computer software, and education have reduced many of the difficulties of establishing an experimenting society. Interventions and data collection have become dramatically less expensive and easier to deploy, leading to an environment where experiments are already plentiful. For an experimenting society to be realized, communities, software engineers, and researchers would need to take advantage of these advances to re-design how experiments are conducted.
Research designers should develop methods for supporting communities to develop their own policy evaluations online. On many parts of the internet, communities already manage their own local policies and create novel policy systems where platforms do not explicitly delegate that governance to them (R. S. Geiger, 2016; Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2002). Even in settings of digital labor where workers are purposefully dis-empowered, workers have found ways to adapt a software environment to collect data for governing the behavior of those who offer them work (R. S. Geiger, 2014). Wherever communities manage their own policies, an experimenting society might support those communities to evaluate their policy work. Many systems already exist to support non-experts to design marketing and sales experiments; lessons from those systems can be adapted to community-led experiments.

Software systems and computer science education have already broadened data literacy in the social sciences. People often encounter quantitative representations of their personal and social lives through technology platforms, which often offer resources for analyzing that data. On one popular platform where children create stories and animation, researchers supported children as young as 11 years old to conduct their own analyses of their social behavior (Dasgupta, 2016). While people in an experimenting society will continue to need the support of the data advocates described by Campbell, additional work on data literacy and non-expert data analysis systems can broaden the pool of those advocates.

Campbell argued that an experimenting society would need expanded capacities to share, re-analyze, and dispute the results of experiments. Since Campbell’s time, the developments that have enabled platform governance have also created the conditions for the disputatious network of local policy evaluators that Campbell imagined. Open source and open data infrastructures rapidly distribute datasets and the means to analyze them. Since many policies are encoded partly in software, platforms often provide the conditions to distribute and to disagree with policy ideas, as well as evaluate them.

If platform governance were conducted in an open, experimenting society, communities would be able to propose, design, and reject policy evaluations. They would borrow policy and experiment designs from each other in relationships of cooperation and criticism. Individual participants could influence policy evaluations, develop their own interpretations, and make arguments for what a community would decide.
Even though new experiments would contribute to a growing pool of evidence, the primary indicator of a flourishing experimenting society would not be the body of knowledge it produced. Instead, the value developed by this network of disputatious, experimenting communities would be visible in the creativity of community policy ideas, the tailoring of policies to local contexts, the criticism and rejection of evaluated policies, and the compromises that communities develop together. In Popper’s closed society, social engineers choose the best option based on available data. Research findings in an open, experimenting society would serve as just one resource in wider public deliberations about platform governance. In such a society, the power of any single study would be smaller and more diffuse, while research would be more plentiful and widespread.

**Platform Governance in an Experimenting Society**

Online platforms have created the capacity to monitor and influence the behavior of billions of people, and they now face increasing demands to address fundamentally-important social problems. Experiments can provide valuable methods for testing the outcomes of platform governance and protecting the public from harmful platform policies. Unfortunately, emerging approaches to computational social science risk tilting the balance of power away from a consenting, democratic public and into the care of platform researchers who mostly work in secret. If used wisely by an open society, theories of libertarian paternalism could achieve collective goods while preserving individual liberties. Yet autocratic, unaccountable choice architectures could also preserve an appearance of liberty while significantly exploiting human life on average—a subtle kind of platform oppression.

In the early twentieth century United States, systematic management theories co-evolved with information technologies and experimentation practices to manage human production at previously-unimaginable scales. In the 1960s and 70s, growing computational capacities and research methods increased government confidence in large-scale efforts to reduce social ills. At both times, people with power came to believe that their goals could only be achieved by further consolidating their power, avoiding the inefficient or methodologically-messy disputes of the governed.

In each period, struggles to reconcile experimenting power with demo-
ocratic values generated powerful new ideas for the role of experimentation in society. During the industrial transition to systematic management, advocates and researchers including Kurt Lewin developed models where workers collectively decided the design and evaluation of their own labor. Later, as government data collection and social policies expanded, Karl Popper and David Campbell developed political theories and research methods for non-authoritarian policy evaluation of social reforms.

Taken together, their ideas remind us that research is design, and we can redesign our methods to follow democratic values. At Harwood, Lewin and his students introduced democratically-determined interventions: workers discussed and voted on changes in their labor that would be tested experimentally. Campbell, Popper, and Lewin all made contributions to the idea that those affected by experimentally-evaluated power should have an influential voice in the uses of that power. Popper argued that an open society should learn from experiment results to approve or abolish policies through democratic means. Lewin and Campbell realized that workers and citizens would need to deliberate with statistics as well as words in such a society. Finally, Campbell combined his methodological expertise with Popper’s political theory to imagine constellations of communities and advocates, all using the tools of statistics to critique, construct, and cross-validate social reforms in a democratic society.

As we develop the foundational patterns of platform governance in the 21st century, we have a fresh opportunity to ensure that that the benefits will be enjoyed by an open society. While experimental methods can help us avoid harmful uses of that power, they could also enable new kinds of platform oppression. By re-designing the methods of experimentation, we may yet make progress on urgent social problems while maintaining democratic values.
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Chapter 3

Governance by Volunteer Moderators Online

For over forty years, designers have created internet platforms to rely on volunteer moderators to govern community groups online. Because these moderators and their communities carry out their own policies and collect their own data within platforms, they possess the potential for community-led policy experiments. In this chapter, I describe the work of volunteer moderators, examining the ways they are accountable to their communities, to platforms, and to other moderators. To describe this work, I spent time as an ethnographer with moderators on the reddit platform, a social news site that had over 148,000 moderator roles in July 2015. I show how moderators negotiate their relationships and their accountability with all three stakeholders in their everyday moderation work.
When Stephen Hawking agreed to an online question-answer session on the social news platform reddit, he may not have expected the level of abuse and harassment the conversation would attract. While some people asked questions about time, the universe, and artificial intelligence, others sent Hawking scatological insults and shared obscene jokes about his private life.

Stephen Hawking’s experience is a common one. In the U.S., 47% of internet users have personally experienced some kind of online harassment, from insults to sexual harassment and death threats. The social cost of this harassment extends well beyond risks of physical harm; 27% of Americans report self-censoring to avoid harassment (Lenhart, Ybarra, Zickuhr, & Price-Feeney, 2016). While many people who experience online harassment withdraw from social support, they are not alone; 46% of Americans also report taking some action to support or defend someone who experienced online harassment (Lenhart et al., 2016).

The personal attacks and offensive jokes directed at Stephen Hawking were removed by volunteer moderators of r/science, the community of over 15 million subscribers who share and discuss peer-reviewed academic research on reddit. Other readers had already “downvoted” the comments, and once moderators determined that they violated the community’s policies against abusive comments, they were removed. Moderation in this community is provided by over a thousand volunteers who are all faculty, students, or graduates of universities around the world. In July 2016, moderators removed over 130,000 comments or posts, banned 460 people from the community, and made 558 changes to the community’s policy and planning documents.

When someone threatens, disparages, or otherwise harasses another person online, volunteer moderators offer one of three kinds of authority governing that behavior. Government regulations about hate speech, threats of violence, child pornography, and copyright sometimes lead to court cases and content removals (Citron, 2009; Marwick & Miller, 2014). The operators of online platforms, intermediaries such as Facebook and reddit, also develop internal policies about unacceptable behavior (Gillespie, 2010; Citron & Norton, 2011). When people who use these platforms report behavior they dislike, paid staff review the reports and make decisions to remove content, ban people from the service, or escalate an issue to law enforcement (Chen, 2014; Crawford & Gillespie, 2014; Matias et al., 2015; Buni & Chemaly, 2016). Yet even as platforms take some responsibility to observe and govern the digital behavior of
up to billions of people, they struggle to develop scalable policies that can be consistently applied across jurisdiction, language, context, and culture (?, ?). Volunteer moderators provide the most local form of governance online. Hundreds of thousands of groups across the social web including the moderators of r/science create policies (Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2002), monitor activity in their communities (Geiger & Ribes, 2010), carry out interventions, and report serious cases to platforms and law enforcement.

Is volunteer moderation a form of community governance or are moderators a free, unaccountable labor pool who extend their own power and the power of platforms in society? When making sense of the work of moderation, scholars have tended to think primarily in one of three ways. Scholarship on digital labor describes moderation as unwaged labor for commercial interests or free labor in peer production communities like Wikipedia (Terranova, 2000; Postigo, 2003; Menking & Erickson, 2015). Legal theorists and computer scientists describe moderators as civic leaders of online communities who build their own public spheres (Kelty, 2005; ?, ?); much of this scholarship outlines general strategies to structure governance work for fair and functional communities at scale (Butler et al., 2002; Grimmelmann, 2015). A third conversation draws from the sociology of participation to consider the social structures of those who acquire and exercise moderation power, finding that common tendencies toward oligarchy on platforms like Wikia (Shaw & Hill, 2014) may be necessary for the survival of online communities (Zhu, Kraut, & Kittur, 2014).

Even as scholars debate the nature of moderation work, online communities routinely define what it means to be a moderator in everyday settings: they dispute over moderator decisions, recruit new moderators, participate in elections, investigate corruption, offer mentorship, and share peer support. In these conversations, especially at moments of tension and transition, moderators negotiate their policies and their power with the communities they govern, other moderators, and the operators of the online platform. Nor is the power they exercise merely toward communities; moderators also possess the power to change platform design and influence the organizations that control a platform. This everyday work of defining moderation has implications well beyond any individual community’s interests. On reddit alone, volunteer moderators create and enact policy that governs roughly six percent of Americans, work that fundamentally shapes our digitally-mediated social and political lives (Barthel, Stocking, Holcomb, & Mitchell, 2016).
By asking who moderators are accountable to, we can begin to imagine their role in the present and future of platform governance. In this chapter, I describe the everyday ways that moderators negotiate their role with a platform, with their communities, and with each other. In ethnographic fieldwork and observations across hundreds of communities, I describe the kind of power that moderators hold with each stakeholder, as well as the kind of accountability that they face with each one. I conclude with a case study of the reddit blackout of July 2015, a moment when reddit moderators, often with the support of their communities, organized a strike to change how the the reddit company structured and supported moderator governance. While some observers saw the blackout as evidence of moderator oligarchy, I argue that this dramatic moment reveals the kinds of accountability that moderators face from their communities and the collective power of communities and their moderators to hold a platform to account and influence its decisions.

**Moderation Work**

Volunteer moderators have played a fundamental role in social life online for over 40 years, from librarians in 1970s Berkeley looking after local message-boards (Bruckman, 1998) to today’s Facebook group administrators (Kushin & Kitchener, 2009), Wikipedia arbitrators (Menking & Erickson, 2015), and reddit moderators. Although not all work of fostering community is carried out by formal moderators, people in these formal positions are founders, maintainers, content producers, promoters, policymakers, and enforcers of policy across the social internet (Butler et al., 2002). On many platforms, moderators also manage autonomous and semi-autonomous moderation software that work along-side them (Geiger & Ribes, 2010).

By delegating policy and governance power to moderators, platform operators reduce labor costs and limit their regulatory liability for conduct on their service while also positioning themselves as champions of free expression and cultural generativity (Gillespie, 2010). This governance work invites public scrutiny, which draws platforms into debates about their responses to flagged material (Crawford & Gillespie, 2014). However, when platforms delegate policy-making to their users, that scrutiny is faced instead by moderators, whose labor nonetheless upholds a platform’s economic model.

The evolution of moderation over the history of reddit followed this longer
40 year pattern. When reddit’s creators founded it in 2005 to be “the front page of the Internet,” they developed an infrastructure for sharing and promoting highly-voted posts a single, algorithmically-curated page. After these algorithms regularly promoted pornography and other complicated, possibly illegal material, the platform created an alternative algorithmic space for “Not Safe For Work” (NSFW) material, calling it a “subreddit” one month later (Huffman, 2006). Over the next two years, the company started dozens of new subreddits, mostly to separate conversations in different languages. In Jan 2008, after its acquisition by Condé Nast and 10 months after introducing advertising, the company launched “user-controlled subreddits.” Before then, users could join official company subreddits, reporting spam and abuse directly to the company through a flagging system. Now they could create their own public and private subreddits, taking action themselves to “remove posts and ban users” (Huffman, 2007, 2008).

By June 2015, reddit was one of the largest social platforms online. That month reddit received over 160 million visitors, roughly half of the number of active Twitter users in the same period. To maintain social relations at that scale, the platform relied on nearly one hundred fifty thousand moderator roles for over fifty-two thousand monthly active subreddits.

Just who do moderators work for? Your answer to this question may depend on whether you see moderators as laborers, community servants, or oligarchs.

**Moderation as Free Labor in a Social Factory**

Digital labor scholarship on the work of moderators foregrounds their relationship with online platforms, theorizing the role of moderators’ volunteer work within platform business models. Among examples in open source and free culture, this scholarship also frequently refers to labor organizing by community leaders (essentially moderators) of AOL chatrooms and other communities in the 1990s. Initially eager to offer moderation work in exchange for
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discounts, credit, and other perks, some of the 14,000 “community leads” came to see their work as unpaid labor. Moderators filed a class action lawsuit in 1999, prompting an inconclusive U.S. Department of Labor investigation. The community leaders eventually won $15 million dollars from AOL in a 2008 settlement (Postigo, 2009; Kirchner, 2011).

In her analysis of labor organizing by AOL moderators, Terranova points out that this freely given labor comprises an arrangement where people carry out self-directed cultural and social work that produces the value extracted by platforms. For Terranova, the “free labor” of platform production is something that is both “not financially rewarded [by platforms] and willingly given [by users].” (Terranova, 2000).

In a series of articles on the AOL lawsuit, Postigo explores the nature of the delicate symbiosis between platforms and moderators by observing the factors that led this arrangement to collapse. Postigo observes that the gift of volunteer time by AOL moderators was inspired by the “early Internet community spirit” found in “hacker history” and in “the academic, collaborative efforts that shaped the Internet” in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s. Yet some also took on the role to grow their technical skills or gain the discounts initially offered to volunteers. As AOL grew, the company began to formalize and control the relationship with their community leaders through communications, software, and compensation structures. No longer allowed the autonomy to imagine themselves as cultural gift-givers, the community leaders re-imagined themselves as mistreated employees and sued the company. Postigo describes their labor organizing as an effort to “stake out new occupational territory” for “community making” on the internet, an example of people who were “breaking out of the ‘social factory’” that Terranova put forward (Postigo, 2003, 2009).

Terranova and Postigo rightly draw attention to the co-dependence of many online platforms with the substantial uncompensated labor that continues to support them. Community management is now more common as a paid position, but the majority of the labor continues to be unpaid. Theories of digital labor offer clarity on the challenges of creating a “profitable business,” through volunteer labor, as Adrian Chen phrased it in the New York Times. Yet in many ways, the reddit blackout defies explanation by these theories. Moderators did not attempt to stake out their work as an occupation, nor did they demand compensation. Instead, they leveraged reddit’s dependence on advertising to force the company to better meet their needs and those of their communities.
As Centivanny argues, the reddit blackout was a social movement focused on company policy, a moment where the dependence of a platform on volunteer labor was deployed to achieve aims with as many civic dimensions as economic ones (Centivany & Glushko, 2016).

**Moderation as Civic Participation**

The work of moderation online is the work of creating, maintaining, and defining “networked publics,” imagined collective spaces that “allow people to gather for social, cultural, and civic purposes” (boyd, 2010). While social platforms offer technical infrastructures that constitute these publics, the work of creating and maintaining these imagined spaces is carried out in many everyday ways by platform participants and moderators.

Butler and colleagues call the work of moderation “community maintenance,” drawing attention to the “communal challenge of developing and maintaining their existence.” They compare these communities to neighborhood societies, churches, and social movements. Writing about the details of community work online, Butler and colleagues draw attention to the benefits of affiliation and social capital. Where Terranova and Postigo see labor in service of platform business models, Butler and his colleagues describe community maintenance as a service to the community itself (Butler et al., 2002). Consequently, their survey research imagines moderation similarly to any community work. Aside from the unique challenges of tending community software, the mailing list moderators studied by Butler support their communities by recruiting newcomers, managing social dynamics, and participating in the community.

As online harassment has grown in prominence, scholarship on the role of moderators has drawn attention to their work to protect people’s capacities to participate in publics. These volunteers create and manage technical infrastructures such as “block bots” and moderation bots to filter “harassment, incivility, hate speech, trolling, and other related phenomena,” argues Stuart Geiger. These volunteer efforts see moderation as “a civil rights issue of governance,” where marginalized groups deploy community infrastructure to claim spaces for conversation, community, and support (Geiger, 2016).

While these civic perspectives on moderation acknowledge the role of platforms, they foreground the relationship between moderators and the publics they are responsible for. The labor of moderators does sustain platform economies,
yet the work itself is most obviously concerned with the specific communities they govern.

**Moderation as Oligarchy**

Even as a moderator’s work supports their community, the power of individual moderators is defined and managed by other moderators who gate-keep the process of taking on the role. A third perspective on moderation work examines ways that moderation work is socially structured and how moderator interests can diverge from the goals of their communities.

Early theories of leadership development in online communities imagined a continuous “reader to leader” process where more active participants gain greater responsibility over time in a regular churn (Preece & Shneiderman, 2009). However, longitudinal research by Shaw and Hill has shown online communities to be much more like other voluntary organizations, where “groups of early members consolidate and exercise a monopoly of power within the organization as their interests diverge from the collective’s.” Across 683 Wikia wikis, they find support for this “iron law of oligarchy,” showing that on average, a small group does come to control the positions of formal authority as a wiki grows (Shaw & Hill, 2014). Yet where Shaw and Hill see oligarchy, others see experience necessary for online communities to flourish. Also studying Wikia, Zhu and colleagues interpreted similar findings to argue that communities whose leaders also lead other communities are more likely to survive and grow (Zhu et al., 2014). In all these cases, experienced and powerful moderators control the process for others to gain and maintain their positions. Anyone seeking the role must negotiate that position with other moderators as well as their community and the platform.

These highly-compatible studies vary widely in their framing of moderation because their findings are purely quantitative. Stable leadership might support oppression if moderators routinely ignore the interests and demands of their communities. On the other hand, long-lasting communities with stable groups of moderators might also succeed through processes that invite communities to exercise substantial power in community affairs. Because these quantitative studies limit their observations to narrow variables of moderator tenure, moderator experience, and community longevity, they do not offer any evidence on the relationships between moderators and their communities.
Standpoint and Methods

I came to this research after leading a team to study efforts by Women, Action, and the Media (WAM!), an NGO offering support to people experiencing harassment on Twitter (Matias et al., 2015). The volunteers who reviewed harassment reports and advocating the cases to Twitter were criticized from multiple directions. Some argued that these advocates represented a step backward for progress on online harassment, taking on work that Twitter should be paying for (Meyer, 2014). Others called it a dangerous form of censorship (Sullivan, 2014). As our team studied the work of reviewing and responding to Twitter harassment, I was deeply moved by the overwhelming amounts of labor and personal risk taken by the harassment reviewers. Volunteers handled cases at all hours and became harassment targets themselves. One volunteer dropped out after experiencing severe post-traumatic stress. Furthermore, WAM! also needed to manage their relationship with Twitter to retain the privilege of supporting harassment receivers and maintain a public voice on the company’s policies.

My fieldwork with reddit moderators began at a time when I was trying understand the many-sided scrutiny that WAM!’s harassment reviewers had faced. Volunteer responders might be unpaid, but they were a privately selected group with substantial power over others. Their work served platform operators who could remove them at will. They also served and governed users, who pressured them to share and justify their actions. As I spent time with reddit moderators, I watched them respond to similar questions from these multiple sides, a position many moderators had been negotiating for years.

To study the accountability of moderators conduct to platforms, communities, and each other, I carried out participant observation, content analysis, interviews, and trace data collection on the social news site reddit over a four-month period from June through September 2015, with followup data collection through February 2016. Collected content includes 10 years of public statements by the company, 90 published interviews by moderators of other moderators, statements by over 200 subreddits that joined the blackout, over 150 subreddit discussions after concluding participation in the blackout, and over 100 discussions in subreddits that declined to join the blackout. I also conducted trace analysis of moderator roles in the population of 52,735 active
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subreddits. Finally, I held semi-structured interviews with 14 moderators of subreddits of all sizes, including those on both sides of the blackout. Interviewees included moderators of “NSFW” subreddits only available to users 18 years or older, as well as more widely accessible subreddits. Moderators of subreddits allegedly associated with hate speech declined to participate.

In this chapter, I focus on moments of tension and transition that brought debates over the meaning of moderation to the fore, including disputes over moderator decisions, the process of becoming a moderator, transitions of leadership, conflicts between communities, crises of legitimacy, the work of starting new communities, debates over compensation, and collective action during the reddit blackout of July 2015.

Disputing and Justifying Moderation Decisions with Communities

When someone’s contribution to reddit is removed by moderators, it can often come as a surprise. Since many participants engage primarily with the platform’s aggregated feed, they may not be aware that the posts they submit are subject to a subreddit’s community policies (Massanari, 2015). Responses to moderation decisions are often received through “modmail,” a shared inbox for each subreddit’s moderators. Complaints often include moderation policy debates, profanity, racist slurs, and threats of violence.

Even when moderators ignore the complaints, these disputes shape the language the moderators use to describe their roles as dictators, martyrs, janitors, hosts, taste-makers, and policymakers.

Some moderators describe themselves as “dictators,” arguing that the power they exercised needed no justification. In these communities, “the top mod makes all the decisions, usually because s/he created the sub.” Those who complain are urged either to accept moderator power or stay away.

Moderators of subreddits dedicated to marginalized communities sometimes explain themselves as defenders. One moderator described the former moderator of a gender minority subreddit as a “martyr, angry and whirling and ready to give hell to anyone who dared to cross her or to threaten her communities.” When adopting the figure of a defender, moderators draw attention to the moral and political justifications for their exercise of power.

Other moderators adopt language from hospitality or service labor, de-
scribing themselves as “hosts” and “janitors.” These analogies de-politicize their role. Describing themself in this way, one moderator argued that “my subreddits belong to my communities, I just happen to help out by cleaning up.” Reflecting on the accusations and complaints they receive, another moderator explained:

> It seems like it’s some sort of important position, while it’s actually just janitorial work...the degree of accusations, insults, abuse and unreasonable complaints from the politically interested is extreme...it’s janitorial when you remove hundreds of comments that just say “kill yourself blackie”

When I asked moderators whether the language of janitor also implied a labor critique towards the reddit company, they disagreed. One described the language of janitor as “a response to complaints about conspiracies, censorship, etc” rather their relationship to the company.

Many moderators describe themselves as taste-makers when explaining their decisions about what to remove. In one subreddit dedicated to shocking material, moderators expressed disappointment over the lack of nuance and quality in submitters’ sense of the truly shocking. For example, one moderator claimed that too many submitters are shocked by images of nudity, violent injury, or death; moderators considered these too commonplace for inclusion. These moderators described themselves as taste-makers for their communities: “we are fucked up, but in a courtesy sniff kinda way that you’re ok with sharing with your friends.”

Some moderators respond to complaints of censorship by drawing inspiration from the language of governance. These subreddits describe their decisions in terms of “policies” and sometimes produce transparency reports of moderation actions. One subreddit described its transparency report as a response to participant complaints, an effort “towards improving user-moderator relations.” Their five page report offered an empirical response to common complaints received by moderators of this 10 million subscriber community. Several other large subreddits publish aggregated transparency reports, with some sharing public logs of every action taken by the group’s moderators. By
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publishing transparency reports, moderators position themselves as civic actors accountable to their communities. The reports deflect criticism while also inviting evidence-based discussions of moderation practices.

The language of governance is also used by reddit participants who investigate and analyze moderator behavior. One interviewee described investigating and “exposing” a moderator for encouraging reddit users to share sexual photographs of minors. The investigators organized a press campaign to pressure the company, who then shut down the subreddit involved (Morris, 2011). In another case, participants accused a large technology subreddit’s moderators of censoring political discussions. To support these accusations, one reddit user conducted data analysis of the subreddit’s history, creating charts that showed a sharp cutoff in discussions of surveillance and other political topics. The moderators’ accusers argued that the subreddit lacked “accountability” and “transparency.” After the reddit platform sanctioned the subreddit amidst substantial international press coverage, the moderators also invoked the language of governance, making a formal public statement that “the mods directly responsible for this system are no longer a part of the team and the new team is committed to maintaining a transparent style of moderation.” (“Reddit downgrades technology community after censorship”, 2014; Collier, 2014)

**Moderator Internships, Applications, and Elections**

The practical work of recruiting and choosing new moderators requires people to define what it means to be a moderator. Since a subreddit’s current moderators control the reddit software’s process of appointing new moderators, would-be moderators must justify themselves and their ideas of the work to their would-be peers. Likewise, current moderators invest substantial labor into the work of admitting new moderators. At these moments of transition, democratic, oligarchic, and professional notions of moderator work come into tension as subreddits negotiate who should select the leaders and what qualities they should demonstrate.

Among those interviewed, moderators gained their positions through wide range of means. One was added by a school friend who needed extra help. Others were invited to be moderators after demonstrating substantial participation in the subreddit’s affairs. One was made a moderator in appreciation of their role to expose the scandal over sexual images of minors. Some were recruited
for their expertise at operating the reddit platform software. Yet many subreddits also operate formal structures for adding moderators, systems that draw from the language of the workplace and the public sector.

Many subreddits hold a formal application process for becoming a moderator. In the simplest versions, interested parties fill out an interview form, noting their timezone and availability, describing their moderation experience, listing their skills, and explaining their reasons for applying. One popular subreddit received 600 applications in one recruitment effort, identified a shortlist of 60 applicants to interview, and chose from the shortlist. The process from call to selection can take from weeks to over a month.

While moderator teams sometimes take final responsibility for selecting new moderators—what Shaw and Hill call oligarchy—some subreddits open the final selection to subscribers. The reddit platform doesn’t support ballots, so subreddits have developed their own voting systems. Speaking about the elections in one subreddit for a minority group, a moderator explained, "I got one ballot, just like every one else." Yet especially with elections, moderators still felt responsible to filter possible nominees lest the wrong person become elected. The same moderator explained that public opinion wasn’t appropriate for nominating candidates since it risked reinforcing prejudice: "lots of people who can’t be bigots so much anymore [due to social pressure] have found that they can still target [minority group] and nobody seems to mind."

If voting software supplies infrastructure for democratic notions of moderation, the moderator job board on reddit offers infrastructure for more oligarchic forms. This subreddit publishes moderation opportunities alongside “offers to mod." Postings routinely offer arguments on the nature of moderation work, such as the disinterested approach to moderation offered in one job listing for a community with frequent conflicts:

I’m looking for an impartial moderator, who doesn’t belong to [organization], and who doesn’t hold a specific view on it. Must have:

- been on reddit for at least 2 years
- moderating experience

The sub is an open platform to discuss [topic], but prejudiced comments aren’t allowed.
Soonaftertheprimarymoderatorpostedthismessage,communitymembers,whohadnoticedthelisting,addedobjections:“Seriously?Wehaveposted
somanyrequestsformodstothatsub.Wehaveevenpostedsolutionsthatre-
sultinaverybalanced3party system.”Thisthree-party systemwouldentail
askingparticipantsfromeachfactiontoselectarepresentativewhowould
takearoleasmoderatorofthesubreddit.Theparticipantswhoproposed
thethree-party systemaccusedtheposterofdelinquencyandarguedstrongly
againsttheideaofdisinterested,objectivemoderation:“Anyonewithoutknowl-
edgeonthesubjectwillbeunabletoeffectivelymoderatethesub.”Afteranex-
tendeddiscussion,themoderatoracceptedtheirproposal,andthe“three party
system”wasstillinplaceoveroneyearlater.

Even democraticsubredditsemphasizepreviousexperiencewhenselecting
moderators,leadingmanytoseekandtoutrermoderation“résumé.”Since
amedium-to-largesubredditisunlikelytoacceptapplicantswithlimitedex-
perience,somesubredditsgrowtheirlaborpoolbyoffering“internships”and
otherentry-levelmoderationopportunities./r/SubredditOfTheDay,which
publishesoriginalcontenteveryday,offersatwo-monthinternshipforpeo-
plesseekingmoderationopportunities.Internsagreetowrite6originalposts
thatfeatureinterviewswiththemoderationteamsofothersubreddits.Those
whofinishtheinternshipperiodaremademodemoderators,andalsoagain
opportunitiestomoderateothersubreddits.

Among largesubredditchadmitinexperiencedmoderators,newcomers
aresometimesadmittedincohortsandofferedmentorshipthatcanlastforses-
veralmonths.As newmoderatorsdemonstratetheircapabilities,theyaregiven
greater moderation powers upon election or appointment. Several large sub-
redditsoperateinternalpromotionstructuresthatformalizeresponsibilitiesat
each rank and offer documented criteria for career advancement in modera-
tion.

**Crises in Legitimacy and The Removal of Moderators**

In technical terms, only twopartiescanremovemoderatorfromtheirop-
ositiononreddit.Platformemployees,knownas“admins,”occasionallyremov
moderatorsiftheyareconvincedthatthemoderatorwasinactiveorabusing
theirpower.Moderatorswithgreater seniorityalsopossessthepowertore-
move thosewithinthesamecommunitywhowereappointedmorerecently.
In an interview, one moderator described a “coup attempt” by moderators who systematically removed others who disagreed with their political views. Another moderator noticed the attempt in time and reinstated the ejected moderators. In another case, the sibling of someone who moderated a 30,000 subscriber group compromised their reddit account, took charge of the subreddit, and only restored it upon receiving threats of violence. Many moderators, especially those of large or contentious subreddits, pay close attention to their personal information security to protect against such takeovers. Platform employees will also occasionally take action to restore a subreddit’s moderators when asked.

Moderators are more commonly removed for failing to perform their role. In some cases, would-be moderators appeal to the platform, who offer a process for requesting moderation of “inactive” subreddits. In other cases, a moderator loses their legitimacy to govern. In these cases, community participants sometimes pursue the person they mistrust, incessantly mocking their pronouncements and questioning their decisions. Such cases tend to conclude with a post from the moderator announcing their resignation, or a post from other moderators announcing that the offending moderator has been removed.

Moderator Compensation and Corruption

In 2012, a moderator of three of the largest subreddits posted links to an online news outlet after he had been hired as a social media advisor by the publisher’s marketing firm (Morris, 2012). In response, the reddit platform banned the user and added a rule against third party compensation. Moderators also receive substantial scrutiny and criticism from their communities for alleged “corruption.”

In one case, someone sent messages on the reddit platform to “a few dozen” moderators, offering compensation for help promoting their content. When some moderators reported the offer to reddit, employees investigated the private messages of everyone who received the offer. When the employees noticed that some moderators had responded positively, the company banned their accounts, including moderators of some of the platform’s largest, most popular NSFW subreddits (Martinez, 2013). In 2015, a large gaming company asked moderators to remove links to material that could not legally be published, offering moderators early access to an upcoming Star Wars game in
exchange for their help. When one moderator reported the relationship to reddit employees, the others removed the moderator for a time, until they themselves were banned by reddit for accepting a “bribe.” A reddit representative explained that the gaming company should have used alternative channels to address illegally-shared material (Khan, 2015). In another case, a mobile phone manufacturer offered “perks” to moderators of a subreddit that commonly discussed their products. In exchange, the company asked that its employees be made moderators. To protect themselves from community disapproval or platform intervention, moderators reported the request to reddit and posted the offending messages for discussion by their community (Farrell, 2015).

In interviews, moderators were insistent that they did not seek compensation, arguing that news articles that focused on their unpaid status failed to understand the nature of their work. One interviewee brought up the AOL community leader program, arguing that reddit moderators were different because they weren’t managed as closely as the AOL volunteers. This independence was important to many moderators, including one who claimed, “I don’t think I work for reddit. I run communities and reddit is the tool I use to do that.” Yet at the time of the reddit blackout, moderators also felt ignored by the company behind these ‘tools.’ One explained that “it doesn’t help when the site you are on doesn’t appreciate/recognize/care about the cumulative thousands and thousands of hours the mods put in to make their site usable.”

**Starting Subreddits and Governing Moderator Networks**

While some new subreddits are created to support a community that migrated to reddit from elsewhere, many moderators describe “founding” a subreddit and developing a growing community over time. Yet even the work of creating new subreddits requires managing the expectations of platform operators, moderators, and community participants. In interviews, I observed these negotiations among relationship-themed subreddits and networks of subreddits.

> I never intended to moderate a NSFW subreddit. It blew me away
> the community want for it

Relationship subreddits offer listings of people who are looking for conversations, pen-pals, and relationships, sometimes sexual, but often not. When one moderator started a group for users of a mobile messaging system, their
goal was to help newcomers on the messaging platform “find more people to chat with,” whatever age. As the subreddit grew, participants continued to post requests for relationships and conversations that could be illegal for minors. These “dirty” relationship requests also put the subreddit at risk of intervention from Reddit employees. Rather than designate the subreddit “NSFW,” which would limit minors from accessing the group, the moderator created a parallel subreddit for “dirty” relationship matching. By splitting the conversation, the moderator found a way to meet community expectations while also protecting the primary subreddit from platform intervention.

Creators of new subreddits also work to comply with the expectations of other moderators, especially if they seek to join a subreddit “network.” These networks are jointly-managed collections of subreddits that share moderators and a common governance structure. Some networks specialize in a particular kind of content. Several offer inspiring general-interest photography; others share celebrity pornography. Some networks adopt a structure akin to city states. To join the network, a moderator must grow their subreddit to a minimum size, institute a set of network-designated policies, and convince a “champion” within the network to advocate for their inclusion. These champions also help new network members comply with the network’s requirements. New subreddits are inducted by vote from the moderators. At the time of writing, the largest two networks included 169 and 117 constituent subreddits, although networks also occur at smaller scales.

One network stopped accepting new subreddits after participants in a newly-added subreddit began “doxing” Reddit users—a practice of publishing the addresses and phone numbers of people they disliked:

one time we added a sub, vetted them, once we approved them, they started posting information on Reddit users, so it looked like [the network] had approved doxxing, which was one of the two things that could get us banned [by the company].

Rather than risk reprisals from the platform operator, the network disassociated itself from the offending subreddit and halted all new applications. To address future risks, they required all groups to accept a lead moderator from the network’s central leadership, to keep “everyone pointed in the same direction.”
Figure 3-1: “Life of a Mod” comic by former moderator Daniel Allen, /u/solidwhetstone

Acknowledging Moderators’ Position With Platform, Community, and Other Moderators

Two regularly shared comic strips by former moderator Daniel Allen remark directly on the work that moderators must do to manage their relationships with their communities, other moderators, and the reddit platform. The first ‘life of a mod’ comic strip presents moderators as people who carry out a wide range of community care for little appreciation. In the comic, moderators are janitors, referees, police, educators, and artists (Figure 3-1). The second presents the “Life of a Secret Cabal Mod,” drawing attention to the accusations of oligarchy that moderators receive. The heading of each panel includes a common accusation towards moderators. The illustration beneath each heading offers an alternative explanation for the behavior that attracts accusation. For example, when one moderator helps another learn to remove what they see as hate speech, they could be accused of conspiring to silence dissent. When platform employees share software updates and moderators pass on commu-
nity complaints to the company, they might also be accused of collusion (Figure 3-2). By drawing attention to the complicated negotiations that moderators conduct in multiple directions, Allen’s comics themselves make a case for how those parties should see moderators.

**Accountability and Influence in the reddit Blackout**

On 2 July 2015, volunteer moderators of over two thousand two hundred “subreddit” communities on the social news platform reddit effectively went on strike. Moderators disabled their subreddits, preventing millions of subscribers from accessing basic parts of the reddit website. The “reddit blackout,” as it became known, choked the company from advertising revenue and forced reddit to negotiate over moderators’ digital working conditions. The company, already struggling with pressure from racist and regularly-harassing groups that it had recently banned, conceded to moderator demands within hours. Management allocated resources to moderator needs, CEO Ellen Pao resigned one week later, and within two months, the company had hired its first Chief Technical Officer, partly to improve the platform’s moderation software (Olanoff, 2015).

Even as the blackout surfaced anxieties about the responsibilities of digi-
tal platforms to their volunteer workers, it also led many to question the legitimacy of moderators’ governance role. Some moderators were censured or even ejected by their subreddits for joining the blackout without consulting their communities. Conversely, many moderators were pressured to join the blackout through subreddit-wide votes and waves of private messages.

Three weeks later, in a New York Times Magazine article on the word “moderator,” Adrian Chen wrote:

The moderator class has become so detached from its mediating role at Reddit that it no longer functions as a means of creating a harmonious community, let alone a profitable business. It has become an end in itself—a sort of moderatocracy (Chen, 2015)

Chen accurately recognized the stakeholders with whom moderators negotiate their role. While Chen describes the blackout as an abdication of moderator responsibilities, their experience of the blackout was much the opposite. While moderators hold some power with the platform, reddit participants, and other moderators, they also serve each of those masters. The interplay of these stakeholders becomes apparent when attempting to make sense of the reddit blackout, which was partly a labor dispute, partly a collective action from communities demanding better moderation, and also a coordinated effort by a group of organized moderators to gain expanded abilities serve their communities. By examining moderators’ blackout decisions and community reactions after the blackout, I show how moderators managed those negotiations.

Deciding to Join the Blackout

The reddit blackout was precipitated when the company dismissed an employee who had consistently offered direct support to moderators in some of the site’s most popular discussions: live question-answer sessions of the kind that Stephen Hawking joined, called Ask-Me-Anything threads (Isaac, 2015). Moderators of the /r/IamA subreddit described being caught off guard when the employee was dismissed in the middle of a live Q&A. When the community disabled their subreddit to decide their response (Lynch & Swearingen, 2015), other moderators of large subreddits took note. To these moderators, the company’s failure to coordinate the transition with moderators was another sign of its neglect of moderator and community needs. Moderators had already been attempting
to convince the company to improve moderator software and increase its coordination with communities. In interviews, moderators explained that moderators of the largest groups had previously dismissed the idea of blacking out to make their needs clearer to the company. But “after she was fired, the idea came up again, [and] no one was really against it.” These moderators described the blackout as a tactic that might give greater leverage to company employees who routinely advocated for moderator interests. When other moderators observed the behavior of these large groups, many joined the blackout, leaving messages on their subreddits expressing “solidarity” for moderators affected by the blackout.

Even as moderators discussed the blackout with each other, they also negotiated pressures from their communities over the decision to join the blackout. In interviews, moderators described receiving large volumes of private messages from participants that urged them toward or against the blackout. In response, many posted discussion threads asking for community opinions or announcing their decisions. In one post, a moderator apologized for “the inconvenience of going dark” and explained:

I did get messages from people. The more I watched and saw more and more subs going down, I figured it was worth sending a message [to the platform]. We had kind of a mod vote and decided to black out.

Community interests were considered in many moderator decisions. One group of gaming-related subreddits, whose moderators see it as an “island just barely within reddit” concluded that joining the blackout would “punish our users who don’t know or don’t care about reddits politics.” Yet they still faced pressure from many their community to join the blackout: “we eventually released the statement after we received dozens of modmails and posts on both subreddits.”

Some moderators invited their communities to vote on participation in the blackout. In many cases, moderators followed the results of community votes. Yet networks of moderators did not always agree with their communities. In one subreddit in a subreddit network, one moderator held a vote that came out in favor of the blackout. The rest of the network stayed active; moderators more central to the network described the vote as a “rogue faction” and ignored it. Instead, they issued a proclamation that the entire network would
stay out of the protest. Elsewhere, one moderator described their community vote as a way to distract those who were clamoring for the blackout, gaining time for moderators to reach a collective decision. Many moderators and participants questioned the legitimacy of the votes that did occur, guessing that the results might be skewed by influxes of reddit users beyond their community who wanted to influence a community’s decision.

Across these situations, moderators faced the same three questions: what would their actions say to the platform, to other moderators, and to their communities? The effect of the blackout on moderators’ work would not be constrained to their relationship with the company—it would affect every other relationship in their everyday moderation work.

**Defending Decisions After the Blackout**

Moderators faced the consequences of their decisions once the blackout concluded. When the platform operators quickly ceded to moderator demands, many declared victory. Community and moderator reactions were more complex. While some subreddits systematically removed any mention of the blackout, it was more common for moderators to post a discussion explaining what had happened.

Especially for subreddits that were disabled for the entire weekend, this conversation could be heated. Only a small number of participants might notice a vote called at the moment of decision; many more would feel the effects of a blacked-out community. At these moments, moderators often defended themselves by referring to these votes. “You’re all upset about the blackout decision. Which is silly. If you were upset why didn’t you raise your concerns?” one wrote. In other cases, moderators assigned responsibility to a single moderator acting alone. Sometimes, they removed that person from the moderation team or encouraged them to resign.

In many of these discussions, moderators expressed support for the blackout, explained the reasons one might join the protest, and also apologized to their communities. These statements positioned moderators as supporters of the blackout while also defending themselves from community critiques. One recipe-sharing subreddit moderator took a compromise position by briefly joining the blackout and then re-opening in advance of July 4th U.S. Independence Day parties. They expressed their “full support” for the other moderators, drew
attention to an overwhelming community vote to black out, and then wrote an apology: “we are deeply sorry for the outage. Things need to change on reddit, and this was our best way to let them know our demands.” These conversations reveal the very real accountability that moderators face from their communities, even in the few situations where moderators acted alone.

**Governance by Volunteer Moderators in an Open, Experimenting Society**

Volunteer moderators like those on reddit hold what may be the most accountable position of any form of platform governance. Legal responses to online harassment are rare (Citron & Norton, 2011) and platforms hide their policy work behind software interfaces (Buni & Chemaly, 2016; Crawford & Gillespie, 2014), but volunteer moderators hold visible user accounts. Communities can pressure them, platforms can remove them, and other moderators structure and influence their work. Scholarly perspectives on moderation are right to draw attention to these different stakeholders, but a clearer account of moderation work should attend to all three at once, just as moderators must always do. All three forces acculturate a moderator to their ever-changing position, from the application process to the moment they step down or are removed. From the most common dispute over a single comment removal to collective actions that make international news, the meaning of moderation is defined and defended with all three stakeholders.

In the first chapter of this dissertation, I described Donald Campbell’s vision of an open, experimenting society where the people who are governed have routine power to influence policy experiments, dispute the findings, and influence policy decisions. I also argued that in our current era, where platforms are governing our social lives and large numbers of randomized trials are routine, we have an opportunity to avoid the authoritarian potential of platforms by developing an experimenting society for platform governance. In this hypothetical society, where participation in experiments forms a basic part of civic life, disputatious communities would imagine their own policy ideas, test them with community input, publicly criticize every aspect of the results, and develop compromises partly informed by evidence they developed themselves.

Any effort to implement the idea of an experimenting society could take one of three paths. A utopian endeavor might try to establish a new set of
communities founded on the principles of an experimenting society. A political project would attempt to convince platform leaders and researchers to renegotiate their relationship with the public. A socio-technical effort would seek out communities that already possess some characteristics of an open society and introduce experimentation as another capability in their governance repertoire.

Compared to other forms of governance power on platforms, the work of volunteer moderators is already often subject to the characteristics of an open society: criticism, compromise, and the ability to remove policies or leaders through public pressure. Moderator accountability has been a recurring pattern in a 40 year history of volunteers being invited, elected, and chosen into governance positions online. Nor is volunteer moderation unique to for-profit platform arrangements; moderators of non-profit platforms such as Wikipedia face a similar set of stakeholders to maintain their roles. In the rest of this dissertation, I build on what I learned about community governance by supporting moderators and their communities on reddit to conduct their own policy experiments.
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Chapter 4

Community-Led Experiments in Platform Governance

In this chapter, I introduce CivilServant, novel software I created that online communities on reddit use to evaluate their governance practices, share the results, and replicate other communities' policy experiments. I describe five central design considerations for any effort to develop community-led experiments: community participation, research ethics, experiment validity, transparency, and deliberative replication.

The CivilServant project addresses these design challenges with what I call the *community knowledge spiral*, a process for conducting governance experiments with community input and oversight. I also describe the software architecture that I developed with Merry Mou to support this process and manage experiments. I evaluate the system by summarizing community responses to the experiments and reporting early uses of research findings by communities and by the platform’s designers. These early findings offer evidence that social experiments can generate informative governance knowledge in ways that are accountable to the people they govern.
As social platforms and intelligent agents become routine parts of daily life for billions of people, the public has come to expect these systems to address deep-seated social ills. Platforms are currently asked to manage social problems including terrorism (Lomas, 2017; Wark, 2016), racial profiling by police (O’Donovan, 2016), suicide (Metz, 2017), self-harm (Chancellor, Pater, Clear, Gilbert, & De Choudhury, 2016), eating disorders (Chancellor et al., 2016), hate speech (D. K. Citron & Norton, 2011), child pornography (M. N. Thakor, 2016), human trafficking (Casteel, Thakor, Johnson, & others, 2011), misogyny (Banet-Weiser & Miltner, 2016), racial discrimination (Doleac & Stein, 2013; Edelman, Luca, & Svirsky, 2016), access to medical treatment (Tan, 2016), road safety (Martinez, 2015), copyright violation (Seltzer, 2010), and political polarization (Sunstein, 2009), to name a few. In recent years, mainstream advocacy organizations have established branches in Silicon Valley, hoping to influence U.S. platforms to adopt corporate policies on issues historically addressed through legislation (Chan, 2017). Even as platform operators attempt to retain positions of nonintervention (Gillespie, 2010), the designers and researchers who manage those systems have arguably become powerful civil servants who shape and govern 21st century human affairs (S. Geiger, 2015).

The pressure on platforms to become policymakers relies on an assumption that platforms possess effective means to govern society. Yet well-intentioned interventions and design patterns have often increased a problem or caused disastrous side-effects for years before the effects were known (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, & Leskovec, 2014; Halfaker, Geiger, Morgan, & Riedl, 2012). Furthermore, just as platform policy evaluation has not matched the rate of new interventions, the diversity of that research has not scaled to match the variations in human culture governed through online platforms (Hill & Shaw, n.d.). Among the research that is available, many findings remain secret within companies that are incentivized to protect their reputations and their intellectual property (Matias, 2016d). Consequently, public assumptions about the benefits of social interventions remain unproven assumptions while failures go unnoticed.

The stakeholders who wish to govern social behavior through platforms tend to choose between two strategies. The most common strategy requires
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1Even if platforms place pressure based on a sense of their responsibility for what appears on their systems, this includes an unspoken assumption about the outcomes of removing that content.
platform operators to take governance power, build policy teams, and develop the research capacities to evaluate those policies (D. K. Citron & Norton, 2011; Gillespie, 2010; S. Geiger, 2015). Advocates and governments then attempt to hold platforms accountable for their use of governance power (MacKinnon, 2012). A second strategy delegates power from platforms to civil society organizations and volunteer moderators, who then create and enact their own local policies in formal relations with platforms or through community-created governance infrastructures (Postigo, 2009; Grimmelmann, 2015; D. Citron & Wittes, 2017; R. S. Geiger, 2016). Although the civic labor of delegated governance can be difficult to sustain (Matias, 2016a), this delegation strategy can scale governance work, adapt to cultural differences, and make public accountability a civic process rather than a corporate process (R. S. Geiger, 2016). Yet unlike platform operators, those who hold delegated power almost never have the capacity to evaluate the outcomes of their policy work to reduce hate speech, address child pornography, enforce copyright laws, or govern public discourse.

In this chapter, I introduce CivilServant, a novel system that online communities use to evaluate the outcomes of their social policies, share the results, and replicate other communities’ interventions. Communities that work with CivilServant set the research goals, define the policies to be tested, and openly discuss fully-transparent results. The software collects data with community consent, coordinates interventions, generates results, publishes findings, and coordinates participant debriefings. Researchers facilitate discussions about evaluation design, configure studies, and participate in community debriefings about research findings.

CivilServant participates in a history of debates on the role of social experiments in democratic societies. I situate CivilServant within that history, offer design considerations for community-led randomized trial infrastructures, describe the system, and summarize the research process. I also report early findings from two large-scale policy evaluations by communities with over 12 million participants, evaluating the system as critical infrastructure and observing the early uses of research findings. I conclude by discussing the implications for a democratic, experimenting society where delegated governance power is evaluated independently by communities at scale.
In *The Open Society and Its Enemies*, Karl Popper reflects on the uses of causal inference in social policy. Writing from New Zealand in exile from Nazi-controlled Austria, Popper describes social experiments in what he calls “open” and “closed” societies. In closed societies, paternalistic experts use the sciences to shape public behavior toward utopian goals, justifying their actions with the argument that “the learned should rule” (Popper, 1947, 107). In open societies, social experiments support the public to evaluate government policies “so that bad or incompetent rulers can be prevented from doing too much damage” (Popper, 1947, 107). Popper sees potential experiments everywhere, from the smallest action in the economy to broad policies that shape the direction of populations. Writing that the person “who opens a new shop, or who reserves a ticket for the theatre, is carrying out a kind of social experiment on a small scale,” Popper imagines how large numbers of small experiments could benefit society (Popper, 1947, 143). For Popper, these experiments are more than a means of understanding behavior; they are political systems for social improvement through democratic rejection of ineffective policies and leaders.

If small-scale experiments were more common, writes Popper, “it might lead to the happy situation where politicians begin to look out for their own mistakes instead of trying to explain them away and to prove that they have always been right” (Popper, 1947, 143). Yet experimenters in a closed society, who Popper calls “utopian engineers,” shape society without regard to the public’s views:

> the Utopian engineer will have to be deaf to many complaints; in fact, it will be part of his business to suppress unreasonable objections. But with it, he must invariably suppress reasonable criticism also. (Popper, 1947, 140-41)

Fifteen years after Popper made these arguments, the methodologist and founding figure of policy evaluation Donald Campbell outlined a practical vision for social experiments in the governance of democratic societies. By 1971, the U.S. government was already converting recordkeeping to thousands of IBM 3/60 systems, imagining the use of data to improve education, fight poverty, and usher in a “Great Society” (Johnson, 1966; Oakley, 2000). As the U.S. government adopted research methods from Campbell’s textbooks (Campbell &
Stanley, 1963), he worried that government policy experiments would threaten the "egalitarian and voluntaristic ideals" of democracy and lead to the "authoritarian, paternalistic imposition" of Popper's closed society (Campbell, 1998). Campbell argued that while ignorance of policy outcomes is a serious peril, it is also perilous to develop and use experimental knowledge apart from the democratic process.

In “The Experimenting Society,” a lecture that policy evaluators photocopied and passed around for decades before it was published, Campbell outlined statistical and social processes for democratic field experiments. He proposed experiments where citizens are “co-agents directing their own society,” defining goals, shaping variables, designing interventions, and actively interpreting, re-analyzing, and debating experiment results (Campbell & Stanley, 1963, 49). Campbell challenged methodologists to redesign their methods to include “individual participation and consent at all decision levels possible” (Campbell, 1998, 42). At a time when field experiments were rare, Campbell imagined a society where local communities conducted plentiful policy studies in a constellation of disputatious experimenters: “citizens not part of the governmental bureaucracy will have the means to communicate with their fellow citizens disagreements with official analyses and to propose alternative experiments” (Campbell, 1998).

By advocating for democratic networks of replication and cross-validation, Campbell anticipated later developments in feminist theory that grounded empirical research in the position and perspectives of the researchers, according to the feminist sociologist Anne Oakley (Oakley, 2000). In Campbell’s original speech to the Russell Sage Foundation, he hoped that faculty at small regional U.S. colleges would be funded to conduct a multiplicity of new community-based experiments and replications with local government policy (Campbell, 1981). Instead, Campbell’s proposal remained a thought experiment distributed and debated by practitioners within the policy evaluation field (Oakley, 2000).

With CivilServant, I am adapting the idea of an experimenting society to platform governance. By developing a system supporting plentiful, community-led policy experiments, I am working toward an open society, where the public gains the benefits of experimental knowledge with the benefits of a consequential voice on the policies that govern our lives. This chapter reports early findings toward those goals.
Delegated Governance Online

Platforms have delegated governance power to volunteers and civil society organizations since the earliest connected social technologies. In the 1980s, conference hosts on the WELL, BBS SysOps, and UseNet moderators created and enacted community policies (Rheingold, 1993; Bruckman, Curtis, Figallo, & Laurel, 1994). When for-profit companies were permitted to operate online in the 1990s, volunteer community leaders on AOL governed its many chatrooms (Postigo, 2009). Internet users continue to create and enact policy on all major internet platforms, including Wikipedia (Forte, Larco, & Bruckman, 2009), Facebook (Facebook, n.d.), Twitter (Matias et al., 2015; R. S. Geiger, 2016), reddit (Matias, 2016a), and Xbox (Good, 2013). Responsibilities for identifying and responding to copyright violations and child pornography are delegated to third-party corporations (Seltzer, 2010) and nonprofits (M. Thakor & others, 2013), an approach that some legal theorists have also suggested for hate speech (D. Citron & Wittes, 2017). The public accountability of these delegated authorities ranges widely, from democratic communities with transparency reporting and elections to organizations that operate in secret.

In the first deployment of CivilServant, I worked with volunteer moderators on reddit, a social news platform whose culture and system are well-suited to community-led experiments. On many platforms, independent randomized trials would attract legal risks related to Terms of Service and computer fraud regulations (Sandvig, Hamilton, Karahalios, & Langbort, 2014). On reddit however, independent data collection is routine to community moderation (Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, & Hill, 2016). A strike by over a thousand reddit communities in 2015 demonstrated moderators’ appetite for participatory policy-making in community governance (Centivany & Glushko, 2016). This strike also revealed the network structure of moderator governance behavior across tens of thousands of communities (Matias, 2016b). Based on this research, I chose reddit as the research site because its communities already form a disputatious network of delegated governance power.

Related Systems

Systems supporting randomized trials are now a common component of social technologies, and experimentation is routinely carried out by software engi-
neers and designers. Within Microsoft, a causal inference team supports hundreds of concurrent experiments per day on the Bing search engine (Kohavi et al., 2013). At Facebook, the open source PlanOut system supports engineers to incorporate a range of randomized trial designs into product testing (Bakshy, Eckles, & Bernstein, 2014). Companies including Optimizely provide randomized trials as a service to third parties; a single page of the New York Times often includes at least half a dozen A/B tests of headlines and other design features (Reisman, 2016). All of these teams and systems provide sole experimenting capacity to the organizations that control the design and use of platforms. With CivilServant, I have built a system that supports platform users to conduct their own research independently from platforms, including research that tests users’ influence on the platform operator’s systems.

Systems like CivilServant collect data and coordinate users within a larger platform, creating alternative knowledge for community mutual aid. Creators of these “successor systems” often attempt to restructure the power relations encoded into a larger system through software, data, and collective action, according to Stuart Geiger (R. S. Geiger, 2014). For example, with Turkopticon, digital laborers share mutual-aid information to evaluate the people who offer them work (L. C. Irani & Silberman, 2013). Third-party audits of platform governance and community moderation technologies serve similar functions by providing independent knowledge and supporting community processes that restructure public life online, according to Geiger (R. S. Geiger, 2016; Matias et al., 2015). These successor systems often piggyback on those larger systems for core functions (Grevet & Gilbert, 2015). Since social change is often a primary design goal of these systems, they often function as critical infrastructure, generating ongoing knowledge that continues to serve community needs (L. Irani & Silberman, 2014). CivilServant relates to these mutual aid, critical infrastructures by supporting communities to evaluate their effects.

As a socio-technical system, CivilServant is also related to other social infrastructures of experimental knowledge-making. Organizations including the Cochrane Collaboration, Campbell Collaboration, and Evidence in Governance and Politics$^2$ facilitate peer support for experimenters and publish meta-analyses of findings across health, social policy, and international development (Bero & Rennie, 1995; Chalmers, Hedges, & Cooper, 2002). In the UK, the What
Works Network supports local government to design and conduct novel studies and replications of social policy experiments (Alexander & Letwin, 2013). Like these initiatives, the CivilServant project publishes findings and literature reviews on its website while also organizing communities to develop new, usable evidence on the effects of platform-based policy interventions.

Design Considerations

Community Participation

Any process for evaluating social interventions will structure the power held by the intervention’s stakeholders in some way. Among traditions of participatory evaluation, some movements prioritize close collaboration with existing power structures while others prioritize direct work with those who hold the least power (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998). Platform governance brings together a complex network of actors across communities, preventing platform power from being so easily classified. For example, moderation often involves exercising power in multi-party conflict situations to protect and govern a community that may include tens of millions of people (Keegan & Matias, 2015). While platforms delegate higher levels of power to moderators than many other users, those moderators also have relatively little power and agency compared to platforms and law enforcement. Furthermore, some of the least empowered people in platform governance are those who allegedly organize to harm others. No process can protect the most vulnerable while guaranteeing equal participation of all stakeholders in the evaluation of moderation work.

I attempted to design the CivilServant system and its research processes to expand the potential participation of anyone involved in or affected by online moderation. This design work draws inspiration from Arnstein (Arnstein, 1969), who imagines a ladder of citizen participation on a scale from non-participation to tokenism to citizen power. While the project cannot and should not offer equal power to all stakeholders, it can increase the level of participation offered to anyone involved. By supporting communities to conduct their own studies, publishing the results transparently, and requiring communities to openly discuss the results, CivilServant expands participation for all stakeholders, including those who are judged to violate community policies. Communities and others affected by moderation actions become informed and in
some cases consulted through public discussions of findings. Moderators who already hold delegated power from platforms gain new information for their discussions on the uses of that power.

**Research Ethics**

Academic and professional social computing researchers are currently re-negotiating research ethics practices after highly-publicized controversies over corporate and university experiments conducted without participant consent or ethics board review (Grimmelmann, 2015; Fiesler, Chancellor, Hoffmann, Pater, & Proferes, 2016). In the U.S., many of these conversations struggle with the legacy of institutional infrastructures developed to govern medical research, models of research ethics that poorly address the range of interventions and risks introduced by contemporary online social research (Vitak, Shilton, & Ashktorab, 2016).

I take the view that practical attempts at social change offer powerful opportunities to produce usable knowledge through participant-led methods (?). Given the tremendous power exercised by those who govern social behavior online, I also believe that power-holders have an obligation to evaluate the outcomes of their governance work (Meyer, 2015). Kurt Lewin, a pioneer of participatory field experiments in factories and education, reportedly described this relationship with the slogan “no action without research; no research without action” (Adelman, 1993).

Large-scale governance experiments also entail complex relations of risk and harm. Because this research focuses on governance, I have drawn inspiration from recent conversations on experiment ethics in political science, where multi-party interests and public goods often conflict in complex ways (Desposato, 2015). In political science, experiment outcomes can include direct and secondary effects on people’s rights, beliefs, representation, and well-being. To manage these risks, political scientists are developing novel methods for consent from groups, stakeholders, and participant representatives, as well as testing novel debriefing procedures (Desposato, 2014). The CivilServant research process currently supports community discussion in experiment planning, individual debriefing, and community debriefings. As a growing diversity of communities use CivilServant to test their governance work, I plan to adapt the system to support empirical research on novel research ethics procedures.
Internal and External Validity

The most valuable experiments generate useful findings that also contribute to generalizable knowledge. Within the social sciences, the quality of research procedures and an experiment’s applicability to the population being studied are called internal validity. Discussions of external validity are concerned with the wider applicability of study results and related theories; with more replications, a finding is often considered more externally-valid (Campbell & Stanley, 1963).

While designing CivilServant, I faced an apparent trade-off between internal and external validity. Because replications are rare in social computing research, the emerging field struggles with problems of external validity (Hornbæk, Sander, Bargas-Avila, & Grue Simonsen, 2014). If I created a simple tool that required no involvement from expert researchers, I might be able to grow external validity by scaling the number of replications studies more quickly. With a semi-bespoke approach, I could improve the internal validity of a smaller number of early studies while building software processes that could be used in future replications. Regression adjustment variables improve the precision of experiment estimates; interference monitors adjust for treatment overspill; power analysis systems guide study duration calculations; intervention procedures support assignment by discussion or individual; and block randomization over time protects the study from being spoiled by software errors (Gerber & Green, 2012). As the demand for community experiments grows, I expect that these early investments in internal validity will strengthen the external validity that may come from larger numbers of community replications.

Open Knowledge and Transparency

I created CivilServant to generate open knowledge on the results of platform-independent causal research online. Since the primary audience for that knowledge includes community members who may just be starting to develop their data literacy, CivilServant prioritizes general-audience publishing and the community engagement needed to reach communities with findings. By publishing full software and analysis, CivilServant can contribute to an open research culture among other scholars who can query and replicate experimental findings (Nosek et al., 2015).

While designing CivilServant, I also encountered an apparent tension be-
tween research openness and privacy that I have yet to resolve. If CivilServ-
vant openly publishes the full datasets from studies, scholars and participants
could confirm, question, or extend new findings by re-analyzing the collected
data. While CivilSrvant might increase the trust of other scholars by publish-
ing experiment data, I am still assessing the risks to participants and commu-
nities of releasing experiment data. For example, if the contents of moderated
messages were made public, the people who made those comments could be
targeted by others, or the people they harassed could become targets a second
time out of retaliation for the act of moderation. For now, CivilServant keeps
all experiment data private. I may consider releasing data from future studies if
communities can agree on processes that reconcile research transparency with
participant privacy.

**Deliberative Replication in an Experimenting Society**

In Campbell’s imagined society, field experiments are a plentiful form of knowl-
edge generated by the public rather than a rare resource controlled by experts
(Campbell, 1998). In such circumstances, many of the values and power struc-
tures typically associated with experimentation could become transformed. To
pick one example, the apparent tension between privacy and re-analysis might
become less prominent as replications become easier and more common. Fur-
thermore, longstanding arguments that experimental knowledge can be used
to override citizen interests may become transformed if disputatious networks
of community experimenters are able to bring their own findings into decision-
making processes. I can only speculate on the outcomes of an experimenting
society. Yet by drawing from traditions of participatory research and favoring
widespread deliberation, I hope to reduce the chance of creating worse out-
comes for society (Bardzell, 2014).

With CivilServant, I use design and social processes to support delegated
platform governance through plentiful, deliberative social experiments. As
communities conduct studies, each iteration of the open source software re-
duces the work required of other communities to conduct new studies and
replications. I also invest substantial effort into community outreach and edu-
cation to spread the skills needed to meaningfully discuss findings and design
new studies.
The CivilServant System

Designing Studies with CivilServant

Studies conducted with CivilServant follow a social and technical process that I call the community knowledge spiral (Figure 4-1). The spiral starts with community interest, continues through the deployment and interpretation of a study, and continues to grow through replications by other communities.

Community Interest

The process of using CivilServant begins when an online community identifies a testable question about the effects of moderation work, usually in conversation with the CivilServant project. Because many communities on reddit already collect and process data, they often possess substantial knowledge about the kinds of interventions and measures that would be feasible in a field experiment. The CivilServant study designer mainly contributes to conversations by facilitating a discussion of the mechanisms for delivering randomized interventions that could be coordinated by the software and compatible with community goals.

Permission for Data Access

If moderators wish to continue, their next step is to add the CivilServant bot to become a moderator with archival-only privileges to their community. At this
point, the system collects historical and ongoing data on submitted posts, comments, the behavior of ranking algorithms, moderator activity, and in some cases, data from third party systems that moderators use to coordinate their actions. As an agent with archival-level access, the CivilServant system can process data without the ability to take action on behalf of the community. If moderators wish to end the relationship and prevent further data collection, they can revoke the system’s access at any time.

**Study Design, Power Analyses, and Pre-Analysis Plans**

After CivilServant has collected data for a period of time, I use the data to construct a formal study design from the community requests. The study design takes the form of a pre-analysis plan and a power analysis report. For studies that replicate or remix variables from previous studies, I produce the pre-analysis plan using a set of R Markdown and L\TeX documents that take CivilServant data as input. At present, each novel study design requires a researcher to write a short literature review and experiment design, creating the templates that can be used to fill other replications.

The pre-analysis plan provides a community with a formal description in non-expert language that explains study’s goals, intervention, variables, and analysis procedures. Further conversations about the details of the study center around all aspects of this document, which becomes a running record of community decisions about the intended study. Throughout this process, reports of power analyses inform the community about their chance of observing certain effect sizes in the time-spans they are interested to conduct the study. While no community has yet rejected a study proposal after seeing how long it might take, the power analysis helps communities set the timeline for an experiment and understand the value of waiting for the answer. All pre-analysis plans are published to the CivilServant repository on the Open Science Framework service, keeping the identity of participating communities private.
Ethics Approval

Once communities decide the area of policy and kinds of measures used in a study, I consult its compatibility with the CivilServant project’s existing IRB permission. The project operates under three kinds of IRB agreements for data collection, routine policy evaluations, and higher risk studies.

Data collection of public information for the purposes of designing a study is covered under an observation-only IRB agreement. A second IRB covers a class of possible studies that involve routine moderation actions with minimal risks to participants in low-risk communities. This IRB excludes communities that trade resources, offer advice and mental health support, or engage in conflict with other communities. The IRB, which waives consent requirements but requires communities to be debriefed, also excludes studies involving banning accounts and related interventions carrying social costs that are not easily reversible. Most studies conducted by CivilServant fit within this IRB for routine policy evaluation. I have also sought and received IRB approval on a per-study basis when the risks are higher, or when individual consent and debriefing are appropriate. At MIT, this process typically takes less than a month and occurs in parallel with the work of finalizing the study design with communities.

Finalizing Study Designs

When moderators and subreddit communities discuss the pre-analysis plan, they often notice details of the study that need to be adjusted, as well as changes to their own moderation infrastructure that may be required. Participants often think of potentially-confounding factors on the platform or within their community, factors that are subsequently accounted for in regression adjustment variables or the design of the experiment. For example, in one study, participants wondered if the outcomes might be affected if reddit’s algorithms promoted some conversations beyond their community. I added this factor as a regression adjustment variable.

Studies involving new interventions or variables sometimes require new software development. With replications and remixes of features from past studies, the software records the final study design using a domain specific language similar to Facebook’s PlanOut (Bakshy et al., 2014).
Recipes for Theory-Informed Interventions

In most studies I attempt to bridge between theories of human behavior and the interventions that communities test, while reserving community agency over the intervention that they choose. For example, all of the studies designed with the CivilServant project allow for variations in the messages that accompany an intervention. Theories from social psychology offer guidance on the possible effects of different styles and claims within those messages. In study design facilitation, I have supported communities to adopt theoretically-informed language by listing the categories of language that theory might suggest. For example, in statements of rules, a community might wish to make appeals to widely-held norms, to authority, or to the consequences of an action. Using an online collaborative text editor, I provide communities with a list of “ingredients,” and invite them to fill out the details with messaging alternatives that they can decide on as a group.

Testing & Deploying Community Experiments

Once a community’s moderators agree to a final experiment design, I submit the final pre-analysis plan to the Open Science Framework and test the live experiment software for compatibility with the community’s other systems. Once all issues are resolved, I generate documented randomizations and deploy the experiment for the agreed-on period, monitoring experiment activity for consistency and compliance to the study procedures. All studies are block-randomized; if software or compliance errors occur, small, individual randomization blocks may be removed without spoiling the balance of the sample.

Concluding Community Experiments

As the study proceeds, I regularly notify communities about the rate of progress toward the agreed number of randomizations. Some designs include a stop rule for ending the experiment early if large or harmful effects have been observed. Upon reaching the stop rule, I generate results and notify the community if the stop rule criteria have been met. The community can then decide if the study should continue for its full duration.
**Analyzing Findings**

At the conclusion of a study, the CivilServant software generates dataframes for each of the hypotheses in the study. In a process that is not yet fully automated, I produce a technical experiment report using R Markdown templates that apply the statistical methods listed in the pre-analysis plan and present them alongside summary statistics. For study remixes and replications, the work of confirming the validity of data collected for each experiment block remains the most bespoke part of the process. This involved reviewing the software logs and summary statistics to identify any errors in data collection.

**Community Debriefings**

The CivilServant project holds a policy of maximum practical disclosure to involved communities and participants. The software is able to send a debriefing message to every participant whose activity was included in any dependent or adjustment variable in the study. All study results are public, and CivilServant requires that all participating communities agree to host a “community debrief,” a public conversation within their community to report and discuss the results. To support that conversation, I publish a public-audience summary of the study motivations, procedures, and findings on the CivilServant website. I also offer to participate in the debriefing conversation and answer questions about the findings. These conversations tend to be the first of a community’s discussions and debates of what the findings mean for their governance practices. I also notify the platform operators, often for the first time, that the community has conducted and completed a new study with us.

**Remixing and Replicating Studies**

I chose to deploy CivilServant on reddit because it hosts many different online communities. As results of each study are made public, other communities can choose to replicate each the study or remix its features. Community replications may strengthen the external validity of research findings while also discovering variations among groups that predict differences in experiment outcomes (Hill & Shaw, n.d.). At the time of writing, two groups of subreddits are independently considering replicating each others’ studies in parallel: one group of four communities and another group of two communities.
System Architecture

I designed the CivilServant system to aid in study design, collect relevant data, manage interventions, and support processes for analysis, reporting, and debriefing. Implemented together with Merry Mou\(^3\) in Python, R, and MySQL, the system was managing hundreds of millions of records across a distributed hardware infrastructure at the time of writing (Figure 4-2).

The analysis infrastructure includes software for scoping problems, designing studies, generating dataframes, conducting statistical analyses, debriefing participants, and removing them from studies upon request. We conduct data cleaning and validation in Jupyter Notebooks and publish them as part of documenting experiment procedures. We generate all experiment results and reports using R Markdown, as specified in a pre-analysis plans. The CivilServant reporting repositories are linked with the Open Science Framework, which also publishes all pre-analysis plans (Columns 1 and 4 in Figure 4-2) (Miguel et al., 2014; Nosek et al., 2015).

We developed the data collection and intervention architecture to offer abstracted experimentation capacities across multiple platforms. Individual study designs are configured with a domain-specific language that describes the platform, community, authentication details, intervention arms, conditional logic, and randomizations for a study. A job scheduler that monitors API keys and rate limits manages requests for data and interventions across a pool of authenticated user accounts associated with CivilServant. At the time of writing, the intervention architecture includes connections to reddit and to several third-party moderation systems used by moderators (Columns 2 and 3 in Figure 4-2).

Community Experiments with CivilServant

Increasing Newcomer Policy Compliance

Moderators of r/science, a 13-million subscriber community at the time, approached CivilServant in February 2016 to conduct the first CivilServant study, which we carried out from August 25, 2016 to September 23, 2106. In this community, over 1,200 volunteer university faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates organized to foster large-scale discussions of new peer reviewed

\[^{3}\text{I use “we” in the system architecture section to acknowledge Merry’s considerable contributions to the CivilServant project.}\]
Figure 4-2: System architecture of the CivilServant system, grouped by the function of each system component in the process of designing, conducting, and interpreting a field experiment.

Research. Community policies include expectations that commenters focus on the discussion topic, avoid abusive language, avoid giving medical advice or personal anecdotes, limit jokes, and cite peer reviewed research when criticizing established scientific theories. Prior to the study, moderators removed over 1,200 comments per day on average, across an average of 147 discussions per day. Of the comments they removed, 39% came from first-time commenters.

In this study, which I describe in detail in chapter five, moderators crafted messages explaining community norms that could be posted to the top of discussion threads. They used CivilServant to randomly assign those messages to some discussions after they appeared and not to others. Across 2,190 discussions of academic publications and 24 live question-answer sessions with academic researchers, we found together that in discussions that omitted posting the rules, a first-time commenter has a 75.2% chance of complying with community norms, and that posting the rules has a positive 7.3 percentage point effect on the chance that a newcomer’s comment will be accepted by moderators, on average in the community. Although we expected that posting the rules more visibly would deter newcomers from participating, we also found that posting the rules increases the incidence rate of newcomer comments by 38.1% on average. Overall, posting rules could prevent over 1,800 first-time commenters from engaging in unacceptable behavior and attract over 9,600 new commenters per month on average (Matias, 2016c).
We held a community debriefing with the science community in October 2016, a conversation that included 478 comments, attracted over 14,000 votes, and was viewed by over 240,000 readers. Other communities on reddit also discussed the findings widely. In the months that followed, the record of our debriefing discussion was occasionally referred to by other communities as they decided how to govern their subreddits. The following spring, the reddit platform began testing new features to support communities across the site to make their rules more visible to participants.

**Governing Human & Machine Responses to Unreliable News**

Moderators of the r/worldnews community approached me in October 2016 to test methods for governing the reception and spread of unreliable news in their subreddit. Articles from unreliable sources were 2.3% of all submissions to the community, which reviewed an average of 450 articles per day. Moderators wished to avoid banning certain news websites but also wished to encourage reader skepticism toward those sources. Together, we were also concerned that increased fact-checking activity might influence the behavior of reddit’s recommendation systems, potentially causing fact-checked articles to be promoted more widely by those algorithms.

In this multi-armed study design, which I describe in greater detail in chapter six, moderators posted messages encouraging readers to fact-check articles with links to further evidence. In a second message, moderators added language encouraging readers to use reddit’s voting systems to dampen the algorithmic spread of unsubstantiated articles. The CivilServant system randomly assigned these messages across 1,104 posts from December 7th 2016 to February 15, 2017. The system observed the contents of comments, the algorithm “score” of each post every four minutes, and reddit’s popularity rankings every four minutes. All arms that encouraged fact-checking increased the chance that individual comments and discussions would include links to further evidence (Matias, 2017). However, while the arm encouraging fact-checking caused the algorithmic ranking of news articles to reduce by a maximum of four positions over time in the top 100 entries on average. I failed to reject the null hypothesis for the arm that also encouraged voting. The findings confirmed our expectation that encouraging fact-checking would influence reddit’s rankings, but the outcome was the opposite from our expectations.
We debriefed the r/worldnews community in a day-long public discussion on February 2017 that included 280 responses and received over 2,000 votes. Our results were discussed widely in other reddit communities. We also received over a dozen personal notes from r/worldnews participants about the study.

**Studies In Progress**

Since these first two studies, CivilServant is working with further communities on a wide range of upcoming experiments. Two subreddits are currently voting on studies that test reductions in recidivism rates among participants who are re-integrated into the communities after being banned. Another four communities are considering replications of the experiment first conducted by r/science. Further studies under discussion include efforts at conflict resolution in polarized discussion groups and interventions to mitigate the effects of automated copyright enforcement systems.

**Evaluating CivilServant**

Because policy evaluation is a multi-part process that often begins and ends with group decisions, researchers have struggled to compare the policy contributions of different experimenting approaches (Contandriopoulos, Lemire, Denis, & Tremblay, 2010). In computer science, systems papers about experimentation infrastructures tend not to evaluate the social outcomes of experimental knowledge, preferring instead to report design considerations, implementation details, and discussions on the role of experiments in computer science (Kohavi et al., 2013; Bakshy et al., 2014). Critical infrastructure systems such as Turkopticon have typically been evaluated for their role to foster critical thinking among those who learn about the system or use it, as is common in critical design (R. S. Geiger, 2014; L. C. Irani & Silberman, 2013; Dimond, Dye, Larose, & Bruckman, 2013; L. Irani & Silberman, 2014). The field of policy evaluation tends to evaluate an experimentation approach by the values and uses of research. Practices that successfully implement their stated values and increase the adoption of research tend to be favored (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998). Yet because research adoption is a complex social process, literature reviews have failed to find relationships between the uses of research and the
details of experimentation practices (Contandriopoulos et al., 2010).

To evaluate CivilServant in this early stage, I take approaches from system design, critical infrastructure, and policy evaluation. As in other systems papers about experimentation infrastructures, I have reported the primary design considerations and the details of the system implementation as it was used in two large-scale community experiments on Reddit. Because I designed CivilServant as critical infrastructure, I report qualitative findings on the kinds of critical perspectives that over a thousand participants brought to community debriefings. Finally, I evaluate CivilServant as a process for community policy evaluation, reporting early results on the use of community-led experimental knowledge by communities and the Reddit platform. Findings on the use of study results are informed by interviews with over a dozen moderators, participant observation in text conversations with over a dozen subreddits, and emails exchanged with the Reddit platform employees. Subreddits, which ranged from thousands of subscribers to tens of millions, were included in the sample if they conducted an experiment, discussed the experiment results in public, or if moderators reported that they discussed the results privately. Moderators were sampled from communities that conducted or discussed experiment results, including communities that adopted the evaluated policies and communities that did not adopt the policies.

**Community Debriefings**

I observed community responses across more than a thousand public and private responses in two community debriefings. Communities held these debriefings by posting the results in an open discussion thread in the subreddit and “pinning” the discussion to the top-most recommended conversation for at least one full day. I also made myself available to answer questions during those debriefings.

In debriefing discussions, many commenters recalled encountering the intervention and shared personal stories that related to the findings. For example, one person in the news study experiment reflected: “I focus more on reading comments than the article itself. If people are fact-checking the article in the comments, I assume most will see it.” Personal stories often open longer discussions about the purpose and legitimacy of moderation policies. One com-

---

4I have obfuscated all quotations from these debriefings.
menter reflected that “After I start typing, I see that a rule that conflicts with my comment and curse.” Someone else replied "Isn’t that the point?” and asked if the original commenter considered the outcome beneficial or not.

Comments sometimes offered direct critiques of community policies. For example, some commenters argued that the science discussion community should permit and support contributions from climate change skeptics. Others argued that moderators should be more flexible, allowing more jokes and “cool shit” alongside peer reviewed research. In the news discussion community, commenters argued that moderators should have included state-sponsored media in the fact-checking intervention. These criticisms sometimes prompted extended community discussion about preferred approaches to moderation. When one news commenter complained that encouragements to fact-check amounted to telling readers how to think, other commenters responded that the study was encouraging critical thinking and greater intellectual independence among readers.

Many commenters shared questions about research methodology in community debriefings. They asked questions about statistical significance, randomization methods, the choice of dependent variables, and confounding factors. Some suggested additional measures and hypotheses that could bring clarity to the findings. While I expected that I would need to explain more about my research methods, many statistics questions were answered instead by other community members. The demographics of reddit may explain why community members answered many of the statistical questions. On average in the United States, 82% of reddit users have some college education, twenty-three percentage points more than the rest of the population. The disparity is even higher among reddit users who browse the site for news (Barthel, Stocking, Holcomb, & Mitchell, 2016). Among subreddits with millions of subscribers, many of who have received a college education, it is common that communities already include active participants with statistical knowledge. The CivilServant project may encounter greater challenges with data literacy as it becomes used more widely.

During the debriefings, commenters also offered personal theories to explain experiment results. Many wondered if effects would endure as an intervention became less novel. Others reflected on details in the design of the reddit platform and the experiment that might have contributed to the results. Some shared stories about what they had learned from public-audience psychology
Many on Reddit participate in more than one community and wondered if interventions tested in one community might be useful elsewhere. In one case, over 15% of all comments in a community debriefing focused on the possibility of implementing the evaluated policy in a separate community. Other comments imagined the potentially beneficial or catastrophic effects of attempting the same intervention elsewhere. Some argued that we should have withheld sharing the results until completing further replications.

Commenters in both debriefings discussed research ethics. Several community members argued that I should release full datasets, leading to extended discussions of CivilServant’s policies on privacy and anonymity. Others questioned the research ethics of the community interventions. “Did you do what Facebook did?” asked one participant, referring to a 2014 study that received widespread popular disapproval (Grimmelmann, 2015). In the discussion that followed, arguments over research ethics were interleaved with arguments over community policies. One participant appeared to argue that since the community’s policies against abusive speech and personal attacks were an unjust form of censorship, then experimental interventions that reduce the rate of abusive speech also introduce serious harms that make the research unethical. These comments prompted extended discussions among the community about the justice of community policies and research ethics regulations in the United States. Although CivilServant offered participants the option to report any harms they experienced or retro-actively opt out of CivilServant studies, no one has yet contacted the project to do so at the time of writing.

Many people shared expressions of gratitude in community debriefings. In private and public messages, moderators and I were surprised at the frequency of thank-you messages. Several messages told a personal story, connected that story with concerns about broader trends in society, and thanked us for adding evidence to community governance. When moderators and I shared the results of our fact-checking study less than two weeks after the 2017 U.S. presidential inauguration, we expected that some U.S. commenters would interpret our work as politically-partisan. In community debriefings and private messages, people of all political affiliations thanked us and moderators for adding evidence into a conversation they saw as dominated by “bias” and “bullshit.”

Some moderators expressed surprise at what they perceived to be a lack of substantial community criticism. Many expected that community debriefings
would attract complaints. Others disagreed. One moderator, who joined after reading a the community’s moderation transparency report, saw the study as another example of moderator responsiveness to the community: “To me that indicated that the mods were really thinking about the readers.” In r/worldnews, one moderator did anticipate that the findings would be popular, since readers frequently complained about tabloids and often replied to tabloid articles with profanity-filled complaints. Because this moderator saw the experiment as an effort to respond to community pressure, they expected the community to welcome the findings.

While community debriefing discussions were requested by hundreds of thousands of people and attracted meaningful commentary, CivilServant cannot observe what proportion of experiment participants they represent. CivilServant is able to observe commenting behavior, but the reddit platform does not provide third parties with the ability to track the viewing or voting behavior of platform viewers. Beyond participants that added visible comments, the system cannot not know the full number of silent viewers who observed experiment interventions and cannot match those participants with debriefing viewers. As with any public consultation, vocal participants included a small fraction of likely participants. In future studies, I hope to reconcile the values of widespread public debriefing with the limitations of platforms for managing very large discussions (Zhang, Verou, & Karger, 2017), and strong community norms against “message spam”.

Uses of Community Experiment Findings

While the first findings from CivilServant were only published six months ago, my qualitative research on the uses of CivilServant results provides an early perspective on the project’s outcomes. In the field of policy evaluation, where causal knowledge constitutes only one resource available to decision-makers, groups rarely adopt an intervention tested in randomized trials (Contandriopoulos et al., 2010). Research might become available after policymakers make a decision or might remain unread until external factors force a policy decision. Policymakers often read social research as “enlightenment” rather a judgment on the effectiveness of a specific intervention (Weiss, 1977). Resource limitations and political factors may lead policymakers to delay or set aside evidence-based policy ideas. Yet research read for general enlightenment can, in time, inform
those external forces as well (Weiss, 1979). In moderator interviews, content analysis of subreddit discussions, and correspondence with reddit employees, I found that communities’ uses of CivilServant findings follow many of the usage patterns explored in the policy evaluation literature.

**How Experimenting Communities Used Results**

At the time of writing, none of the communities that conducted studies had changed their moderating practices after learning of results. Three months after I reported results to one community, a moderator explained that they intended to make changes, but more pressing demands had prevented them from finding the time to reconfigure their complex automated moderation system. In interviews, moderators of another community described hopes of a future decision to adopt the evaluated policy. One expected a substantial debate over the details of the policy. By demonstrating the effect of the intervention, CivilServant had opened up a complex decision where moderators might struggle to reach agreement.

**How Other Communities Used Results**

Moderators of communities beyond the ones that used CivilServant also read the results. Some of these moderators used the results to advocate for change, defend existing policies, and adopt personal moderation practices. In interviews, several moderators reported suggesting that their community adopt practices tested in one of the CivilServant studies. In one case, a community constructed their policy intervention to link directly to the document reporting study results. In other communities, after some moderators expressed skepticism that research findings would apply to their subreddits, the moderation team contacted CivilServant to conduct study replications. One subreddit had already been posting participation rules at the top of each discussion when CivilServant results were shared elsewhere. As conversations in this community became more contentious throughout 2016, moderators considered removing the message. In interviews, they reported that they discussed our experimental evidence in the conversation where they chose to retain rule postings.

In communities with less formal policy decision-making, research also influenced moderators’ personal practices. In interviews, several moderators de-
scribed the ways that research results had led them to reflect on and change their personal moderation work. When moderators of one gaming community with over half a million subscribers read the r/science experiment results, they considered automating comments with the rules. When a group decision on an automated system did not materialize, individual moderators decided to personally-post messages with the rules on a case-by-case basis. In other communities, moderators who advocated for a policy were sometimes encouraged to try a practice for themselves before others adopt the idea. In these communities, experimental evidence can enlighten the work of individual moderators who pioneer and spread moderation practices to others.

**How the reddit Platform Used Results**

While I designed CivilServant to create platform-independent research, community interests often align with the interests of platforms. After debriefing r/science and r/worldnews about their findings, I notified the company that we had completed new research. In personal correspondence, employees described keeping our findings in mind when designing and testing new features across the platform. At the time of writing, the reddit platform is completing a randomized trial that tests the effects of a new feature to display community norms to newcomers who comment. ⁵ Employees described taking advantage of their greater control of the platform software to deploy a more nuanced randomization strategy, generating more precise estimates across different communities than our study permitted.

**Findings**

As the public turns to platforms to govern behavior and address enduring social problems, the public also needs methods to evaluate platform policies as part of an open society. We developed CivilServant to support communities to evaluate their uses of the power that platforms delegate to them. By contributing to a community knowledge spiral, communities add experimentation to their existing ways to evaluate policy, sharing findings and participating in conversations about the implications for their communities.

⁵https://www.reddit.com/live/x3ckzbsj6myw/updates/71570f82-0a99-11e7-918d-0ee3534f4960
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In this chapter, I have reported design considerations, the public discourse in community debriefings, and the uses of community-led experimental knowledge. In two studies with CivilServant, communities tested the effects of interventions on the humans and algorithm behavior. In community debriefings, participants shared wide-ranging comments about governance policies, research methodologies, theories of human behavior, and research ethics. Communities were slow to implement the policies they evaluated, a pattern also observed in government policy evaluation. Yet the research findings informed individual moderator practices, community policies, and replications by the platform.

When designing the CivilServant software and social processes, I faced decisions about community participation, research ethics, methodology, and privacy that communities are likely to amend as the system is used more widely. Principled, thoughtful people may argue on competing sides for greater data transparency, privacy protections, or consent processes. I see these debates as evidence of the kind of open society we wish to foster. Rather than converge a notion of the best design, I have discovered the benefits of flexible architectures that prompt community discussion on important questions by offering communities the power to choose among options while protecting vulnerable participants. As CivilServant grows, I expect that these design decisions will more closely resemble the project’s IRB process: defining areas of community deliberation and choice that remain constrained by the project’s ethical, political, and methodological commitments.

Based on these early findings, I am hopeful that online communities, if they wish, could develop the network of deliberative experimenters imagined by Campbell in “The Experimenting Society.” If online platforms are to become conduits for efforts to address much of humanity’s fundamental social problems, society will need systems of knowledge production that dramatically scale and localize policy evaluation without restricting human autonomy and rights. A disputatious network of independent community policy evaluators might collectively develop and replicate effective governance practices at those scales. Because delegated power can be misused unjustly, community-led evaluation infrastructures like CivilServant may also offer the public valuable information for disputing ineffective or unjust uses of governance power on platforms.
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In this chapter, I report results from a 14-million subscriber science discussion community that tested the effects of posting the rules at the top of discussions. In an experiment during August and September 2016, we randomly assigned rule messages to half of the community’s 2,214 discussions and question-answer sessions. I found that posting the rules increased newcomer rule compliance by over 7 percentage points on average in the community, from 75% to 82%.
When Stephen Hawking faced insults and jokes about his medical condition and private life in a 2015 Q&A on Reddit, the abusive comments violated policies in r/science, a community of over 13 million subscribers that was hosting the conversation. Many readers “downvoted” the comments to make the less prominent, and the community’s volunteer moderators also noticed. After moderators determined that the comments violated community policies against insults, abusive language, and jokes, they quickly removed the comments from the conversation. A year later in July 2016, moderators removed over 130,000 comments or posts, banned 460 people from the community, and made 558 adjustments to the community’s policy documents in one month.

Because volunteer moderators create and enact policy for millions of people in data-rich online environments, they have a unique opportunity to conduct policy evaluations independently of the platforms that host their communities. In this study, moderators and I attempted to prevent online harassment by prominently displaying community policies in discussions among the the 13 million subscribers of r/science. Our intervention increased norm-compliance among first time commenters by 7.4 percentage points and also increased participation rates by 30.1%. Overall, the intervention can prevent thousands of incidents of harassment each month. Our experiment provides an example of the potential of online moderators to form an “experimenting society” of community-led policy evaluation in the governance of digitally-mediated behavior.

**Policy Evaluation in The Experimenting Society**

In the early 1970s, as US policymakers were conducting the first federal randomized trials of government policy, the evaluation methodologist Donald Campbell imagined a democracy where policy experiments could be a common form of civic participation. In this “experimenting society,” local communities would evaluate their policies systematically. Imagining communities as ‘co-agents directing their own society,” Campbell suggested that they participate in the analysis and decisionmaking associated with policy evaluation. Communities could deliberate on interventions, debate dependent variables, and question analysis procedures. Campbell also argued that groups could improve the validity of policy knowledge through experimental disputation: replicating, cross-validating, and debating ideas for reducing social ills through experimental means.
(Campbell, 1998). Yet while participatory field experiments have occasionally been attempted in public health research (Ammerman et al., 2003; Pazoki, Nabipour, Seyednezami, & Imami, 2007; Mishra, Luce, & Baquet, 2009), the idea of community-led policy evaluation has mostly remained a thought experiment (Oakley, 2000; John, Smith, & Stoker, 2009).

Online platforms have created conditions amenable to the idea of an experimenting society by collecting large-scale data on human behavior, delegating the governance of that behavior to community volunteers, and sharing the data back to communities. Large-scale online data collection has already opened new avenues of enquiry in the social sciences (Lazer et al., 2009), and platform operators like Microsoft routinely conduct as many as 300 randomized trials per day (Kohavi, Longbotham, Sommerfield, & Henne, 2009). Most of these experiments are applied to pricing and advertising, and their results are usually retained as trade secrets by platforms. In some cases, revelations of this corporate social experimentation has been greeted with public fear and outrage (Grimmelmann, 2015a).

Platforms are not the only ones who possess the building blocks for conducting policy experiments online. On many platforms, moderators are given access to substantial data about the behavior in their communities, usually to support communities to manage semi-automated moderation software (Geiger & Ribes, 2010; Geiger & Halfaker, 2013). Using these application programming interfaces (APIs), communities can deploy software that monitors behavior and coordinates social responses to that behavior (Geiger, 2014, 2016). These APIs can also be used to deploy community-led field experiments.

**Community Policymaking Online**

For over 40 years, volunteer moderators have created and enacted policies within online communities that range from a dozen people to tens of millions (Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2002; Grimmelmann, 2015b). In 1970s Berkeley, librarians and record shop staff managed the *Community Memory* system that hosted local community discussions and classified ads (Bruckman, 1998). In the 1980s, *conference hosts* at the WELL, BBS *SysOps*, and Usenet *moderators* discussed rules, maintained order, and mediated among community participants (Bruckman, Curtis, Figallo, & Laurel, 1994; Rheingold, 1993). In the 1990s, as online conversation became a thriving business model, AOL organized tens
of thousands of volunteer *community leaders* to manage its chatrooms (Postigo, 2003). Currently, these volunteer governance roles are played by *administrators* on Wikipedia (*Wikipedia:Administrators*, 2015), *group admins* (Facebook, n.d.) on Facebook, *moderators* on Slashdot (Lampe & Resnick, 2004), *group organizers* on Meetup (Lai, 2014), *enforcement united* on Xbox (Good, 2013), and *subreddit moderators* on the social news platform reddit (Matias, 2016a).

On reddit, over fifty thousand “subreddit” communities of up to 15 million subscribers are moderated by volunteer teams that can grow to over a thousand people per team. Communities include job boards, news discussion groups, markets, mental health support communities, breaking news, and book clubs (Massanari, 2015; Leavitt & Clark, 2014). Each community on reddit hosts group discussions about links, media, and original content that community members share. As other community members respond and vote on submissions, the platform’s algorithms identify popular material across the site and promote it to a series of algorithmically-generated pages that a crowdsourced “front page of the internet.” Within communities, moderators are given the role because they founded the community, are appointed by other moderators, or are selected through community-led elections and recruitment process (Matias, 2016a).

To learn about cultures of governance on reddit, I have spent over a year and a half as a digital ethnographer on the platform (Boellstorff, Nardi, & Pearce, 2012). I observed and participated in hundreds of communities, analyzed large-scale patterns in behavioral data on the site, and used those findings to guide interviews, conversations, and participation as a moderator in several communities. My findings revealed that communities on reddit already have a flourishing culture of data analysis and policy debate. Community policies on reddit tend to focus on acceptable behavior and content. For example, the r/science community that hosted professor Hawking in 2015 prohibits “abusive comments,” medical advice, personal anecdotes, and jokes. They also require that all submissions for discussion link to peer-reviewed publications. Actions that violate these policies are removed by moderators, and “repeat or flagrant offenders” can be banned by moderators from the community.

Beyond responsive measures such as removing comments, volunteer moderators also have substantial powers to shape the design and infrastructure of their communities to prevent problems. Moderators can define the visual appearance of the reading experience, adjust the function of the platform’s voting
system, and modify automated bots that observe and intervene in conversations. For example, r/science has a policy requiring people to label the discipline of any link that is shared with the community. When a new link is shared, an automated bot reviews the link, offers feedback to the contributor if the submission does not comply with community policies, and removes it if the post is not amended properly. Moderators of r/science and other subreddits collect systematic data about their work and publish transparency reports that invite wider community debate about their decisions (Matias, 2016a).

Moderators routinely share policy ideas and moderation practices across communities. Many communities share common, open source software to coordinate their efforts within a community. Moderators participate in shared groups to debate policies and best practices. Policies also spread between communities that share common moderators. In June 2015, moderators of r/science held 331 moderation positions in other communities. That summer, moderators revealed the extent of their capacity to coordinate when over 2,200 communities joined a strike that successfully forced the reddit company to expand support for its volunteer moderators (Matias, 2016b).

Conversations with moderators from 2015-2016 revealed a common need for communities to systematically test their policies. In the summer of 2016, I designed the CivilServant software, which coordinates interventions and collects data for community-led randomized trials of moderation policies. This experiment with r/science on policies designed to prevent online abuse is the first of what I hope will grow into an experimenting policy culture on reddit and other platforms. Over the coming years, I hope to support thousands of new field studies and community replications on behavioral policy in digitally-mediated environments.

**How Can We Increase Newcomer Rule Compliance while Preserving Their Participation Rates?**

Many harassing and abusive comments in the r/science community come from people who are participating for the first time. In July 2016, moderators removed 494 newcomer comments per day, 39.1% of all the comments they removed on average and 52.3% of all newcomer comments. First-time comments were also more likely to violate community policies than contributions from experienced moderators. Theories of newcomer socialization in social psychol-
ogy would expect that first-time participants are in a “discovery phase” where they are still learning the norms of a community and deciding if they want to participate further (Levine, Moreland, & Choi, 2001). They may not yet be aware of community policies against abusive language, insulting jokes, and personal anecdotes in discussions of scientific publications.

In this study, moderators hoped to improve newcomer behavior by posting the rules to the top of discussions (hypothesis 1). Rule postings influence what Robert Cialdini has called *injunctive norms*, people’s awareness of rules that “specify what ought to be done... through the promise of social sanctions” (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991). By influencing people’s awareness of community norms, moderators hoped to increase the chance that newcomer comments follow the rules. Field experiments elsewhere have found that increasing the visibility of rules has affected littering behavior (Reiter & Samuel, 1980; De Kort, McCallery, & Midden, 2008), smoking in hotel rooms (Dawley, Morrison, & Carrol, 1981), environmental conservation by hotel guests (Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008), and crime reporting (Bickman & Green, 1977).

Moderators and I also wondered if increasing norm compliance could reduce community growth (hypothesis 2), which moderators wished to avoid. While people aren’t likely to change hotels or park elsewhere after reading a sign about environmental policies, it’s much easier to leave an online community. Theories from computer science and group identity predict that posting the rules may also reduce participation in the community overall (Figure 5-1). If the rules convince a newcomer that their comment isn’t acceptable, they may never comment at all. Posted rules also increase the complexity of the task of commenting, requiring newcomers to tailor their comment to the community. Since people are less likely to complete tasks that are more complex, we expected that fewer newcomers will comment when the rules are visible (Eickhoff & de Vries, 2011). Furthermore, since newcomers encounter rules during the investigation phase of their relationship with a community, they might decide that they don’t fit in this community and may never participate (Levine et al., 2001). On the other hand, one lab experiment found that people expressed a greater intent to participate in online conversations that they considered to be well-moderated. Since prior research led us to conflicting expectations, we decided to monitor newcomer participation rates alongside rule compliance.
How I Designed Policy Experiments Together With An Online Community

Within the r/science community, moderators wanted to evaluate the effect of showing the rules on newcomer norm compliance and participation rates. As a researcher, I wanted to learn how online communities make sense of policy evaluations that they direct. As I describe the methods of this experiment, I also tell the story of the conversations with community members that shaped its design.

Moderators of r/science first contacted me about working together after I hosted a discussion on reddit in February 2016 about testing community policies. A week later, we held our first discussion about policies to test, using real-time chat software with moderators in different geographies. When one moderator said, “I want to know the impact of a sticky comment explaining the rules,” the group quickly agreed. Over the next hour, moderators discussed experiment procedures and debated possible outcome variables—as researchers, they were experienced at thinking about measurements and modeling.

The intervention moderators agreed on was a “sticky comment” that moderators sometimes use to pin a list of rules to the top of a discussion. During the experiment, the CivilServant software new discussions as they were posted and determined whether or not they were a Q&A with a prominent scientist (like the discussion with Stephen Hawking). Based on the type of discussion,
the software used block randomization to either post the rules to a discussion or withhold posting the rules. Moderators adjusted the design of the community so that they would not be able to see which discussions included sticky comments, blinding themselves to the intervention.¹

I developed the text for the sticky comment together with moderators by posting a set of suggestions for the kinds of information that the sticky comments could include: descriptions and links to policies, information about the consequences of violating policies, information about the number of moderators, and a welcome message. Using a collaborative text editor, moderators developed a series of candidate messages before collectively choosing the final versions (Figure 5-2).

In community conversations, we realized that observing the effect of sticky comments on newcomer rule-compliance would require three merged datasets: the history of community participation, the history of moderation actions, and new community activity as it occurred.

Together, we defined newcomers as accounts who have not previously contributed in the community in the last six months before the study began. To generate this value, we used an aggregate list of all accounts that contributed public comments to the subreddit over a six month period.² Since moderators were blinded to the sticky comments, we automatically removed all replies to

¹A pre-analysis plan is available at https://osf.io/knb48/files/osfstorage/57bef819594d9001fcd0e193/

²Details on the construction of this variable at https://github.com/c4fcm/CivilServant-Analysis/blob/master/FrontPageRScienceDataCreation.ipynb
the rule postings and omitted those replies from the dependent variables.

To evaluate the effect on norm compliance, the software observed the moderation outcome for a newcomer comment. In the lifecycle of a single comment, it may be removed by moderators or an automated moderation bot. Removed comments can also be restored by moderators, sometimes after appeal by the person who made the comment. This study considered the final state of the comment after the experiment concluded. The large number of moderators in the r/science community maintain continuous monitoring of comments that appear in their community and often discuss difficult cases. The moderation team also enforces consistent moderator compliance with policies. For example, during the experiment, one moderator was discovered to have exceeded the community policies. Their position was stripped from them and the history of their past actions was reviewed and corrected by other moderators. The unit of observation for this outcome is a comment by a newcomer made on a post that falls within the experiment sample. Not all discussions included newcomer comments. Among all of the 2,214 treated discussions, 1,872 discussions included at least one comment and 830 included at least one newcomer comment.

To evaluate the effect on participation rates, the software observed the number of newcomers per discussion. The unit of observation for this outcome is a top-level post to the community, and the measure is the number of newcomers who make comments, omitting replies to the sticky comments.

Estimating the Outcomes

When we discussed the best way to estimate the effect of sticky comments on newcomers’ rule compliance and participation rates, moderators were skeptical about the comparability of different discussions. Based on years of experience, moderators knew that the audience and behavior of commenters varied widely by the time of day, day of week, topic, and the relative popularity of a post. They pointed out that when a discussion is promoted by reddit’s popularity algorithms, it often reaches a much wider group of people, many of whom do not understand the group’s norms. While randomization handles this variation in theory, I also set the software to observe several regression adjustment variables to improve the precision of the final estimates (Gerber & Green, 2012). Before starting the experiment, I observed these variables over a period of sev-
eral weeks to decide which modeling approaches and adjustment variables were appropriate for each question.  

Many discussion submissions are rejected by moderators, at which point they are no longer open to further commenting. To adjust for moderator removals, we observed the final state of post visibility at the end of the experiment. Some discussions reach the very top of reddit's rankings for a community due to their popularity. These posts often achieve even wider readmissions. To monitor the relative popularity of posts, the software sampled the rankings of r/science every five minutes. Minutes in top five is the log-transformed number of minutes that the post appeared in the top five items in the subreddit rankings. During the experiment, 21.9% of discussions featured in the top five, with many remaining at the top for days. Some discussions featured live Q&A sessions with a notable personality. These discussions often reach the widest readmissions, and moderators sometimes offer greater attention to these "Ask-Me-Anything" (AMA) discussions. The experiment included 24 Q&As. The software also observed the post hour and whether the discussion was started on a weekend.

To model the effect of sticky comments on rule compliance, I used a random intercepts logistic regression that adjusted for post visibility, whether it was a live Q&A, and the number of minutes the discussion spent in the top five of the community's popularity rankings. The random intercepts model allows the model to adjust for any differences in the moderation of discussions that varied in these ways; it also provides an accurate estimate of the effect on individual comments when our intervention applied to whole discussions (Singer & Willett, 2003). To model the effect of sticky comments on the commenting rate of newcomers, I used a zero-inflated poisson regression that predicts the incidence rate of comments. Zero-inflation accounts for the high number of discussions that received no newcomer comments (Long & Freese, 2014). For example, a discussion that is removed quickly by moderators is very unlikely to receive any comments. The final model uses a post's visibility and its time in the rankings to predict cases of no newcomer comments. The rest of the model adjusts for post visibility, whether it was a live Q&A, 23 different discussion topics, whether the discussion was started on the weekend, and the

\[^{3}\text{full details of preliminary modeling results are available at https://rawgit.com/mitmedialab/CivilServant-Analysis/master/reports/experiment.planning.07.16.2016.html}\]
hour that the discussion was opened.

The Effects of Posting Rules to the Top of Discussions

I evaluated the effect of sticky comments in r/science from Aug 25, 2016 to Sep 23, 2016. After removing 24 observations in randomization blocks that were spoiled by software errors, the final results included a total of 24 question-answer discussions and 2,190 discussions of academic publications. The 20,385 newcomer comments were 29.7% of all comments in this period.

Without posting the rules, a first-time commenter has a 75.2% chance of complying with community norms. I found that posting the rules has a positive 7.3 percentage point effect on the chance that a newcomer’s comment will be allowed to remain by moderators on average in r/science, holding all else constant (Table 5.1, Figure 5-3). This finding is consistent with prior research on the effect of increasing the visibility of social norms.

In the secondary analysis, I found that rather than reducing participation, posting the rules increases the incidence rate of newcomer comments by 38.1% on average, holding all else constant (Table 5.2, Model 1). Yet this effect is not consistent across all conversations. Since the system block-randomized between Q&A sessions and other discussions, I could test for different effects in different kinds of conversations. In this followup analysis, I discovered that while the rule postings increased the rate of comments in discussions of published research by 59%, they caused a 65.5% reduction in the rate of comments on question-answer discussions with researchers (Table 5.2, Model 2).

Why do we see the opposite effect between Q&A sessions and more ordinary discussion threads? Some prior research led us to expect decreases in participation rates and others led us to expect increases. Those theoretical questions are left open when we observe opposite outcomes in the field. Community members and I have developed several potentially-testable explanations that future research should consider:

Differences in outcomes might be explained by differences in the messages used for Q&A discussions and more common conversations (see figure 5-2). The longer Q&A message also asks participants to share information about

4Because data collection was taking weeks longer than expected, I implemented the stop rule, even though the effect size was not as high as the 20 percentage point effect size cutoff specified in the pre-analysis plan.
Table 5.1: Posting rules increased the chance that newcomer comments would comply with the rules by 7.3 percentage points (Final Model). The effect applied differently to different kinds of discussions. Results of a random-intercepts logistic regression predicting the visibility of comments from an experiment in r/science. This dataset includes 830 discussions and 20,385 comments (Figure 5-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Null Model</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Final Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Visible</td>
<td>1.06***</td>
<td>1.09***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AM)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Q&amp;A</td>
<td>0.74*</td>
<td>0.79*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AMA)</td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Top 5</td>
<td>-0.12***</td>
<td>-0.12***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>23775.05</td>
<td>23723.28</td>
<td>23717.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>23790.90</td>
<td>23762.90</td>
<td>23765.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>22477.45</td>
<td>22480.89</td>
<td>22489.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-11885.53</td>
<td>-11856.64</td>
<td>-11852.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>20385</td>
<td>20385</td>
<td>20385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. groups:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance: discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance: Residual</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

their academic expertise. It’s possible that this emphasis on credentials may have dissuaded people from participating.

The effect of posting rules may also operate differently at different scales. During the community debriefing, one commenter posed a theory to explain why posting rules had caused such a large increase in participation. Explaining that certain parts of the reddit platform show how many comments are associated with a discussion, they pointed out that the intervention increments the count: “I bet that the rules comment increases participation because it makes it say (1 comment) on the forum index so people click the link to read the comment.” Q&A discussions are widely promoted and receive many comments; this effect would not apply to them.

This study has several limitations. First, it’s possible that the effects I observed come from changes in behavior. Yet since the software cannot observe non-commenters, it’s also possible that the intervention influenced who par-
Table 5.2: Posting rules increased the incidence rate of newcomer comments by 38.1% on average (Model 1). But the effect applied differently to different kinds of discussions. Rule postings increased the rate of comments in discussions of published research by 59% and caused a 65.5% reduction in the rate of comments on question-answer discussions with researchers (Model 2). This table shares results of a zero-inflated poisson regression predicting the incidence rate of comments in 2,214 discussions from an experiment in r/science.
Figure 5-3: Posting rules increased newcomer rule compliance by 7.3 percentage points on average (n = 2,214 randomizations, 20,385 newcomer comments) (Table 5.1).

...ticipated, not how they participated. Second, although the models for the first hypothesis assume independence, comments are not independent from each other; many comments are replies to other comments. Third, the study randomized at the level of discussions rather than individual commenters, which results in greater uncertainty in the model (see error bars on Figure 5-3). Finally, some of the regression adjustment variables are correlated with each other, which may also slightly influence the results. Many of these limitations are the results of the novel approach I take to conduct policy evaluations outside control of the platform software. To make claims that are squarely within the valid implications of the study design, I have described this policy intervention as harassment prevention rather than behavior change, which would require individual-level interventions rather than discussion-level ones.

Community Debriefing on Policy Implications and Study Ethics

When I shared the outcome of the experiment with the community in October 2016, the day-long conversation received 478 comments and 14,354 votes. The post was read over 200,000 times and was ranked one of the most popular discussions on the reddit platform for over a day. Community members discussed policy decisions, suggested new ways to design interventions, shared personal experiences, debated the experiment design, and asked questions about experiment ethics.
When debating the policy implications of the study, community members discussed the goals that might lead them to adopt or reject showing the rules in the future. One commenter asked, “what if lack of conflict & increased participation is bad?” Another wondered, “can this cause censorship if taken to an extreme?” Participants debated whether norms about acceptable speech should be called censorship at all.

When discussing the design of the intervention, one person imagined that “the wording is extremely important.” Sharing personal anecdotes about communities where they had avoided making comments, this person contrasted the welcoming wording in the study with harsher language that they thought might deter newcomer participation. People who shared personal stories tended to be outliers who wanted their experience to be part of the policy evaluation. One person remarked, “I don’t think I’ve ever read any community rules ever.”

Finally, community members asked about research ethics. Some asked about informed consent and requested details of the MIT ethics review of the study design. One person argued strongly against the study, in a discussion that revealed deeper disagreements with moderators over the commenting rules. Describing the community’s policies against abusive language “censorship,” this person argued that moderators should encourage people to speak in any way they liked. Since this person saw the idea of community policies as unethical, they also held the experiment to be unethical, since it extended the influence of those policies.

**Policy Impact Among reddit Communities**

At the time of writing, the r/science community is planning to start applying sticky comments with rules to all conversations in the community. As conflict grew in the r/politics discussion group of 3 million subscribers, they began posting the rules to the top of discussion groups. At the time of writing, three more communities are planning community replications of findings in r/science. While this first experiment required substantial software development to observe variables important to communities and coordinate interventions, the software is now general enough for a new community to deploy a replication study in a single afternoon.

---

5 Quotations have been obfuscated to protect research participants. In research on public, searchable online platforms, complete quotes make participants easily identifiable.

6 I received no requests to opt out of this study.
Discussion

Back in 2015, if moderators had known to make commenting policies more visible at the top of the discussion, Stephen Hawking may have been greeted with fewer cruel and harassing jokes. As the group best positioned to understand and respond to social problems in their community, volunteer moderators were able to quickly remove the offending comments. Together with the CivilServant project, moderators were also able to develop and evaluate policy interventions that can reduce the rates of harassment received by Stephen Hawking and others.

In the r/science community, posting rules to the top of discussions could prevent 1,838 people from engaging in online harassment and other unacceptable behavior each month on average (Table 5.1, Final Model). While the effect on newcomer participation rates vary between different kinds of conversations, moderators would still gain 9,631 new participants each month on average (Table 5.2, Model 1).

In “The Experimenting Society,” Donald Campbell imagined a future where communities could shape design and analysis of their own policy experiments, as well as participate in wider policy debates through replication and re-analysis. The findings offer a practical, working example of a community-led policy experiment in the governance of online behavior. From the design of the variables to discussions over the meaning of the results, participants in r/science shaped and debated our policy experiment. They are also the ones who will ultimately decide if they want to implement the intervention that I tested. In time, other communities may replicate and extend these early findings. As digital communications systems continue to simplify data collection and the deployment of large-scale policy interventions governing social behavior, I hope that community-led evidence-based policy can become more common.
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Chapter 6

AI Nudges: Reducing the Algorithmic Promotion of Unreliable News by Influencing Social Behavior

In this chapter, I report results from an experiment led by reddit’s world news discussion group, which had 16 million subscribers in December 2016. Moderators in this community were concerned about the interactions between human behavior and reddit algorithms that spread misleading and sensationalized tabloid news. They wished to intervene in ways that pro-socially influenced human and algorithm behavior while preserving individual liberties.

In this experiment, possibly the first systematic effort to evaluate the effects of human nudges on machine behavior, we encouraged commenters to fact-check unreliable news or fact-check and vote on the articles. Compared to no action at all, I found that both interventions increased the chance that individual commenters would link to further evidence in discussions. Surprisingly, I found that while encouraging fact-checking could reduce the promotion of unreliable news by reddit’s popularity algorithms, I failed to find an effect from encouraging fact-checking and voting. As black box algorithms and AI systems play a greater role in human affairs, similar experiments may help us govern the unexpected interactions between human and machine behavior.
Introduction

Well-functioning democracies require widespread citizen awareness of reliable news (Lippmann, 1946; Gans, 2003; Schudson, 2000). Even as communications technologies have broadened citizen access to misinformation, artificial intelligence systems now exercise substantial influence over the news that citizens read and share (Pariser, 2011). Consequently, the work of maintaining democratic societies now involves managing algorithms that influence the popularity of misinformation (Sunstein, 2009). As algorithm operators and their systems make decisions about which information to remove or promote, they face pressure to protect society from the risks of misinformation while also preserving individual liberties from the risks of censorship (Gillespie, 2010; MacKinnon, 2012).

Contemporary information technologies such as news aggregators may increase the visibility of unreliable but popular news. Aggregators observe activity and ratings from a population and present ranked lists of “trending” suggestions (Resnick & Varian, 1997). These aggregators can enter into feedback loops with social behavior when an aggregator increases human actions that influence the aggregator’s ranking algorithms. For example, when people perceive low-quality cultural products as popular, the social influences related to those beliefs can “lead the herd astray,” making those products more popular over time even if the popularity information is initially false (Salganik & Watts, 2008). These feedback loops of rapidly-building social and algorithmic attention have been linked with escalating patterns of online conflict and political turbulence (Massanari, 2015; Margetts, John, Hale, & Yasseri, 2015).

Because the workings of recommender systems are typically secret (Diakopoulos, 2016), interventions that respond to unreliable news may unknowingly create feedback loops that increase rather than reduce the spread of misinformation. As an alternative to censoring misinformation, online communities could address misinformation by commenting with factual corrections in discussions of unreliable news, since citizens tend to update their beliefs when presented with factual corrections of misleading news headlines (Wood & Porter, 2016). As a behavioral nudge, fact-checking might dampen the effects of misinformation while preserving individual liberties (Sunstein & Thaler, 2003). Yet behavioral nudges might also cause an “AI nudge” that might not be beneficial. Fact-checking might increase the recommendation ranking of unreliable news,
spreading misinformation further if an aggregator system interprets increased activity from fact-checking as evidence of greater popularity.

With algorithmic accountability, online communities might be able to anticipate algorithmic side effects. Algorithmic transparency might require online platforms to publicly-document details from the software code of aggregators and their training data (Diakopoulos, 2016). If that were not possible, researchers might conduct algorithmic audits, closely controlling the inputs to a system to observe patterns in its outputs (Sandvig, Hamilton, Karahalios, & Langbort, 2014). Yet since human feedback loops with a recommender system constitute the system’s full outcome, even perfect knowledge of an algorithm is insufficient for predicting the full effect of a social intervention on cumulative human and machine behaviors.

The societal and political risks from algorithmically-promoted unreliable news illustrate the importance of estimating the second-order effects of collective human behavior on news aggregators online. Here I report the results of an “AI Nudge,” a large-scale field experiment estimating the effect of encouraging fact-checking on human and machine promotion of unreliable news online. First, I find that encouraging fact-checking increased fact-checking behavior and reduced the ranking of unreliable news by as many as 4 positions over time on average, in a large news discussion community on the reddit platform. Yet encouraging community participants to fact-check and influence the aggregator did not cause a discernable effect on rank position over time. Second, I show that the effect on the aggregator of encouraging fact-checking follows a cubic polynomial curve over time. Finally, I discuss the AI nudge as a novel method for preserving individual liberties while managing risks from macro patterns of algorithm-societal interaction.

Methods

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first field experiment estimating the effect of pro-socially influencing human social behavior on the related behavior of a black box system whose design is unknown to the experimenters. To conduct this experiment, I collaborated with moderators of the r/worldnews community on the reddit platform, a group that shares, comments, and votes on
the relative quality of news articles about places other than the United States.\textsuperscript{1} When the experiment began, this English language community had over 14 million subscribers. In a six-week period from mid-September 2016 into October, 914 articles per day were submitted to the community on average, 2.4% of which were from unreliable news sites that community members tended to report for being more sensational and less reliably sourced. Of all of these articles, 46% were permitted by moderators. Even articles removed by moderators were viewed and discussed by community participants, receiving a median of 2 comments and a mean of 20, since several hours can elapse before moderators decide to remove an article.

**Experiment Procedure**

I conducted the field experiment with CivilServant, a software agent that accessed the reddit platform through the reddit application programming interface (API). Moderators granted CivilServant moderator-level access, allowing it to collect near real-time information on community activity and automatically-post the experiment interventions. The software queried reddit for information about news articles every sixty seconds and information about their ranking position every four minutes. Articles were included in the experiment if the news link was from a website domain that moderators considered a frequently-unreliable source.\textsuperscript{2}

To conduct this experiment, a software program identified recently-submitted news articles from sources considered to be unreliable by volunteer moderators of a world news discussion community with over 14 million subscribers on the reddit platform. The software randomly assigned these articles to receive one of three conditions: no action, a persistent message encouraging readers to fact-check the article by commenting with links to alternative evidence (Figure 6-1), and a persistent message that encouraged readers to fact-check and consider down-voting the article to reduce its position in the rankings (Figure 6-2).

In the control condition the software took no action. In the treatment conditions, the software posted persistent messages to the top of conversations.

\textsuperscript{1} An experiment pre-analysis plan is available at https://osf.io/knb48/files/osfstorage/583b0a37594d9000441f6d76/

\textsuperscript{2} Selected domains included dailymail.co.uk, express.co.uk, mirror.co.uk, news.com.au, ny-post.com, thesun.co.uk, dailystar.co.uk, metro.co.uk
Figure 6-1: Treatment A: Encouraging Fact-Checking Behavior. This message was one of two possible messages posted to the top of discussions of news articles from unreliable news articles submitted to the reddit community.

Figure 6-2: Treatment B: Encouraging Fact-Checking and Voting Behavior. This message was identical to the message in Figure 6-1, with an added encouragement to vote on articles that readers could not verify.

These messages would always be displayed as the top-most comment to anyone reading the discussion. In the fact-checking condition, the message asked commenters to share links to alternative evidence about the story being discussed (Figure 6-1). In the fact-checking and voting condition, the message included an added sentence encouraging readers to down-vote low-quality news articles (Figure 6-2). Experiment conditions were block-randomized by time into balanced groups of 12, applying each arm four times in each block. Blocks where software errors prevented full application of the treatment or observation of variables were removed.

Data Collection

The /r/worldnews community and CivilServant software began the study on November 27, 2016. Since the reddit platform changed the behavior of their ranking algorithms partway into the study, this analysis includes 1,104 unreliable news posts from December 7, 2016 to February 15, 2017. During this time, the system made observations of news articles, comments in discussions

---

3 see https://www.reddit.com/r/announcements/comments/5gvd6b
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Fact-Checking (A)</th>
<th>Fact-Checking and Voting (B)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articles with comments</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles permitted</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>22,286</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>8,254</td>
<td>35,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments with links</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1,459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Characteristics of data collected about comments in discussions of unreliable news threads responding to those articles, and the rank position of those articles over time.

Participants made 35,090 experiment-eligible comments in 869 news discussions among the 1104 discussion threads that received an arm of the experiment (Table 6.1). In the analysis, I omit 345 comments made by five common automated systems. I also omit any comment made as part of the experiment interventions. When comments linked to other reddit discussions or to media from image-hosting domains that rarely publish factual information, these 2,773 comments were labeled as not including links to further information. Within eligible comments, the system observed a binary value of whether a comment included at least one link to further evidence. A typical comment with evidence would respond directly to the intervention with a list of links to news articles, occasionally with explanatory text. These comments occasionally attracted further discussion of which of these links were trustworthy.

For each news article submitted, the software observed the time that the discussion was opened. The software also observed when any article was removed or reinstated by moderators at any time through the end of the experiment period. In post and comment level analyses, the system recorded a binary variable for the final visibility of an article discussion at the conclusion of the experiment. For analyses of news article rankings at a time, the system recorded the visibility state of the article discussion at the observed time (Figure 6-3).

To observe the second-order effect of encouraging fact-checking on the behavior of the reddit news recommendations, the system took samples every four minutes of the top 100 recommendations made by reddit on the world-news community's default aggregator, called the “hot” ranking on reddit. The system also expanded the ranking observations to include the top 300 recommendations for 516 articles from January 13, 2017 to the end of the experi-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>Dec 7, 2016</th>
<th>Jan 13, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>Feb 15, 2017</td>
<td>Feb 15, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Count</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Median score of other items</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample Timing Offset (Minutes)</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment articles in top N (A)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment articles in top N (B)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>175.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>175.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Summary statistics for ranking snapshots used to estimate the effects of encouraging fact-checking and voting on the rank position of a news article.

I used these observations to create two longitudinal datasets of the rank position of every news link for the 24 hour period after it was first submitted (Table 6.2). The software observed the ranking position of each news link over 7 hours, 105 times. In these two datasets, the measure of rank position ranges from 0 to 100 in one and from 0 to 300 in the other. A value of zero indicates that the news article did not appear in the top N during that observation. A value of 1 indicates the least prominent rank position, and a value of 100 or 300 indicates most prominent position (Figure 6-3). Because data collection expanded to include 300 ranking items partway through the experiment, data on rankings in the top 300 represents a subset of randomization blocks within the larger sample of articles.

Within ranking data, the system also observed several variables used for regression adjustment. Since rankings positions are relative to other articles, the data includes adjustment variables for the median reddit score of other articles in the top N subreddit rankings at that observation ($M_{Nt}$). The ranking data also includes information on small timing offsets in ranking observations that adjust for variation in software sampling operations ($TO_t$). The system also observed two variables used to adjust for spillover effects: the number of other news articles in the top N that received the first treatment ($OA_{Nt}$) and the number of other news articles in the top N that received the second treatment ($OB_{Nt}$) (Table 6.2).
Figure 6-3: Rank position over time for six example unreliable news articles. A rank position of 0 indicates that the news article was not featured in the 100 articles recommended by reddit’s algorithms within the subreddit. Observed ranks range from 1 to 100, with 100 as the most prominent. When an article is removed by moderators, it is removed from the rankings and receives a value of 0 for the remaining time.

Results

In a series of logistic regression models, I found as expected that both encouragements to fact-check increased the chance that individual comments would include links to evidence in discussions of unreliable news sources (Figure 6-4 (A)). Both interventions also increased the chance that individual discussions would have at least one comment that included links to further evidence (Figure 6-4 (B)). Since the encouragements towards fact-checking successfully influenced commenters’ responses to unreliable news articles, I was able to observe the second-order effects of this social influence on the behavior of the news aggregation algorithm.

To observe the effect of both interventions on the news aggregation algorithm, I observed an article’s rank position every four minutes in the top 100 and 300 items suggested by the default aggregator algorithm in this community. I then fit a series of linear regression models, one for each four-minute period in the first seven hours after an article was posted. This method allows me to model the average treatment effect without making assumptions about the shape of the curve taken by an article through the rankings, using an approach employed by Taylor, Muchnik, and Aral in randomized trials with recommender systems on Facebook (Taylor, Muchnik, & Aral, 2014). I ex-
Figure 6-4: In a series of logistic regression models, encouraging fact-checking increased the chance that individual comments would include links (n=35090 comments in 869 discussions, p = 0.0014, Table 6.3)

expected that encouraging fact-checking might increase the ranking of unreliable news articles and that encouraging voting alongside fact-checking would make dampen that effect. To the contrary, encouraging fact-checking caused unreliable news articles to be ranked as many as 4 positions lower in the top 100 items than control group articles, at the height of the effect. In contrast, I fail to find an effect from encouraging voting with fact-checking. Both results are consistent with findings among the top 300 recommended articles (Figure 6-5).

Because news articles begin at a similar position in aggregator rankings, rise in some cases to prominence, and subsequently recede, the effects on rankings at a moment of time can be modeled with a cubic polynomial curve over the log-transformed age of the discussion (Table 6.6). In the early minutes after a news article is submitted, the average treatment effect is small enough to be unobservable in this sample. The effect on rank position grows in the first forty-five minutes, quickly reaches a maximum effect size and declines towards zero over time (Figure 6-6).

Analysis

I estimated the average treatment effect on the chance of a comment including links to evidence with a logistic regression of comments, adjusting standard errors using the maximum-likelihood Huber-White method for comments clustered within discussions that received the treatment (Figure 6-4, Table 6.3)
Figure 6-5: While encouraging fact-checking reduces the rank position of an unreliable news article, adding an encouragement to vote has no discernable effect on rank position at any time. This chart shows the effect size and 95% confidence intervals of 105 linear regression models estimating the average treatment effect on rank position at a moment in time after a post was submitted.

Figure 6-6: The effect of encouraging fact-checking on relative ranking positions over time followed a cubic polynomial curve. This chart shows the fitted effect sizes and fitted 95% confidence intervals predicted by cubic polynomial models (Table 6.6).
(White, 1982; Huber, 1967). In a secondary analysis, I estimated the average treatment effect on the chance of a discussion to include at least one link-bearing comment with a logistic regression model (Table 6.4). In a linear regression model predicting differences in the maximum rank achieved by a news article, I failed to reject the null hypothesis of a difference between treatment and control groups on average (Table 6.5). This null result is likely due to the inability of a non-longitudinal model to adjust for the non-independence of individual articles and interference.

To estimate the effect of the interventions on the relative aggregator ranking of a news article at a period in time, I fit two sets of 105 linear regression models, one model each four-minute sample in the first seven hours after an article was submitted. The models follow the form $Position_{N_t} = \alpha + \beta_1 T A_t + \beta_2 T B_t + \beta_3 P_t + \beta_4 M_{N_t} + \beta_5 T O_t + \beta_6 O A_{N_t} + \beta_7 O B_{N_t} + \epsilon$ where $N$ represents the number of observation within the range of ranking items observed: 100 or 300.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base Model</th>
<th>Comment Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Fact-Checking</td>
<td>0.423**</td>
<td>0.314*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td>(0.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Fact-Checking + Voting</td>
<td>0.423**</td>
<td>0.314*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td>(0.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-3.027***</td>
<td>-3.257****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Permitted</td>
<td>-0.151</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.121)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>35090</td>
<td>35090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R$^2$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.R.</td>
<td>6.261</td>
<td>46.679</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Encouraging fact-checking at the top of an online discussion of tabloid news increased the chance that a comment would include links to further evidence. Standard errors in this logistic regression are adjusted using the maximum-likelihood Huber-White method for comments clustered within discussions that received the treatment.
Table 6.4: Encouraging fact-checking at the top of an online discussion of unreliable news increased the chance that at least one comment would include links to further evidence.

**Discussion**

Democratic societies increasingly need effective measures to manage the spread of unreliable news by humans and artificial intelligence systems while also preserving individual liberties. Social interventions such as fact-checking avoid censorship, but these interventions can cause unanticipated second-order effects through artificial intelligence systems whose behaviors are opaque to the public. In this study, I demonstrate the second-order effects of a social intervention on the behavior of a news recommendation aggregator of unknown design. If the effects of other “AI Nudges” can also be observed in the field, they may offer a productive avenue for managing the societal risks from other feedback loops in human and machine behavior.

Contrary to the initial hypotheses, encouraging fact-checking caused unreliable news to receive lower rankings from the aggregator. Adding encouragement to down-vote those articles caused any effect to be indistinguishable from zero. Because this study observes the second-degree effects of encouraging certain social behaviors on the behavior of an algorithmic system, the explanation for this outcome likely results from some combination of human
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base Model</th>
<th>Main Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>32.96***</td>
<td>35.08***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.05)</td>
<td>(3.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Permitted</td>
<td>−6.25***</td>
<td>−6.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.85)</td>
<td>(1.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour Posted</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour Posted ²</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekend</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.16)</td>
<td>(2.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Fact-Checking</td>
<td>−3.97</td>
<td>−2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.25)</td>
<td>(2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Fact-Checking + Voting</td>
<td>−2.93</td>
<td>−2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.25)</td>
<td>(2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R²</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>1104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>30.52</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 6.5: Linear regression model predicting the maximum 24 hour rank of unreliable news articles fails to observe an effect from encouraging fact-checking or fact-checking and voting. This failure may result from the inability of this model to account for regression adjustment variables of the relative ranking of other items and overspill from other treatment posts in the rankings.
### Table 6.6: Cubic polynomial models of the average treatment effect over time of encouraging fact-checking on position of a news article in the top 100 and top 300 ranked items. The shape of these effects and 95% confidence intervals are illustrated in Figure 6-6.

and machine behavior. Among humans, this outcome may arise from psychological reactance, a resistance to suggestions from authority (Brehm & Brehm, 2013). Alternatively, if news submitters worry that their links might receive negative votes, they might ask others to promote the article to balance out the voting behavior of readers. Without access to voting records held by the reddit platform, neither these theories of human voting behavior nor theories of machine responses to voting can be tested systematically.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fact-Check Effect (100)</th>
<th>Fact-Check Effect (300)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−0.724*</td>
<td>−7.342***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.353)</td>
<td>(1.759)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Minutes</td>
<td>1.245***</td>
<td>6.127***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.357)</td>
<td>(1.782)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Minutes²</td>
<td>−0.921***</td>
<td>−4.516***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Minutes³</td>
<td>0.113***</td>
<td>0.552***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R²</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>1.804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05


Chapter 7

The Uses of Community Experiments in Online Policy

Community-led experiment results can only serve an open society if they are distributed, debated, and used. In this chapter, I report the outcomes of adding experimental knowledge to the network of policy discussions and practices on reddit. I observe forces that shaped the ten-year history of a single policy adopted by reddit’s politics community during the 2016 election. Drawing lessons from the field of policy research utilization, I also follow the spread and uses of evidence from two community-led experiments that I conducted with CivilServant.

Research evidence on reddit follows many of the patterns observed in government policymaking, yet the unique characteristics of platforms enable experiments to achieve rapid, widespread use in community policy. Research informs the personal practices of individual moderators, contributes to community deliberations, prompts new community research, and can influence platform designers to test platform-wide systems. I conclude this chapter with lessons from CivilServant for a society that uses experimental knowledge in community policymaking.
Appeals for civility during U.S. political discussions in 2016 must have seemed hopelessly naive. Candidates at the highest level of U.S. elections regularly adopted extreme language to attack groups of people and their political enemies, leading group chants that encouraged antagonism and violence. Throughout the year, many pointed to online communities as key nodes in feedback networks of polarization that fostered new forms of antagonism and grew from the conflicts that they amplified.

In September 2016, when moderators of reddit’s politics discussion group began posting automated notices calling for “civil discussion” among their three million subscribers, political conversations on the platform had gained a reputation for extreme conflict. On one hand, large groups were organizing to generate and spread racist, misogynist narratives more widely (Singal, 2016; Williams, 2016; Phillips, Beyer, & Coleman, 2017). On the other hand, a greater proportion of reddit users supported candidates who opposed this perspective (Barthel, Stocking, Holcomb, & Mitchell, 2016; Gottfried, Barthel, & Mitchell, 2017). Political conversations on reddit were ripe for the kinds of fierce, unstable chain reactions of participation described by Margetts and others in a recent book about political turbulence online (Margetts, John, Hale, & Yasseri, 2015), fuelled by conflicts to influence the site's news recommendation algorithms (Menegus, 2016).

How could the thirty-three volunteers who facilitated one of the largest battlegrounds on the English-language internet believe that asking people to be civil would make any difference? Automated civility messages were just one of the ideas that moderators tried as they managed a rapidly-growing, argumentative crowd of 138,000 monthly commenters who made roughly 1.8 million comments in September. Yet the automated messages attracted strong debate each time they appeared—which was every single discussion. “Why do you feel it’s necessary? It’s annoying, and trolls are going to be trolls,” complained one person in the next month’s open discussion with moderators.

The politics discussion group’s moderators defended their policy of posting civility reminders by pointing to “great stats and research” from a field experiment conducted by another reddit community. These findings matched what moderators saw in their daily efforts to prevent the worst excesses of a volatile U.S. political conversation. Moderators reported that “we’ve noticed a measurable reduction in incivility.” One moderator wrote that “you would be surprised how many people are shocked that their comment violated the rules,”
claiming that civility reminders “legitimately educate new users.” Convinced partly by research and partly through their own experiences, moderators continued to post civility messages throughout the election, even as personal attacks and conflict continued at high volumes. Article links in the largest politics discussions attracted over a hundred thousand conflicting upvotes and downvotes from readers. Even with civility reminders, moderators would regularly remove over a thousand comments from discussions, up to ten percent of everything said.

Whatever its contribution to U.S. politics, this decision by moderators was a landmark in the relationship between internet users and behavioral research. For perhaps the first time in the forty-five year history of online moderation, community leaders justified a decision by citing a policy experiment designed and conducted by communities themselves. As the researcher who supported that study, I was encouraged by their decision, which validated my belief that transparent, community-led experiments can be a valuable resource for community governance online. I developed novel software to test that idea, and successfully conducted two large community experiments in 2016.

To my surprise, the first users of this evidence weren’t the communities who conducted the studies. Both communities continued for months without deciding the implications of their own research. Instead, the politics community’s debates over civility reminders provided the first evidence that the findings would be useful to communities. The ability to conduct community-led experiments could not alone ensure that communities would develop their own evidence-based policies. Communities would also need to incorporate the evidence into collective decisions about how to govern themselves.

In this chapter, I ask how ideas about moderation policies are spread, discussed, adopted, and rejected across the network of communities on the reddit platform. To explore this question, I follow the history of innovation and arguments over civility reminders in communities. I then look at how knowledge of our experiment was spread and used by communities. I ask these questions through interviews, content analysis, and data analysis of moderation practices in thousands communities across the platform. I find that while communities on reddit use experimental knowledge in similar ways to governments, communities are also connected by software architectures that allow a policy idea to spread quickly through deliberation and through code. I conclude with lessons for fostering widespread, policy evaluation practices that influence debates and
decisions about community governance online.

**Civility Reminders: Policy Evolution Across Communities**

To study the ways that policy ideas develop among online communities, I used a wide range of participatory and ethnographic methods between June 2015 and April 2017. I spent regular time in Reddit communities, participated in months of internal conversations with moderators of seven communities, talked with over twenty moderators in semi-structured interviews, and analyzed discussions of moderator decisions in hundreds of communities. I also read public, historical records that revealed the development of policies within communities. In 2015, I observed a large-scale strike by moderators who were pressuring the company to expand their governance tools, interviewing over a dozen moderators from communities on both sides of the strike. In 2016, I worked with nine communities to design novel field experiments to answer governance questions of importance to them. At the time of writing, two of these studies were complete.

When the moderators of Reddit’s politics discussion decided to post automated civility reminders during the 2016 election season, they were building on a ten-year history to manage behavior on the platform. The designers of Reddit created the first “subreddit” community in 2006, a pornography and violence-oriented group for “NSFW” material. After creating new communities for language groups over the next two years, the company began supporting volunteers to create and moderate their own communities in 2008. Moderators were expected to recruit participants, develop their own norms, and decide for themselves how to enforce those norms. Moderators were given wide control over their communities, including the visual display of the interface, permitted contributors, and content removal. Late in 2009, the platform invited moderators to display guidelines in a “sidebar” on the right side of community pages (Pictures and Images, 2009).

By delegating power to volunteer moderators, Reddit was continuing a system of community governance with origins in the early internet. In 1970s Berkeley, librarians and record store staff managed terminals from the Community Memory system, which also charged participants 25 cents in hopes of deterring abusive behavior (Bruckman, Curtis, Figallo, & Laurel, 1994). In the 1980s, people used modems and their university networks to access community-
governed social spaces. Across the 80s social internet, WELL conference hosts, BBS SysOps, and UseNet moderators created and enacted local policies in thousands of communities (Rheingold, 1993; Bruckman et al., 1994). When the internet commercialized in the 1990s, America OnLine offered perks to volunteer community leaders to manage its many chatrooms (Postigo, 2009). Today, volunteers continue to develop and carry out policies online, including Wikipedia (Forte, Larco, & Bruckman, 2009), Facebook (Facebook, n.d.), Twitter (Matias et al., 2015; R. S. Geiger, 2016) and Xbox (Good, 2013).

On reddit, volunteer moderators became the founders, facilitators, policymakers, and maintainers of communities with millions of subscribers, some of the largest conversations in the English language internet. Across the platform, reddit users came to expect that moderators would be impartial, unpaid, independent from the platform, and at least somewhat responsive to community demands (Matias, 2016a; Massanari, 2015). When the platform introduced features allowing participants to message moderators, designers deflected complaints about behavior away from the company and to these volunteers. As moderators tried to explain their decisions in response to increasing volumes of user complaint, many subreddits published statements with community policies.

In November 2012, the politics discussion group on reddit published a “frequently asked questions” (FAQ) document, which did not define harassment but noted that people who were being harassed could report it to the moderators (reddit.com: help, 2012). In mid-2013, moderators added the statement, “Please remember to observe proper reddiquette,” near the bottom of their lengthy list of participation instructions. The idea of “reddiquette” was promoted by the reddit company, who urged commenters to follow this “informal expression of the values of many redditors.” The company encouraged people to “remember the human,” “use proper grammar and spelling,” and “don’t be intentionally rude” (creesch, 2013).

By February 2014, the politics discussion community had reached 3 million subscribers. Moderators added an eleventh item to the sidebar, encouraging commenters to “please exercise civil discussion.” They also replaced their FAQ with a “rules and regulations” document, which stated the community’s first policies against hate speech and death threats (TheRedditPope, 2014). In the subsequent discussion, commenters expressed concerns about the risk of too many regulations. Several brought up civility as a category that could encom-
pass many issues and prevent the rules from growing longer.

What does it mean for a community to have policy? Researchers who study online community policymaking have tended to focus on Wikipedia, where policy documents play rhetorical or archival roles in ongoing deliberations over community governance (Butler, Joyce, & Pike, 2008). In a decentralized system like Wikipedia where any user can propose a new policy and any user can enforce it, policy documents are often attempts to convince others to do the work of governance in a certain way (Forte et al., 2009). From this perspective, the politics moderators on reddit became policymakers the day one of their moderators published a FAQ with participation guidelines. Yet governance on reddit is limited to groups of somewhat coordinated moderators, whose role is formally defined in the platform software. In r/politics, the community’s first set of policy documents seem designed to disclaim responsibility rather than claim it, deferring even a definition of civility to the reddit company’s broad message to “remember the human.” Furthermore, formal rules rarely represent the beginning of a policy. As March argues in *The Dynamics of Rules*, rules look back as well as forward. They offer historical traces of the challenges faced by institutions and their responses to those challenges from the time before a rule was written (March, Schulz, & Zhou, 2000).

Scholars of policy evaluation tend to see policies as purposeful actions with intended outcomes, undertakings of consequence that can be discussed, decided, and evaluated (Heclo, 1972). Writing about content moderation, the legal scholar James Grimmelman imagines the components of a moderation policy as grammatical parts of a sentence. Rules about behavior are only the “subject” of a complete policy, which includes “verbs” of intervention and may also entail an “object” that the policymakers have in mind. In this view, even a notice encouraging commentersto “remember to observe proper reddiquette” is a policy. Moderators may have hoped that by including a civility reminder, commenters would behave more civilly, though the reminder was buried at the end of a longer list. Moderators may also have hoped that when people complained about removed comments, moderators could deflect those complaints by directing people to their public statements.

In August 2014, the politics discussion moderators made encouragements toward civility more prominent during “a bit of a makeover” (hoosakiwi, 2014). The encouragement to “be civil” was shifted from the least prominent to the most visible policy on the sidebar. The details were hidden, although curi-
ous users on desktop computers who chose to hover a mouse pointer over the guidelines and click see more detail (Politics, 2014; TheRedditPope, 2014). Moderators also modified the visual style of the comment form with a “CSS rule” that displayed a civility reminder to every person before they typed a new comment.

Treat others with basic decency. No personal attacks, hate-speech, flaming, baiting, trolling, witch-hunting, or unsubstantiated accusations. Threats of violence will result in a ban.

Policies like this civility warning include front-stage and backstage theories about the outcomes on behavior. By making the guidelines visible, moderators are working to influence social norms, commenters’ perceptions about acceptable behavior in the community (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991). This front-stage message could influence the behavior of commenters whether or not moderators responded in any way to hate speech or consistently banned people for threats of violence. Any backstage actions by moderators to remove comments or ban users would involve backstage theories about the outcomes of those actions for the community and the people being sanctioned.

Most policies governing online behavior operate backstage and are never mentioned publicly. Instead they are evolving practices that moderators repeat, coordinate, and even encode in software. In interviews, moderators described varying levels of formality and coordination in their work. Few moderators go looking for rules to enforce. Instead moderators tend to participate frequently in their communities and intervene when they happen to see unacceptable behavior. Others monitor the “modqueue” of reports submitted by readers requesting that comments be removed. Moderators of large subreddit communities often log into a community moderator chatroom while they work. When they are unsure about a decision, they ask other moderators who happen to be around. While many larger subreddits do consult communities, publish transparency reports, and hold moderator votes on major issues, the everyday work of defining acceptable behavior often occurs through this social feedback among moderators.

The most precise statements of a subreddit’s policies are encoded in the software that controls a community’s visual design and automated moderation systems. In 2014, the politics subreddit added style-sheet settings (CSS) to ensure that every commenter would see the civility reminder. Backstage, many
communities manage systematic decisions about which comments to remove using AutoModerator, a software agent empowered to make automated decisions based on lists of rules that can reach thousands of lines. The code behind these software systems is a kind of law, as Lessig puts it (Lessig, 2009), even if moderators must often tinker daily with those laws and carry out substantial work to reverse their own systems’ governance mistakes.

Because policies in online communities are often defined and expressed in code, policy ideas are shaped, circulated, and negotiated by the stakeholders who define and adopt that code (Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2002). For example, before the politics subreddit could post civility reminders, the reddit company needed to implement software to allow communities to customize their appearance. Then, someone with software and design abilities needed to prototype the policy idea in a way that any community could adopt. Kelty describes this relationship between these stakeholders as an iterative, creative conversation among the “builders and imaginers” who craft platform and community software (Kelty, 2005). When communities do not possess the capacity to make these changes, they will sometimes advertise on moderation “job boards” and ask for technical help in policy discussion forums on the reddit site. When communities do find expert help, those experts also bring new policy ideas into communities along with technical support (Matias, 2016a).

Many community policy ideas cannot be implemented within the constraints of the platform’s software infrastructure. In 2014, one of the moderators of subreddit called “NotTheOnion” made a request for Automoderator civility reminders on the company’s public forum for sharing “ideas for the admins.” NotTheOnion is a subreddit for factual news that could be mistaken for satire. With 1.6 million subscribers at the time, moderators were struggling to manage conflict. Opposing political groups often disagreed over the amount of schadenfreude in the “politics and social or cultural issues” that appeared in the community, a moderator pointed out in an interview. At the time, this moderator was transitioning away from day-to-day moderation, was doing more to advise other communities on how to moderate, and was looking for work as a paid community manager for other platforms. When this NotTheOnion moderator noticed recurring patterns in “mob mentality” and “shit-flinging contests” across communities, they proposed that the company upgrade its software, allowing “mods to post a sticky comment to issue a reminder” at the top of a discussion. “This has been suggested forever” replied
another commenter in the discussion, which received no response from reddit employees. A search in the archive of ideas for the admins shows that moderators proposed the idea to the platform thirty-five times in the seven years before.

Figure 7-1: Moderators on reddit often take positions in more than one community, creating networks of shared governance that spread ideas about moderation. This graph shows a subset of the network of shared moderator positions in June 2015. Each node is a subreddit that shared at least one moderator with the politics or science subreddits (n=474). The area of a node is related to the number of comments a subreddit received that month, and edge thickness is determined by the number of shared moderators. In June 2015, the politics and science subreddits did not share any moderators, but some of their moderators likely interacted in other influential communities they moderated, like IamA and AskReddit. I created this chart with data from the population of moderator positions across 52,735 active subreddits that received at least one comment in June 2015. By the date r/science released experiment results in October 2016, the science and politics subreddits shared 3 common moderators. Shared moderation is only one network that predicts the co-occurrence of moderator actions. Other predictors include participation in moderation discussion groups and the relative insularity of commenters from the rest of the platform (Matias, 2016b).

By 2015, the relationship between community stakeholders and the reddit platform became more tense as the company struggled to manage groups that organized to mock and harass others. Moderators also felt pressure from systematic harassers and became less patient with the company’s slow responses to their requests. On July 3, 2015, moderators of over 2,278 subreddits disabled their communities, “blacking out” in an attempt to force the company to respond to their expanded moderation software and closer coordination with the company. Within hours, the company agreed to meet moderator demands. In the months that followed, reddit hired new staff to implement platform features that expanded the policy capacity of community moderators. These sys-
tems improved moderator communication with their communities. The platform also provided the ability to post persistent “sticky comments” at the top of discussions. While the politics subreddit declined to join the blackout, their civility reminders relied on software that the platform created in response to other communities’ advocacy (Matias, 2016b).

The moderator blackout in 2015 also illustrates the structure through which ideas about governance spread between communities on reddit. In research I previously published, I was able to show that the probability of a community to join the blackout could be predicted, in part, by factors in the structural relations of communities. Across the population of over fifty-two thousand active subreddits, I found that communities that share common moderators were likely to make similar decisions about participation in the blackout. Communities whose moderators also comment in discussions of moderation practices and platform-wide affairs were more likely to join the blackout. Furthermore, communities whose participants are more isolated from other communities on the platform were less likely to join the collective action (Matias, 2016b). These networks that enabled thousands of people on reddit to arrive at collective decisions about the strike against the company, may also spread policy information.
When the reddit platform provided moderators with the ability to post persistent messages to the top of discussions, they were following their promises after the blackout to improve moderation tools. Company employees were also working to solve a problem that had been created by another change to the reddit system. In April 2015, the company began testing a mobile phone version of the site (Whitwam, 2015). The mobile phone interface disabled all community-specific design changes, effectively removing civility reminders displayed by the politics subreddit in the area where commenters type their message (Figure 7-2).

The politics subreddit did not adopt automated civility messages until ten months after the reddit platform made them available to communities in December 2015. Three factors converged to influence the community’s decision: the U.S. presidential election, substantial use of the mobile site, and the adoption of civility messages by another community they admired. First, as the U.S. election became more prominent and rancorous, the demand increased for any intervention that could improve conversations and reduce moderator workloads. Second, the reddit company officially launched its mobile website in June 2016 (Amg137, 2016), preventing existing civility reminders from displaying for roughly half of unique commenters in some communities (Figure 7-2). When a moderator noticed to the new sticky comment method being used in a smaller politics-related group, they proposed that the politics subreddit vote to do the same. With 11 of the group’s moderators supporting, 4 opposing, and 3 abstaining, they approved the proposal and began to post automated civility reminders soon after.

While moderators of the politics subreddit did vote to adopt civility reminders during the 2016 presidential election, I have shown how the story of those reminders began much earlier. Across the ten year history of community governance on reddit, policy ideas develop and circulate through words and code alike. The path they travel is shaped by the design decisions of platform operators, the relationship networks of moderators, and negotiations between them. For a community to adopt a policy, the circumstances must present a demand for intervention and a community needs the the capacity to implement it. Evidence is only one of these many factors that inform an online community’s

---
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Community Policy Evaluations

When community members and moderators of the politics subreddit referred to new evidence in their debates about civility reminders, they were having the kinds of discussions that originally motivated me to support community experiments. By supporting communities to conduct their own evaluations of community policies, I had hoped to see a growing network of online communities who shared and used the experimental knowledge that they create. For several months, I had worked with moderators of the science and world news subreddits to test the effects of similar notices. The politics subreddit offered early evidence that the results were spreading more widely.

Do messages stating expected norms of commenting behavior have any effect on people’s actual commenting behavior? In February 2016 when moderators of the science subreddit suggested that we test the effects of automated rule postings, the feature had been available for two months and moderators were curious to find out. Over the next few months, I worked with moderators to develop a study design, developed software to carry out the field experiment. In late August and September, we conducted the experiment across 2218 discussions of scientific findings and live Q&A sessions with researchers. We found that posting the rules raised the chance that first-time comments would be permitted by moderators from 75.2% to 82.4%, a 7.3 percentage point increase on average in the science community (Matias, 2016c). On October 13, we held a community debriefing, reporting the results and fielding hundreds of questions from the community about the study and its implications (Matias, 2016d).

I supported a second community-led experiment from December 2016 through February 2017, after a science subreddit moderator introduced me to moderators from the world news discussion group. This community was struggling with community responses to sensationalized, misleading articles from unreliable news sources. Together, we tested the effect of encouraging fact-checking on the behavior of community commenters and the platform’s algorithms (Matias, 2017a). We found that encouraging fact-checking did increase the rate at which commenters linked to further evidence in news discussions, and that by wording the encouragement to focus on human responses rather than algorithm outcomes, we could cause unreliable news to be demoted by the
reddit popularity algorithms. I shared the results in a community debriefing on February 1, 2017, taking most of the day to respond to hundreds of community questions and ideas (Matias, 2017b).

My work to support communities policy experiments was inspired by the idea of an “experimenting society” proposed by policy evaluator Donald Campbell in 1971 (Campbell, 1998). In the essay, Campbell imagined networks of disputatious, local citizen experimenters who treat policy evaluation as another form of democratic participation. Just as we expect citizens to use their voices to influence social policies, Campbell imagined citizens using statistical analysis, experimentation, and replication in community decisions. The hallmark of this society, Campbell imagined, would be the ability of communities to reject evaluated policies, as well as debate policy ideas and conduct new experiments.

As online platforms become an intervention points for platform operators to govern a wide range of social problems, behavioral science research is shaping how people’s daily lives are governed (S. Geiger, 2015), often without their consent (MacKinnon, 2012; Grimmelmann, 2015). When platforms delegate governance power to communities and their moderators, it becomes possible to create and evaluate policy with greater transparency, consent, and community participation. By supporting subreddit communities on reddit to conduct and discuss their own policy experiments, I hoped to take early steps toward an experimenting society, one where online communities create and share experimental evidence to support each other’s self-governance.

In corporate data science, researchers tend to consider an experiment utilized if a decision to accept or reject an idea is based on that experiment (Regalado, 2014; White, 2012). In a democratic, experimenting society, Campbell imagined research as one part of a wider political process. He speculated that communities in an experimenting society might respond to new evaluations in a variety of ways:

- Experimental evidence would become part of community policy deliberation
- Citizens would question and re-analyze findings if supported through data literacy initiatives
- Communities would replicate each other’s studies, cross-validating each other and determining the most appropriate and effective policies for
Campbell’s speech in 1971 was speculation, a “utopian” thought experiment he considered worth trying. In 2016, when I worked with the science subreddit to release our findings, we gained an opportunity to observe the diffusion of evidence from a community policy experiment across the population of communities on reddit. In the second part of this chapter, I share qualitative findings on the outcomes of adding experimental evidence to the words and code that shape policy on reddit.

How Experimental Evidence Informs Policymaking

Social researchers often hold mistaken beliefs that their work to evaluate a policy will lead the organization that commissioned their research to implement the idea, argued Weiss throughout a long scholarly career (Weiss, 1977). When Weiss first made this argument in the 1970s, a growing number of social scientists had been hired or commissioned by the U.S. government to evaluate social programs, and universities were launching policy schools to train new generations of policymakers and policy researchers (Heclo, 1972). Weiss observed that researchers expected a process where governments identify a problem, researchers generate knowledge to scope the problem, and further research would guide policymakers to choose among policy options (Figure 7-3) (Weiss, 1977).

Research cannot help policymakers choose among well-defined options, Weiss argued, because policy decisions never occur in such a simple narrative. Organizations rarely meet formally to make large decisions at a specific moment in time. Instead, she argued, policies build up through ongoing patterns of practice that circumstances sometimes force to become formalized (Weiss, 1980). As Weiss continued to study the utilization of research over the next
thirty years, she came to argue that research influences policy through informal processes where research-informed ideas, inspiration, and ways of seeing are gradually appropriated by policymakers, who may not even be able to name their influences (Weiss, 1980). When research does reach policymakers, according to Weiss, it tends to serve four practical functions. Research often *legitimizes* policymakers’ pre-existing policy ideas. Other times, it *warns* policymakers about “conditions that are beyond the zone of acceptability.” Findings sometimes provide *guidance* to policymakers, but that kind of influence can take decades. Finally, research provides *enlightenment* by crafting the “background of ideas, concepts, and information that increase their understanding of the policy terrain” (Weiss, 1995).

Within group decisions and democratic processes, research evidence is one of many resources that policy actors use to achieve goals and advance the interests they represent, according to Contandriopoulos and colleagues. Simplistic narratives about medical research often lead people into believing in direct, practical uses of research. In medicine, individual doctors are sometimes allowed to choose which treatments to employ. In similar communities with semi-independent practitioners, research evidence can influence practice quickly if many individuals adopt a well-packaged procedure. Unlike individual choices, group decisions require negotiation over more than evidence. Contandriopoulos’s literature review found that the validity and strength of a study’s causal results bear no relationship to its practical impact on policy set by groups (Contandriopoulos, Lemire, Denis, & Tremblay, 2010). Instead, the use of evidence in policy deliberation depends on the network structure of often-polarized political actors who seek to influence those deliberations (Contandriopoulos et al., 2010).

Researchers sometimes argue that participatory methods increase the chance that findings will lead directly to policy change. In principle, researchers can anticipate criticisms and deliberation by incorporating perspectives from multiple stakeholders in the design and interpretation of a study. Yet no single study can satisfy all interests equally (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998), a difficulty that increases with polarization in the structure of stakeholder relationships (Contandriopoulos et al., 2010).

Evidence from policy research often moves across networks rather than vertically between policymakers and the people they govern. In many cases, “policy entrepreneurs” advocate a governance idea across many communities,
hoping to develop a growing pool of evidence to influence even more widespread adoption (Mintrom, 1997). A substantial body of literature in political science works to predict the policy impacts of these advocates and the resources they marshal toward their goals, include research evidence (Contandriopoulos et al., 2010).

Because complex social and political factors influence the uses of evidence, policy evaluators have created institutions and infrastructures to generate and communicate research findings. Professional societies support evaluation in health, social policy, and international development, publishing meta-analyses of research findings on policy questions (Bero & Rennie, 1995; Chalmers, Hedges, & Cooper, 2002). In the UK, local What Works Centres consult for local government on social policy, creating a peer network for sharing evidence and replicating findings (Alexander & Letwin, 2013).

Any attempt on reddit to introduce evidence-based policy is likely to be shaped by similar forces to those observed in government policymaking. While the politics subreddit did hold a vote to adopt civility reminders in 2016, they also were formalizing a long-standing practice, something Weiss termed “decision accretion.” Furthermore, the 2016 election put pressure on moderators to prioritize civility reminders. On reddit as in government, changes in the demand for a policy may determine when evidence is used. Furthermore, as I have shown, policies on reddit are advocated and spread through inter-community networks that sometimes collaborate and sometimes pressure the platform operators for change. When individual moderators support many communities, they sometimes work as policy entrepreneurs by sharing ideas between groups and advocating to the platform operators for new policy abilities.

Unlike other policy contexts, online platforms include their own built-in infrastructures for archiving and spreading ideas about governance. Throughout history, the content of policy discourse and the behavior of the embodied communities they govern have tended to remain categorically different, according to Kelty. Yet “recursive publics” like reddit “include not only the discourses of a public, but the ability to make, maintain, and manipulate the infrastructures of those discourses as well” (Kelty, 2005). Kelty imagines a conceptual spiral in which public discourse and policymaking influence each other: internet policies structure the trajectory of discourse, and that discourse structures the spread of policy in turn. Put another way, reddit communities face less friction than governments when sharing new evidence on the effects of policies,
since communities intrinsically include the means to find other policymakers, observe outcomes, and share evidence.

The Circulation and Uses of Evidence in Community Governance

When I developed field experiments with communities on reddit, I planned to explore the potential of a society where communities develop and share experimental evidence to govern the problems they face together. When planning these studies, I imagined a community knowledge spiral where each new study or replication prompts further discussion in a widening constellation of governance research (Figure 7-4). In many ways, this spiral resembles the myths of research impact that Weiss had thoroughly discredited. Yet tens of thousands of reddit communities already routinely circulate policy ideas and code through the infrastructures that host them. Like dust dropped into a river to observe its flow, I observed the uses of these first experiments to understand how communities might come to use their own and each other’s research in an experimenting society.

To study how reddit communities make use of experimental knowledge, I interviewed a dozen moderators from communities that conducted experiments and others that discussed and used experiment findings. To find these communities, I recruited interview participants from moderator-focused discussion forums and through referrals from other moderators. I also analyzed
reddit-wide data on the use of automated civility reminders across over 180 communities, using methods of trace ethnography to guide further content analysis and interviews about moderation practices in those communities (R. S. Geiger & Ribes, 2011). To create this sample, I used a dataset of public reddit comments made in December 2016 to observe comments made by the AutoModerator, a common moderation system provided by the reddit platform that is capable of posting comments with rules to discussion threads. Since the AutoModerator makes public comments in the course of providing many other functions, I filtered the comments to only those that were direct replies to posts, as well as filtering out comments with words of direct address that are likely to be responses to individual users rather than general announcements. I then sent messages to those communities with requests for interviews. Participating moderators represented communities ranging from several thousand subscribers to over 15 million subscribers, on topics including news, science, politics, gaming, technology, gender, and image sharing.

Neither the science subreddit nor the world news subreddit made decisions about sticky comment policies after working for months to evaluate the effects of their interventions. In both cases, some moderators held informal discussions about the intervention and even discussed how they might adjust the policy. But by April 2017, neither community had reinstated governance practices that lapsed at the end of the experiment. As Weiss had found with government policymakers, neither community evaluation led to a decision of any kind among the alternatives that we had tested.

When I asked them why their communities might not have made the decision, moderators explained a mismatch between the low urgency for change and the substantial effort required to decide and implement the policies they had evaluated. A senior moderator in the science subreddit explained that implementing sticky comments would require new software development at a time when the community developers’ limited resources were focused elsewhere. "It would require redoing a few of the bots," explained one of the moderators who maintains the community’s software, and who remembered other moderators being “pleased and curious” about the results when we shared them with the community. In the science community, moderators also drew from their experience with statistical and experimental methods to interpret the re-
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sults. Pointing out the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval in the experiment results, one moderator argued in an interview that the intervention may not have much effect at all. If the confidence intervals had been tighter, this moderator argued, the study might have been more likely to prompt a group decision. In the world news community, moderators discussed variations on the policy they had evaluated. The moderators I interviewed expected that if the idea were proposed, they would likely support it unanimously. No proposal ever came to a decision, so no decision had been made.

While the results from community experiments did not lead communities to adopt the policies they tested, many moderators shared appreciation for the studies in public comments and private correspondence. Moderators called study results “insightful,” “surprising,” and “interesting.” Several encouraged us to do more studies. As Weiss observed of late 20th century US policymakers, these moderators of participating communities seemed more interested in general enlightenment than in making a policy decision based on research (Weiss, 1979).

Beyond those that conducted the experiments, communities used research findings in decisions to adopt new policies and defend existing policies. When one comics discussion community began posting automated civility reminders in October, they linked directly to research findings in the message. After listing participation instructions, the civility reminder remarked that “/r/Science found that posting rules improves discussion quality.” In the politics subreddit, as I have already described, commenters and moderators alike continued to link to the r/science study when responding to complaints about their civility reminders.

Some moderators in the science subreddit and elsewhere reported that experiment results convinced them to apply civility warnings selectively, as needed. When they anticipated conflict or saw a discussion with growing numbers of first-time commenters, they would post a reminder. "I personally brought it up several times [with other moderators] when we discussed new ways to improve the sub... nothing came to it," replied one moderator in an interview. Because the decision to post automated civility reminders required a high-effort voting process, this moderator and moderators of other groups decided to post reminders on a case-by-case basis, an action that only required approval in the moderator chatroom. In interviews, moderators sent me dozens of examples where they had taken individual initiative to encourage acceptable behavior.
Given that many policies in reddit communities build over time through the accretion of individual decisions, moderators were using the findings in the natural course of their governance work without group decisions.

Some moderators, working as policy entrepreneurs, used the experiment results to advocate for similar policies in other communities. In the world news community debriefing, a moderator from another subreddit asked, "How do you see this working [in my community] ?" Another wrote to me for more information on the studies, saying:

I represent [two subreddits]. Both subs are looking for some automated reminders to help with rules, especially because of the recent election. I’ve been tasked with reaching out to the subs that currently use the reminders. [...] I know there’s a few holdouts in the subs that doubt the effectiveness of a rule reminder and perhaps this would be a chance to convince them otherwise.

In discussions and interviews, other moderators were skeptical about differences between their communities and the ones that conducted experiments. “For a default subreddit or one the size of them like politics or news, absolutely,” wrote one moderator. “In our community, absolutely not- our users would riot if they had to see that in every thread [laugh].” Advocates responded to these doubts by encouraging their peers to replicate findings with their own studies. If other moderators argued that the problems addressed by current evidence were unimportant to their community, these advocates encouraged their communities to find other policy ideas to evaluate. By April 2017, four new communities were planning community replications and three others were planning novel experiments.

Across communities, knowledge of experiment results was spread through moderator relationships and by platform algorithms. In October 2016 when the politics subreddit was debating civility reminders, a moderator of the science subreddit active in both communities was the first person to inform them of the results. The reddit platform’s popularity algorithms also spread the results widely. In October, the science subreddit’s community debriefing received enough activity that the platform’s algorithms promoted the discussion to the front page of reddit for 30 hours, and the results were viewed over 240,000 readers. In 2017 when I reported results to the world news community, some-
one else linked to the conversation from a popular group for sharing the “best of reddit,” a link that remained on the front page for six hours.3

In February 2017, the reddit platform announced that they planned to study the effects of showing community rules at the top of discussions (powerlanguage, 2017). When employees asked for volunteers, over a hundred communities joined, including many of the largest communities on the platform. When I asked employees if our community experiments had influenced their work, the lead designer responded, “I was definitely aware of your study.” The designer described details of the science subreddit’s experiment and outlined further questions that the company hoped to answer with this new research. Instead of showing civility reminders to all readers, which led frequent commenters to complain, the designers planned to test the effects of showing civility reminders only to new or infrequent readers. Evidence from community-led experiments had reached the platform designers, shaping policy research in over a hundred other communities and potentially leading to fundamental changes in the reddit platform.

While moderators’ uses and non-uses of policy evidence resemble similar patterns among government policymakers, the characteristics of the reddit platform enabled community research to influence over a hundred other communities in just four months. Even if communities that commissioned the studies didn’t make decisions on the findings, other communities who felt the need more urgently used the results to defend existing policies and adopt new ones. Some moderators adopted the policies in their personal moderation work, without group decisions. Other moderators acted as policy entrepreneurs, advocating for the use of policy evidence across communities. When communities expressed uncertainty, these advocates worked to convince them to conduct replications or new studies. Many of these exchanges were mediated by the software design of the reddit platform, where public conversation combined with popularity algorithms to spread research findings to hundreds of thousands of people. Research also influenced policy work in over a hundred communities after platform designers responded with new features and study replications.

3I estimated the time on the front page by querying the front page of reddit for the top 100 items every 4 minutes during the community debriefings.
Lessons for An Experimenting Society

In 2016 when moderators of the politics community on reddit intervened with civility reminders during the height of conflict over the U.S. election, they were adopting policies that shaped the political discourse of millions of people. In the kind of experimenting society imagined by Donald Campbell, this would be common. He argued that communities could routinely conduct new policy evaluations and learn from each other in a disputatious network of citizen policy evaluators (Campbell, 1998). For these policy experiments to become a routine civic action, communities need to circulate, debate, use, and reject research knowledge as well as create it.

By supporting communities on reddit to conduct their own policy experiments, I was able to release new evidence into the currents of community policymaking and observe how that evidence was used. I end this chapter with lessons for evidence-based community governance based on those observations.

To flourish, an experimenting society needs to overcome the problem that communities who most need evidence are often the least likely to create that evidence. Communities often introduce new policies in response to the demand from growing problems. Those communities may be less likely to conduct new research than more stable communities, especially if a study will take months to complete. Several strategies might serve communities more effectively. First, methodologists can make technical advancements in policy evaluation methods by reducing the time to conduct a study. Second, researchers could focus on conducting experiments with communities that are in a position to test ideas, producing evaluations that could guide more besieged moderators. Third, researchers could expand the available evidence by developing systems to generate quasi-experimental findings for communities about historical policy decisions. Finally, communities could adopt contextual bandit systems that adaptively-select the optimal intervention over time, and perhaps extract generalizable knowledge from the data collected by those bandits (White, 2012).

Researchers who wish to support policy networks to learn together through experiments can prioritize projects based on the shape of those networks. Researchers could prioritize policy questions of interest to many communities and begin with well-known communities that have strong ties elsewhere. Moderators, participants, and observers might carry what they learn across other
communities, who might adopt those policies or develop new studies.

Public community debriefings spread knowledge about research findings while also performing an important role in community consent. On Reddit, debriefings can become impromptu spaces for other communities to discuss policies and imagine new studies. When popularity algorithms spread a debriefing conversation beyond the community that hosted a study, research findings can become widely known.

Because platform policies and experiments involve software as well as human activity, code is one of the greatest barriers to policy adoption and one of the greatest means to spread an idea. The science subreddit delayed adopting the policy they tested due to the effort required to implement it. Yet when Reddit designers implemented similar software and invited communities to test it, over a hundred offered to participate in the company experiment. If researchers package new studies as easy-to-deploy policy intervention software, they could expand the number of evaluations and increase the use of research by communities. Finally, the widest influence from community-led experiments may occur when communities answer questions that platform operators are also asking, since changes by employees shape the policy capacities of every community across a platform.

Across the internet, volunteer moderators and bystanders carry out a substantial role to govern the social interactions of hundreds of millions of people. By supporting these policymakers to evaluate the outcomes of their work, we add evidence to moderators’ policy discussions with each other and the communities they serve. As communities debate their values, experimental knowledge can help them achieve the values they agree on together. Yet evidence is only part of these deliberative activities. Endeavors toward an experimenting society must extend beyond research methods. We should apply equally-creative effort into the diffusion and uses of policy evidence by online communities.
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Chapter 8

Epilogue

Designing the Experimenting Society

Across this dissertation, I have searched for ways to reconcile the tremendous power of platform governance with the need to use that power wisely through democratic means.

In the opening paper, I drew inspiration from the history of struggles to redesign social experiments as civic participation in an open, experimenting society. In my fieldwork with community moderators on reddit, I reported the kinds of accountability required of their civic labor. Choosing to continue working with reddit communities, I designed CivilServant to help them evaluate their governance work with community-led policy experiments. In the findings I have reported, communities demonstrated tremendous creativity as we tested the effects of their policies on human and machine behavior. Finally, since evidence cannot serve communities without discussion and action. I have followed the trail of community evidence we created together. I found that because platforms are designed to spread discourse and code, evidence from experiments can circulate rapidly to influence policy, platform design, and further community research.

As I write this, seven communities on reddit are considering new policy experiments. Moderators on other large platforms have asked for the ability to do the same. The CivilServant project is launching shortly as a nonprofit and looks likely to increase the rate of community policy experiments. These developments leave me thinking about the future of platform governance and the role that communities might play in that future.

As a designer, I am profoundly aware of my limitations to create or even define the conditions of a just, experimenting society. Each community evaluation could legitimately be criticized over the relative power of stakeholders and
the the degree to which the subsequent discussion resembled what a given critic considers to be legitimate democracy. Previous attempts at collective knowledge online have been plagued by inequality and other problems that spring from the cultures where they began. Community-led policy evaluation could follow the same path. In other words, the experimenting society faces all of the problems of democracy, where structures of oppression or differences in material conditions, culture, and literacies influence the contours of power and justice.

When we choose an open society, we hope that the outcome of collective arguments and compromises will benefit society, or at least as Popper argued, allow society to reject the worst abuses of power. At a time when platform governance is rarely guided by research, mostly conducted in secret, and infrequently open to public deliberation, community-led experiments create new opportunities for those public arguments and compromises.

In April 2017, a New York Times Magazine article called online harassment a pervasive problem which might be “a lost cause” (Wortham, 2017). Platforms offer a powerful point of intervention on social problems, but social change moves slowly. In the U.S. today, 47% of internet users have experienced some kind of harassment, with 27% of Americans self-censoring their online behavior out of fear of harassment (Lenhart, Ybarra, Zickuhr, & Price-Feeney, 2016). Even if a one-percentage-point change could improve the lives of millions of people, these problems would still remain. Yet we have good evidence for hope with online harassment, the area that first motivated me to study how platforms can govern behavior. Of the 72% of U.S. internet users who have witnessed harassment, 65% reported taking some action to intervene or support the harassment receiver (Lenhart et al., 2016). With each new study we do together, we empower each other to make more informed choices about how address enduring problems like harassment.

Across my work to develop this dissertation, I have learned need for enduring hope and action on problems that yield to our collective work in the long term. These early results make me hopeful for the future of governing human and machine behavior in experimenting societies.
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Appendix A

Illustrating Average Treatment Effects in Community-Led Experiments

Throughout this dissertation, I found myself frustrated that community participants were supporting a remarkable collaborative endeavor by joining experiments and would receive a single bar chart for their efforts. While the art of information visualization has produced beautiful, inspiring forms of correlational data, the same has not been true for causal inference.

To thank participants and express the values of their contribution beyond the numbers, I drew inspiration from procedural, generative algorithms for producing organic forms. Based on leaf venation algorithms (Runions et al., 2005) and open source software by Anders Hoff (Hoff, n.d.), I created thank-you cards that simulated the output of the r/science experiment’s statistical mode for specific conversations. On one side, these cards show details of a control-group conversation as it occurred. On the other side, I have simulated four possible conversations that might have happened if the anticipated average treatment effect were to apply. While the actual structure of comments and replies is simulated, each dot represents a comment that might have been made, and whether it might have been removed by moderators in the r/science experiment.

These early prototypes represents a first effort toward re-imagining how we illustrate community-led policy experiments to embody the wider values of community-building these experiments support.
Autism discussion in r/science on reddit, September 2016
Simulated leaf patterns are based on comments from this conversation, which did not display community rules
- 24 comments  8 newcomers  5 first comments removed

Experiment details are at bit.ly/cs-science-2016
(discussion structure is simulated to protect participant privacy)
Four possible autism discussions if rules had been displayed

- 38.1% increase in first-time comments by newcomers
- 56% newcomer comments removed rather than 63%
- 27 comments • 11 newcomers • 6 first comments removed

J. Nathan Matias (@natematias) civilservant.io
Zika & pregnancy discussion in r/science on reddit, September 2016
Simulated leaf patterns are based on comments from this conversation, which did not display community rules

- 455 comments
- 179 newcomers
- 51 first comments removed

Experiment details are at bit.ly/cs-science-2016
(discussion structure is simulated to protect participant privacy)
Four possible Zika & pregnancy discussions if rules had been displayed

- 38.1% increase in first-time comments by newcomers
- 21% newcomer comments removed rather than 28%
- 523 comments • 247 newcomers • 38 first comments removed

J. Nathan Matias (@natematias) civilservant.io
Insect discovery discussion in r/science on reddit, September 2016
Simulated leaf patterns are based on comments from this conversation, which did not display community rules

- 49 comments
- 10 newcomers
- 6 first comments removed

Experiment details are at bit.ly/cs-science-2016
(discussion structure is simulated to protect participant privacy)
Four possible insect discovery discussions if rules had been displayed

- 38.1% increase in first-time comments by newcomers
- 53% newcomer comments removed rather than 60%
- 54 comments • 14 newcomers • 7 first comments removed

J. Nathan Matias (@natematias)  civilservant.io
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